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If only I could
use my
HP 1 OOLX files
on my Macintosh ...

Now You Can!
...with

MIt! ii~~
HPPAlMTOP

You bought a Palmtop so you could take your
work on the road with you. But what about when
you get back? MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop lets you
use your 1aalX and 95lX files right on your
Macintosh--without losing your data or formatting!

• You can translate your spreadsheet from your
Macintosh to lotus 123 on your Palmtop, use it,
and convert the newly changed spreadsheet
back to the Mac.
• You can selectively backup and restore your files.

It's easy! With just a few clicks, use your HP files

Everything's included! Just connect the two

in the most popular word processing, spreadsheet,
database and personal information management
(PIM) applications on the Mac--and vice versa.

computers with our serial cable ... MacLinkPlus
comes with a complete library of translators and
software to connect your Mac to your Palmtop.

Highest Quality File Translations! For example,

And much more... MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop also

using MacLinkPlus, you can convert an HP
Palmtop Memo document to a document in
Microsoft Word (among others) on the Mac, and
then back ...

includes Phone Book and Appointment Book
equivalent Macintosh file templates for common
Mac applications such as Microsoft Works, Excel
and FileMaker Pro.

The Complete Solution
for Mac <-> HP Palmtop File Exchange
Call for more info!

800-733-0030
55 Corporate Drive· Trumbull, CT 06611
ph. (203) 268-0030/ Fax (203) 268-4345
Graphic from ClickArt® Business Cartoons by TIMaker Company. All rights reserved.

"The tool that will revolutionize the practice

of Emergency Medicine"

The P almtop

E MERGENCY
P HYSICIAN
Information D atabase
Quick Access to: Diagnosis, Pathophysiology, Treatment and Disposition essentials for virtually
all emergent, urgent and routine problems that present to the Emergency Department.
Prepared by Emergency Physicians, (many dual-boarded), Pediatric, Orthopedic, and Internal
Medicine Specialists and Certified Pharmacologists in leading teaching institutions.
Unique "Page at a Glance" format allows rapid assimilation of data.
Complete modifiability by user is available for extra cost.

THE DATABASES
Pharmacology:

$179.00

Includes: Generic and Trade names, Adult and Pediatric doses, Dosage
Formulations and Adjustments, Wholesale Costs, Pregnancy Class,
Contraindications, Adverse Drug Reactions, Important Drug Interactions,
Overdose Management, Pharmacokinetics and other important information
for over 700 commonly prescribed drugs.

General E.R:

$69.00

Includes: Diagnosis and management essentials of all Fractures, Sprains,
Ligament and Joint Injuries and Infections. Also includes Orthopedic procedures
such as joint aspiration, reduction of dislocations, splinting and casting.

Pediatrics:

$69.00

Includes: An essential Emergency and Primary Care source for all Pediatric
problems. Everything is included; neonate to teenager, growth and
development, all diseases and Emergency Resuscitation.

Toxicology:

$89.00

Includes: General Management, Overdoses, Antidotes, Drugs of Abuse,
Occupational Exposures, Plant Identification and Poisonings, General
Toxins and a listing of Poison Control Centers.

Trauma:

$89.00

Includes: Resuscitation Basics and Management of all traumatic emergencies
plus a step-by-step guide to procedures.

Palmtop Computer:
• HP100LX with 1MB RAM
• HP100LX with 2MB RAM

$499.00
$699.00

Connectivity Pack:

$ 99.00

IModifiable Flash RAM Card:

• Add 50% to total Database costs.
Shipping & Handling: FREE

$149.00

Includes: A special database with parts of the Pharmacology, General E.R.
and Toxicology databases plus the complete Trauma database. Covers
immediate Resuscitation, therapeutic interventions and continuing E.R.
management and disposition for virtually all life-threatening E.R. presentations
(Anaphylaxis, Respiratory Failure, Cerebral Herniation, Cardiogenic Shock,
Acute MI, all Trauma, all ACLS Algorithms, Drug Overdoses and much
more).

Orthopedics:

Database - Multiple Purchase Discount: '
• 20% off on 2nd, 3rd, 4th &lor 5th databases
• All 7 databases
$425.00

$179.00

Includes: All emergent and urgent problems in the fields of Neurology,
Psychiatry, Dentistry, Opthalmology, ENT, Cardiovascular (includes ACLS
algorithms), Pulmonary, Gastrointestinal, Genitourinary, Obstetrics/Gynecology,
Infectious Disease, Rheumatology, Allergy, Environmental Medicine and
Dermatology are covered. In addition there is a special section on Medicolegal
concerns.

Critical Care:

I

PRICING & DISCOUNTS

Sales Tax: 6.5% for Illinois Residents

Three Ways To Order!
· Call our voice mail.... 1-800-329-7872,
ext. PEPID (73743),
or office at (708) 475-0778

I
I
,

· Fax to .... (708) 475-0779
(Visa & M/C accepted)

· Or, write to ...
PEPID
100 Greenwood, Suite 1B
Evanston, Illinois 60201

HP Palmtop Paper Special!!
FREE 1 YEAR UPDATE WITH
MULTIPLE DATABASE PURCHASE
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Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper

Reading this issue's medical
professional profiles reminded me of the awesome
commitment and responsibility physicians and other
health workers assume.
When you read these profiles and medical product
offerings, you'll see that the
HP Palmtop can save lives
as well as make a tremendous contribution to the
health field.
Ultimately, our health is
our own responsibility, not
our physician's - preventing illness is less expensive
and painful then curing it.
Top: Hal Goldstein
In this issue you'll read
Bottom: Robert Roney and Rich Hall
about ways to use the HP
Palmtop as a tool for you to
maintain good health. You'll see how to use the Palmtop to
monitor the food you eat, to schedule your exercise program, and
even to test the radioactivity of your environment.
In my User to User column you'll find a discussion that might
improve your mental health. I describe the time management
paradigm and techniques described in Steven Covey's best sellers
7 Habits of Highly Effective People and First Things First. I then show
how to concretely apply Dr. Covey's ideas using the HP Palmtop.
In a further attempt to assist with your mental health, Mark
Scardina writes of the many "gotchas" encountered when attempting to use the HP Palmtop serial port, and how to work around
them. We added to Mark's article a dense, concise, ready-reference page of HP Palmtop serial port advice. On the page you'll
find the information you need to get your HP Palmtop to print,
to attach to a modem, and to transfer files to a desktop computer.
Finally, Ed Keefe teaches us about the sanity of using RPN
(Reverse Polish Notation) in HP Calc. Letters, tips, and advertisement round out this packed issue.
Thanks goes to the many health professionals and health
product vendors with the foresight to use the HP Palmtop as a
tool in their mission to provide us with the best possible health
care.
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Compu$erve
offers support
to European users
Europeans users made the
fatal mistake of being born
on the wrong side of the
pond. That's true for 2MB
upgrades, Express Exchange,
support of a lot of software
products, special offers of
various kinds, 800 phone
numbers, postage paid registration cards, money back
guarantees ... "Valid only in
the U.S.A."
At least, we have
CompuServe which acts as a
great unifier. I learned first
from CompuServe that a
2MB HP 100LX existed while
my local HP dealer didn't
(want to) know about the
2MB version a few weeks
ago and saw no reason to
reduce his astronomic price
for the 1MB version. I can
get support from companies
like SemWare or ACE, I can
even occasionally read messages from real Microsoft
developers that solve real
problems while all the Munich hotline offers me is
listening to some top twenty
hit or MS's 'latest' product
announcements while on
hold ad infinitum. I can
contact developers of useful
tools or applications, buy
their stuff via SWREG and
get an amazing 24 hr support from the small guy.
CompuServe is great in
this aspect. Unfortunately,
you can't expect all that stuff
you learn about to be available locally.
GiIIes Kohl
CompuServe ID: [100114,3146J

Overcoming data
file limits
I am a user of a 512K HP
95LX Palmtop, and am
aware that the size of the
data files for the built-in
applications (except 1-2-3) is
restricted to about 64K (less
with PHONE and APPT).
Will the addition of a
1MB RAM card increase the
data space for each application? Are the same file size
limitations associated with

the 95LX Connectivity Pack
applications that run on my
desktop PC?
Romeo Ching
Manila , PHILIPPINES

[The 64K built-in application data file limitation on the
95LX is fixed and has nothing
to do with the amount of available file storage space. Adding a
RAM card does not solv the
problem. The 95LX Connectivity Pack desktop applications
also have this limitation. If you
need larger data files you can
split your data into two or
more files, or get an HP 100LX, which does not have this
file size limitation - Rich.}

Mysterious birthday;
Need more affordable
subscription prices
This morning, April 29th, I
found the following entry in
the weekly appointment
view on my 95LX:

I did not enter this appointment, it doesn't show up in
the daily view, and I can't
get rid of it! I've tried to put
another appointment over it,
but it doesn't even show!
[You have WEEKABKD
installed on your 95LX, which
gives you week-at-a-glance
capabilities. It's author, Ehood
Baratz, coded his birthday in
there permanently - Rich.}
Your publication has
breathed new life into my
95LX. The HP Palmtop Paper
brings back memories of the
HP 65 users group I belonged to, which also had a
regular newsletter. It was
just sheets of mimeographed
paper stapled together with
no advertising. It was far
less glitzy, but more affordable. Please consider reducing the price so it won't be
such a hard decision when
renewal time comes around.
Peter Chia
Singapore

12:00 - 12:00 Ehood Baratz - birthday

[The existing subscription
price structure allows us to
meet our operating expenses
and still make a profit. Most of
our subscribers and advertisers
appreciate the production quality of the publication. Remember
our circulation is 10 to 50
times less than popular PC
Magazines. We feel the 6 information packed issues, the 2
bonus issues and the subscribers disk offer HP Palmtop users
a fair value. Thanks for your
feedback - Rich.}

95LX Phone Book
Tracks Contacts;
Worried About
Translating to 100LX
I worK in the Film/TV industry and use my 95LX
primarily for it's Phone Book
capabilities. As a Production/ Unit Manager, a phone
number is a vital link to a
person, product, or service
that I often need quickly.

[Q)@~[k{
The PC Link to
PCMCIA Technology!
Use laptop/notebook PCMCIA
technology at your desktop
o Get universal support for PCMCIA
compliant cards
Greystone Peripherals Inc.
o Avoid needless software upgrades
130-A Knowles Drive
®
Los Gatos. CA 95030
o Support multiple combinations
Tel: 1-408-866-4739
GREYSTONE
Fax: 1-408-866-8328
of PC Cards (up to ISmm)
o Enjoy convenient front panel
~ BELL MICROPRODUcrS phone jack (no long cords)
800-995-1999 (OEM)
o Read/write 3V and SV PC Cards
800-800-1513 1.~~1 L!!j
o Easy-to-install, easy-to-use,
Greystone and the Greystone logo are registered trademarks
of Greystone Peripherals Inc., 1994
easy-to-eject
o
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I have thousands of
names, addresses, and other
information to track, and
have to divide up my phone
books into two main categories: People/Crew and Service/Vendor. I have to further divide each of those
categories up. For example,
my People/Crew phone
book files are:
CREW ' A-P .PBK
CREW ' G-L . PBK
CREW ' M-R . PBK
CREW ' S-Z . PBK.

I enter prefixes in front of
names to further organize
the phone books. For example, AC stands for "Assistant
Camera", MC stands for
"Makeup", DP stands for
"Director of photography,"
etc. The Phone Book index
screen looks something like
this.
AC-Smith , Mark
AC-White , Lois
DP-Larue, Jill
MC-Nye , Ben

213 - 456-7890
415-543-2109
708-876-5432
213-987-1234

press 1!12) (OK). The lOOLX
automatically translates the
.PBK file into the lOOLX's
.PDB format and loads the file
into Phone Book.
The information in the
95LX's Name field is placed in
the lOOLX's Name field. Phone
field date is placed in Business
Phone field, and Address information is placed in the Note
field on the lOOLX. At a later
time you can cut and paste
information from the Note field
to any other Phone Book field
you like. You can create a System macro to help you in this
process.
You can even load the .PDB
file into the Database application and modify the Phone Book
database, adding and deleting
unused fields, and changing the
size of a field . Warning: Don't
modify your lOOLX Phone Book
database until after you have
translated all your PBK files. If
you do, the files won't translate
properly - Rich.}

The 9SLX sorts all entries
alphabetically, so all the ACs
are listed together, followed
by the DPs, etc. In addition,
I can do FS (Goto) search on
categories to find, for example, all my Directors of Photography.
I understand the new
lOOLX has a Category field
in its Phone Book, to allow
me to do this kind of search.
I don't know the limitations
of the lOOLX, but I have yet
to encounter a category coding problem on the 9SLX.
For those of us who still
have the 9SLX and have
invested so much time and
effort making it work for the
task at hand, the mere
thought of getting another
unit and reprogramming it
seems too daunting a prospect.
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Insert backup battery
plus-side up or down?
The Best Palmtop Tips may
have been arduous to produce, but it was well worth it!
Congratulations and thanks.
The tip on page 5 and 7
on changing a RAM card
battery contradict each other.
Kaufman was correct - the
plus side must be down!
Christian de Lisle
Hertfortshire, ENGLAND

[We apologize if the two
battery tips were unclear. Fred

Kaufman's tip referred to the
backup battery in the HP Palmtop, which must be inserted
plus side down . Dave Snellard's
tip referred to a backup battery
in a RAM card. The HP 128K
RAM card I looked at had the
backup battery inserted with the
plus side up - Rich.}

Can Computer Virus
Affect Palmtop?
Can a computer virus affect
the built-in application and
data of my HP Palmtop?
Xenofon C. Diamantis
Athens, Greece

[Since the built-in applications are in ROM on both
Palmtops, they cannot be affected by a computer virus. The
data and working files on either
the C: or A: drives could theoretically be affected by a virus.
However, many viruses attach
themselves to system files,
(Letters continued, page 55.)

The desktop ThinCardDRIVE transfers data effortlessly between
Palmptops and MS-DOS®or MS-Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
printer port. Pass-thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMD-500
and writes SRAM cards, TMD-550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
PCMCIAlJEIDA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
Isn't it time you put one on your expense report?
For further information: Databook Inc.
Sales Office: 10 Alder Bush, Rochester, NY 14624 ~DATA
Tel: 716-889-4204 Fax: 716-889-2593
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome,
N

Fern Silvernagel
Wallington, NT

[The 95LX is a very robust
Palmtop, fulfilling many users'
needs. However, I found that
transferring my 95LX .PBK file
to the lOOLX was relatively
easy. Copy the .PBK file over to
the lOOLX, press IMENUI file
Qpen, select the .PBK file and

Palmtop Etiquette
The Palmtop has increased
our productivity and given
us more leisure time. Make
sure you, and those around
you, enjoy undisturbed leisure activities. Please deactivate the Appointment Book
alarms before going into a
concert hall, etc.
Murray J.A. Besler
Vancouver BC, CANADA

ThinCardDRIVE is a trademark
01 Dalabook. Inc.
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

Third Party Products
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services of interest to HP Palmtop users. The icons
above the product name indicate which Palmtop the product is suitable for: ImEI for
the 95LX, 1100LX I for the 100LX. Prices listed are suggested retail.
We invite vendors and subscribers to send us information about HP Palmtoprelated products they discover. We rely on information we receive from the
manufacturer and cannot test every piece of hardware or software. We welcome any
user feedback on product suitability.
By Richard Hall

Hardware
Card Drives

I

mEl1100LXI

Card-Link Drive
The CL680 is an external card
drive that connects to your
desktop PC's parallel (printer) port and accepts type I
and II PCMCIA cards. It
reads both ATA flash cards
and SRAM memory cards.
[See Advertising, page 15.}

Availability ........... . ... Now
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $189.95
CONTACT: Steele Creek Technologies, 14035 Appling Lane, Char/otte,
NC 28278, USA; Phone and Fax: 704588-1780.

Connectivity

I

1100LX I

100LX. Also includes PC
DataExchange software.

Station100 ......... $99.95
without software . $79.95
Link 100LX to desktop Pc.
Same as PrintStation, but
without the parallel adapter.

Drive100 ......... $329.95
A floppy disk drive that
connects to the 100LX, allowing it to read/write in MSDOS format to low or high
density 3.5" floppy diskettes.
Has an intelligent cache memory system that minimizes
power consumption. Includes
AC adapter, software, cable
and user guide.
Availability . ..... ... ... ... Now
CONTACT: Sparcom Corporation, 897
NW Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330,
USA; Phone 800-827-8416 or 503757-8416; Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuServe 10: [75320,2440].

Specialized

I

1 OOLX Connectivity
Stations

1100LX I

Sparcom has released the following connectivity stations
for the HP 100LX:

Micro Roentgen
Radiation Monitors

PrintStation . . . . . .. $199.95
Slide 100LX into PrintStation
to link 100LX to desktop PC
for printing and communications. Has built-in parallel
adapter for printer, DB-9
serial connector for quick
hook-up to desktop PC, and
AC adapter to power the

The RM-60, RM-70, RM-80,
and RM-G90 radiation monitors let you use your HP
Palmtop, or other PC compatible computer to monitor
your surroundings for radiation and can detect alpha,
beta, gamma, and X rays. It
can also detect low levels of
radon gas with the aid of a

forced-air filtering system.
The system samples the environment continuously and
averages the radiation levels
in micro roentgens per hour of
the length of time specified.
The software included
with the RM radiation monitors displays the radiation
levels in a high speed, auto
scaling, scrolling bar chart
format which allows a user to
scan months of stored radiation data for any unusual
surges or trends. It supports
full screen updating of all
data points and bars and
allows vertical scrolling as
well as horizontal scrolling.
AW-Graph, a separate software package, provides additional sophisticated analysis
and allows the user to display, print, and export data
acquired to the RM monitors.
It also allows users to enter
data from other sources.
The RM radiation monitors draw the small amount
of power they need from the
Palmtop's serial port. The kit
comes with a radiation monitor, software, and cabling and
adapters to connect to a standard PC serial port. You can
connect the 100LX to these
cables using the modem
adapter that comes with the
newer HP Connector / Adapter kit (FI023A). A special HP
to RM cable is also available.
[See Advertising, page 43.}

Availability . .......... ... . Now

Software medium .... . Floppy disk
Pricing (plus shipping)
RM-60 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $149.50
RM-70 ... . . .. ... .. . .. .. $240
RM-80 ................. $319
RM-G90 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . $360
HP-to-RM cable . .. . .. . .... $24
AW-Graph software ........ $45
CONTACT: Aware Electronics, P.O.
Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807,
USA; Phone/Fax: 302-655-3800.
1100LX I

Portable
PowerWand
This high resolution barcode
wand connects to the HP
100LX and lets you input barcode information into the
Palmtop. It can be used for
asset management, document-tracking, electronicforms, inventory control, medical applications, etc. and
custom applications.
It has a built-in decoder
and interface that allows for a
compact size and portability.
The internal decoder will decode all major bar-code symbologies. The PowerWand
has an LED and beeper indicator that show when data is
being scanned properly. It
has a patented power drain
technology for longer battery
life with the 100LX.
The Portable PowerWand's has a 660nm LED, 35
degree tilt angle, 6 mil high
resolution, and a scan speed
2" - 60" per second. It reads
UPC, EAN, JAN, code 39,
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128,93, industrial/interleaved
2 of 5 and MSI/Plessy. It has
a polycarbonate case, an operating temperature 0 - 50 degrees C, and ambient light
rejection of 100,000 lux.

Software

[See Advertising, page 21.]

1100LX I

Availability ... . ........ . . . Now
Pricing (complete) . . . .. . . .. . $599
CONTACT: Global Connections Inc.,
50 S. River St., Ste 105, Janesville, WI
53545, USA; Phone: 608-752-1537;
Fax: 608-752-9548.

Portable
EZ·Biller Plus

Wireless

I

1100LX I

AccessCard
MobileMedia Communications Inc., one of the largest
providers of paging services
in the United States is now
offering Wireless Access Inc's
AccessCard to HP 100LX
users. Through 36 offices,
MobileMedia provides paging and other wireless services in 19 states and the District of Columbia, including
nine of the ten largest metropolitan markets in the U.s.
The AccessCard is the
only wireless messaging card
to completely integrate the
antenna and battery into the
PCMCIA 2.0 Type II form
factor, providing the highest
quality reception and lowest
power consumption possible.
The AccessCard from
MobileMedia will provide the
ability to receive messages,
acting as an advanced alphanumeric pager. It can also
provide the user with up-tothe minute information such
as business and financial
news headlines, stock-price
information and flight updates. Appointment book, database and spreadsheet updates, as well as e-mail, can
be received through MobileMedia's local, regional, and
nationwide paging networks.
Availability . .... . . . .. . . . . . Now
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300
CONTACT: MobileMedia Communications Inc., 65 Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660; Phone: 800-5622830 or 201-440-8400 ext. 3049; Fax:
201-440-7657.

Accounting

I

Sales and inventory program
that lets you track all your
inventory, sales, accounts
receivables, order entry, billing, invoices, and more. Allows quick and easy access to
sales and inventory data
where ever you are. Interfaces with 100LX Power Wand
Barcode system (see third
party announcement this issue). Comes on a 10MB PCMCIA card.
Availability . .. ... . . ....... Now
Medium ....... . .. PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $599
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Business
Management
1100LX I

The Art of
Negotiating 2.1
The Art of Negotiating leads
the user through a complete
preparation of his or her own
negotiation. The program is
useful to anyone who negotiates in a personal or professional capacity, such as purchasing agents, administrators, attorneys, labor negotiators and real estate agents. It
is also an effective way to
train others on negotiating.
Package includes the book
The Art of Negotiating by Gerard Nierenberg.
[See "Project Kick Start"
below for contact and pricing.]

HP Palmtop User's Groups
If you are interested in participating in an HP Palmtop User's group,
please contact the following individuals. Write us if you wish to be added
as a contact to form a User's group in your area.

Cleveland Ohio, USA User's Group
95lXl100lX users in the Cleveland area should contact: Craig de
Fasselle, c/o MEM, Inc., 4702 East 355th St., Willoughby, OH 44094;
Phone: 216-951-1333.

Detroit Michigan, USA User's Group
95lXl100lX users in the Detroit area should contact: Jeff Zom, 29311
Aranel, Farmington Hills, MI48334-2815; Phone: 313-489-1855 (EST) or
Louis Peeples; Phone: 810-777-9390.

Florida (Central), USA User's Group
95lXl100lX users in the central Florida area should contact: Roger
Prokic CIS ID: [73044,3700}; Phone: 407-799-0583.

HOLLAND/BELGIUM User's Group
HP 95lXl1 OOlX users in the low countries should contact: T. Groeneveld,
Paladijnenweg 104, 3813 KE Amersfoort, HOLLAND; Phone: +31
33755147.

Illinois, USA User's Group
95lXl1 OOLX users in the Chicago area should contact: Gordon Campbell,
29W051 Bames Ave, West Chicago IL 60185; Phone 708-231-6796.

Kansas, USA User's Group
Contact: Marietha Wi/son, P.O. Box 1151, Manhattan, KS 66502-0012,
USA; Phone: 913-532-9775.

Los Angeles California, USA User's Group
95LX1100LX users in the LA area should contact: Dave Shier at 805-3719391; Fax: 805-371-9391; CIS ID: [75030,3374} for more information.
Next meeting 9:00 a.m., June 18, 1994.

NJINY, USA User's Group
95LX1100lX users in the New Jersey/New York area. Contact: Stanley
DobrOWSki, 113 Carlton Avenue, East Rutherford, NJ, 07073-1038; CIS
ID: [71031,2162}; Phone: 201-807-5857 (work).

PPC - Paris FRANCE User's Group
Oldest French HP user's club, with 95lXl100lX section. Meet first
Saturday of each month. JPC journal published 10 times a year. Contact:
PPC PariS, BP 604, 75028 PARIS cedex 01, FRANCE; CompuServe
contact: Jacques Belin (chairman), CIS ID: [100337, 1703}; Phone: 33+ 1
42377267.

Richmond Virginia, USA User's Group
For 95lXl1 OOlX users in the Central Virginia area. Contact: John Haskell,
7102 Three Chopt Road, Richmond, VA 23226-3615. CIS ID: [70750, 1243} or Phone: 804-288-6073 (work).

SOUTHERN AFRICAN HP Palmtop/Omnibook
Users of the HP Palmtop/Omnibook in South Africa should contact:
James Dean. CIS ID: [70714,613}; Internet address:
james@charon.hipsys.co.za; Phone: (011) 806-1382 (O/H); Fax: (011)
806-1353.

1100LX I

TURKISH User's Group

The Idea
Generator Plus 3.1

HP Palmtop users in Turkey should contact: Ahmet G. Ozisik, Soyak
Binasi, Buyukdere Cad. 38, Mecidiyekoy, Istanbul 80290, TURKEY;
Phone: (212) 275 09 10 (ext. 309); Fax: (212) 2115761.

Idea Generator challenges the
user to look at his or her situ-
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
ation from productive new
points of view. Its three step
process offers users a powerful way to solve problems
and communicate those solutions to others. In work
groups, the program can structure a brainstorming session
and help all of the participants contribute to a solution. Package includes the
book The Art of Creative Thinking by Gerard Nierenberg.
[See "Project Kick Start"
below for contact and pricing.]

and action plans can be quickly established. Task lists can
be printed or downloaded to
scheduling programs.
Availability ....... ... . .... Now
Pricing:
Art of Negotiating ... ... .. $97.50
Idea Generator Plus .. . ... $97.50
Project KickStart . . . . . . . .. $79.95
CONTACT: Experience in Software,
Inc., 2000 Hearst Avenue, Suite 202,
Berkley, CA 94709-2176; Phone: 800678-7008, 510-644-0694; Fax: 510644-3823.

Project KickStart
Project KickStart helps the
user go from a basic project
idea and quickly generate a
task list and resource assignments. The program provides
six task generation techniques
to develop task lists. Projects
can be planned individually
or in teams. Objective lists

The

This Mac connectivity pack
lets you use or backup HP
100LX or 95LX files on your
Apple Macintosh computer.
MacLinkPlus converts
PHONE, APPT, 1-2-3, and

Portable

[See Advertising, page - inside
front cover.]

Availability ............... Now
Medium ..... .... Mac floppy disk
(plus serial cable and adapter)
Pricing ..... ...... ....... $129
Upgrade ............. $39.95
(MacLinkPluslHP 95LX users.
Upgrade through DataViz only.)
CONTACT: Data Viz Inc., 55 Corporate
Dr. , Trumbull, CT06611, USA; Phone
800-733-0030 or 203-268-0030; Fax:
203-268-4345.

1 101 0 100LX I
MacLinkPlus/HP
Palmtop

The Hewlett-Packard

Data Base

I

1 1010 100LX I
FLYbase
Comprehensive, universal,
easy-to-use database program
for fly fishers everywhere
who want to efficiently manage hatch information. Includes 450 insect records
(mayflies, caddisflies and
stoneflies) and over 1,000
matching pattern recipes
covering all life forms. Rated
tops by Dave Engerbretson
(Fly Fisherman magazine, May
'94). Completely interactive ...
compile your own databases
for your own streams. 2MB
required for files.
Availability ... ............ Now
Medium . .... .. .. .... 3.5 floppy
Pricing .. ... .. . . $74.95 + $5 S&H
Contact: FL Ybase, PO Box 672,
Coudersport, PA 16915; Phone: 814274-7981; Fax: 814-274-0641.

[D~ ~!~K~~6

DeskJet 310 Printers

Authorized Vealer

provide full-featured

~Iact

printing with the
convenience of portability

Printer

and an option for COLOR!
With A

1;1] MI];1 ill'

Side!
Order
No.
#806896
#806929
#806911
#807133
#746315

I

Connectivity

1100LX I

MEMO files for use in Mac
applications, and vice versa.
You can use 100LX Database
files in MS-Works on the
Mac, make changes, and
translate the file back to the
HP.
MacLinkPlus / HP Palmtop includes a library of translators and software to connect your Mac to your Palmtop, as well as a serial cable
for the 100LX and a 95LX
adaptor. This product replaces MacLinkPlus HP 95LX.

Fill al/ of your
presentations and reports
with brilliant colors - -

sheet feeder
is optional

at an unbelievable price!
ELEK-TEK
PRICE

Description
HP DeskJet 310 with Cut-Sheet Feeder
$399.00
HP DeskWriter 310 for the Macintosh
299.00
HP DeskWriter 310 with Cut-Sheet Feeder for MACs
369.00
HP DeskJet 310 and DeskWriter 310 Color Kit
36.99
HP DeskJet 310 and DeskWriter 310 Black Ink Cartridge
15.99

The Best
Computer
Catalog
Ever-

FREEl

:rIii'

1. . .

HP DeskJet 310 Printer
Features:

./

#806903
MSRP $379

S319

Over 5,000 National Branded Computer Products

• Everyday Discounted Prices
• TOil-Free Ordering with FREE Technical Support
• Same Day Shipping on Allin-Stock Items
Corporate Accounts Invited.

• Weighs only 4.5 Ibs
• Professional-quality output with
300 dpi water-resistant ink
• 84 Typeface, style and size
combinations standard
• Prints on letter, legal, A4,
executive-sized paper,
transparencies and labels
• Printer slides easily into the
Optional Cut-Sheet Feeder for
hands-free printing
• Optional Color Kit allows
full-color printing on plain
paper and transparencies
• 1-Year Warranty

Prices subject to change without notice. ELEK·TEK is not responsible lor typogrnphical or printing errors.
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WARNING: Your subscription may be about

RE EW OR SUISC
THI HP PAL TOP
AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER
USuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
"Terrific... " - Mark Gitlitz
"... truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and produas
specifically for the HP Palmtops.
I don't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

Ipc CARD I

A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
of PCMCIA cards becoming If~"'"
available:
SRAM • FLASH· FAX/MoDEM

•

I

,

t

•

•

NETWORK· WIRELESS· MORE

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy
or just looking.

[i'aEsT PALMTOP TIPS"*
Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

"PC CARD----~
REVIEW,,*l

BEST

Great for users at any level!

* YOU RECEIVE TWO ADDITIONAL
BONUS ISSUES
FOR EACH YEAR YOU SUBSCRIBE.

AVAILABLE
OCTOBER 1994

THE SUBSCRIBER

POW••DISK
A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best
Programs, Games and Utilities we can find,
many subscribers have told us that the PowerDisk
alone is worth far more than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
Contact
Management
1miE1100LX I

ACT! for the
HP Palmtops
This new version of the popular contact manager works
on both the HP 100LX and
95LX Palmtop PCs. It features
a contact database that tracks
names, addresses and to-dos,
logs completed activities
automatically into the contact
history and includes an unlimited contact notepad. The
contact database is integrated
with an activity scheduler
that displays meetings, calls
and action items; an expense
tracker for producing expense
reports complete with mileage and billable hours; and a
report module for generating
phone, address, activity lists
and more.
ACT! for HP Palmtops
also includes links to ACT!
for Windows (versions 1.1
and 2.0) and ACT! 2.1 for
DOS so users can transfer
ACT! contact and activity
data between their PCs and
their Palmtops. Updating and
exchanging information between ACT! for HP Palmtops
and ACT! for Windows or
DOS requires a serial cable
(not included). In addition,

ACT! for HP Palmtops has a
unique ZAPCARDS feature
for wireless data exchange
between palmtops via an
infrared data link.
Availability . . .. . . . ... . . . .. Now
Medium ..... . .. .. .. Floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . . No
RAM required when running .. 140K
Pricing .............. $129.95
Upgrade from ACT! 1.0
for the HP 95LX . . . . . . .. $39.95
CONTACT: Symantec Corp., 10201
Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014,
USA; Phone: 800-441-7234 or 503345-3322; Fax: 503-334-7400.
1100LX I

Client Sales Master
Track clients, prospects, print
mailing labels, plus search,
sort and more.
Availability . . . ... ....... . . Now
Medium ... .. . . .. . PCMCIA card
Pricing ........... . ...... $239
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Engineering

I

1100LX I

Multi·Circuit
Analysis
Analyze active, passive, linear, and filter circuits (see
contact/price next product).

font styles, like HP's Soft
Fonts, to the text that you're
faxing.

1100LX I

Logic Designer
& Simulator

[See Advertising, page 16.}

Design and test circuits with
an interactive digital design
and logic simulator program.
Availability ..... . ..... .... Now
Medium .. . . . ..... PCMCIA card
Pricing
Multi-Circuit Analysis ...... $399
Logic Designer . . . . . . . . . . . $249
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Fax

•

...._ _ _ _ _ _ _. . '.

Availability ............. . . Now
Medium .. .. .. . .. ... . 3.5" floppy
Pricing ................ $19.95
(includes FREE one year subscription
to BBS)
CONTACT: Simple Simon Software,
1912 Central Dr., Ste. E, Bedford, TX
76021; Phone: 817-283-6691; FAX:
817-283-5871; BBS: 817-545-4833.

I

Financial

1100LXI

IjI01U 100LX I
SSFAXER 6.0
SSFAXER is a DOS Command Line fax program for the
HP Palmtops. It uses less
memory than many other fax
programs, 95K disk space for
the program and 312K system
RAM for sending and receiving.
SSFAXER can SEND, RECEIVE, VIEW, PRINT and
CONVERT fax files. You can
add headers to every fax,
Station ID, Sender, Recipient,
Fax Subject Title, Date, and
Page Numbers. It allows either touch tone or pulse dialing prefixes. In addition 55FAXER gives your fax more
style by applying different

Checks!
A commercial and freeware
version of this checkbook
program that lets you enter
deposits, checks, Automatic
Teller Machine transactions,
electronic transfers, and
more . Program provides
password protection, lets you
set filter to display only certain entries. Automatically
adds deposits and subtracts
checks from total. Includes a
built-in calculator.
CHECKS!.ZIP Iii (version
1.0) is a freeware program.
Checks! 2.0 is an enhanced
commercial version. Either
version requires 128K when
installed in the 100LX system
manager. They work on the
95LX, but you have to use the

$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL SERVICE
FOR THE HP 95LX AND HP 100LX
...

Nationwide dialup bps access for $9 per month - flat rate.

...

FREE System Manager compliant software included.

...

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers of Internet,
Compuserve®, AT&T Mail™ , MCI MaiI™, and all other connected
networks in the global messaging matrix.

...

Two-way wireless access is available over the RAM Mobile Data
wireless networks.

...

1200, 2400 and 9600 bps dialup access is available.

0

...

Canadian, European and Pacific Rim dialup access is available at
additional cost.

...

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WorldPort™ modem and Sparcom's
SmartDock™ ComStation.

...

PSlLink also works on MSDOS laptops.

...

PSI Link for Windows is available at access speeds of up to
V.32bis (14.4 Kbps)

...

Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

~

PSIlinl{
GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
510 Huntmar Park Drive • Herndon, VA 22070
Phone: +1.703.709.0300 • E-Mail: pslink-info@psi.com • FAX BACK INFO: 1.800.FAX.PSI.1
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(ALTH<ArrowKeys» to
view different parts of the
display. The program also
works on desktop PCs.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ........ . ... Floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Runs under 100LX SysMgr .... Yes
RAM occupied when running .. 128K
Pricing
Version 2.0 ............... $20
Version 1.0 . . . . . . . . . .. freeware
CONTACT: Snappy Software, P.O.
Box 731, Lexington KY, 40586, USA;
Phone and Fax: 606-269-0496.

1ilDJ!1 OOlX !

Financial Programs
These Solver equation files
come with full user instructions and examples. Available
on request are separate pamphlets on formulae, methods
of working, schedules, comments on the latest market
practices, and examples. All
programs are available, on
request, for the HP-17B and
HP-19B Business calculators.

Hire Purchase & Leasing:
Includes the following:
Lease payments; Lease balances; 5% discounting;
Spread rentals; Re-scheduling
payments; Skipped payments;
Dates; Odd days payments;
Rule 78*; Weighted mean.

discounts; Chain discounts;
Invoice discounts; Agents'
commissions; EOQ; Job costing; Moving averages; Break
even; Availability estimate;
Forecast and market conditions; Dates; Odd days payments; Rule 78; Weighted
mean.

Individual programs:
The following are available
upon request: Money swaps;
Forward rate agreement;
Reversionary properties;
Endowment properties; Depreciation programs; Bank
deposit account; Guaranteed
bonds; Work time costed;
Election percentage swings;
Revolutionary method of
board room voting.
* minor amendments for nonUK markets.
** program peculiilr to UK,
delete for other markets.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ............ Floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr ..... Yes
(Solver .EON files)
Pricing (each) ........ £150 I $250
(Ask for 95LX or 100LX set. 100LX
set can be used on 95LX, 95LX set
MUST NOT be used on 100LX.)
Individual programs on request
CONTACT: Christian de Lisle, Rabley
Park, Ridge Nr. Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, EN63LX, UK; Phone/Fax: 0707
642201

Loans Mortgages Savings:
Includes the following: Dates;
Odd days payments; Effective
rate base; Conversions;
Scheduling; Percentage lift;
Secondary (wrap) loans;
Building society loans**; Adjust for last payment**; Repayment balances**; MIRAS
(gross profile)**; MIRAS (constant pmnts)**; Rule 78*;
Weighted mean.

Bonds and Bills:
Includes the following: Euro
(A & S/ A) bond; US Corporate bond; US Municipal
bond; US "Agency" bond; US
Treasury bond; US Domestic
bond; Japanese bond; Date
data; Days/base bond calcs;
Dates; Average life; Duration/volatility; Some LGA valuations**; Split coupons; Bills &
short CDs; Medium CDs
Euro/US; Floating rate CDs;
US Treasury bills; Vulgar
fractions.

Marketing:
Includes the following: Sales

!100lX!

Market Forecaster
Predicts the magnitude and
direction of the stock market
for the next 2-4 months, with
a r=0.90 correlation. Tested
for 15 years.
Availability ......... . .... . Now
Medium .......... PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $369
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Health Care
(see page 36 this issue.)

Utilities

I

up a window that shows the
underlying text 2, 3, or 4
times larger.
[See Advertising, pages 32-33.}

Availability ............... Now
Medium ............ Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr ..... YeslTSR
Pricing ................... $19
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103, San
Jose, CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800825-9977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408428-9721.

Sharewarel
Freeware
Shareware is a non-commercial software programs made
available to users on a trial
basis. If a user decides to
continue using the software
after a short period of time,
they are required to pay a
modest registration fee (usually around $10 to $50). Freeware is offered by its author
at no charge.
Products listed in this
section are available through
on-line information systems
like CompuServe (CIS) and
America On Line (AOL).
Programs available on the HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK will
be marked with the on disk
icon ( Iii ) and further referenced in the ON DISK index
on page 64 of this issue.

lED
ABKTool 4.0A

Iii

Upgrade of a stand-alone viewer and editor of .ABK files
created by the 95LX APPT
program. Corrects a bug in
the "Edit (priority) labels"
function.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ............ Shareware
Runs under SysMgr ......... Yes
Shareware fee: ............. $30
Upgrade existing users ...... free
CONTACT: Available on PTP ON
DISK or from Library 7 of the HP Hand
forum on CompuServe. Shareware
also available directly from author:
Paul Kramer, One Linden Place, Woodland, CA 95695, USA. (Please add
$5 ($8 overseas) for floppy disk.)

!100lX!
!100lX!

Magnify!
Simple TSR utility program
for the HP 100LX that pops
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CLlPVUE II
ClipVue is a small 100LX
.EXM utility that extends
clipboard functionality to

DOS programs. ClipVue lets
you save the clipboard contents to a file, and load that
file back into the clipboard.
This file can in turn be read
from, or written to, by DOS
applications that normally
don't have access to the SysMgr clipboard. ClipVue can
also be used to take a quick
glance at clipboard contents
in text format before doing a
paste, for example.
Availability . ..... . ... . .. . . Now
Medium .. . .......... Freeware
Runs under SysMgr ..... .. .. Yes
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Freeware
CONTACT: Available on the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or on CompuServe's HP HAND forum, Library 11.

!100lX!

{COMMO) 6.0

Iii

High-performance terminal
program for the 100LX and
other DOS computers (also
runs well in Windows ' and
OS/2, does not work on the
95LX). Now with multiple
macro files and phone files,
new protocol macros, userdefined keys, VT-220 keyboard file, auto Doorway
support. Large macros now
run much faster. Many other
improvements and enhancements. {COMMO} is small,
fast, reliable and has features
of programs many times its
size.
Availability ......... . ..... Now
Medium ............ Shareware
Shareware registration .... $30-60
(Depending on the options selected, the user's location and the
user's circumstances (student,
sysop, low-income, etc.).)
Upgrade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Free
(Printed manual and/or disk costs
extra. Users must write author for
a new passkey. Complete upgrade instructions are in
READ.ME in {COMMO} archive.)
CONTACT: Available on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe's HPHAND forum. Also contactFred P. Brucker, P.O. Box
141537, Columbus, OH43214; U.S.A.;
Phone: 614-326-1309; CompuServe:
[71021,356J; Internet: 71021.356@compuserve.com.

!100lX I

Helv100 II
This program contains a complete new font definition for

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
both the 25x80 and the 18x64
screen formats. The fonts are
slightly larger than the original Hewlett Packard fonts.
Install by copying the program to the 100LX and running it from the DOS prompt
(or from the AUTOEXEC.BAT file). The new font will
be used whenever a new
mode is selected. You can
execute mode coSO from DOS
or simply start the System
Manager with the command
100 from the DOS prompt.
The fonts are based on
the original Helvetica font
and were created with the
FCL Iii font generating program. The software is freeware and is provided on an
as-is basis.
Availability . . . . . .... .... . . Now
Medium . ...... . . ... . Freeware
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Freeware
CONTACT: The program is available
on CompuServe or The HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK. See ON DISK Index,
page 64 for more information.
1100LX I

TURBO.ZIP Iii
Set of utilities written to
speed up the performance of
the 100LX by changing certain low-level settings. Together they can add almost a
31 % speed increase to the
100LX. Although results have
been good, you must use this
program at your own risk.
TURBO.ZIP includes:
TURBO.COM - Changes the
speed of access to the plug-in
memory chips and ROM
chips. Results in 100LX applications running about 15%
faster. Slightly speeds up file
read/write times.
Author has tested program for several months and
has discovered no adverse
side effects.
TURBOCPU.COM &
MAXCPU.COM - Increase
your 100LX's CPU performance by 7% or 16%. These
programs tell the 100LX to
expect a higher frequency
crystal than is actually there.
this causes the timer of the
chip to slow down and reduce the number of accesses
to the CPU. More CPU cycles

become available to do your
programs' work.
Side effect: Timer also
controls the display refresh
rate, keyboard scan rate, and
serial port baud rate. Using
these programs can cause a
flickering of the LCD display,

slowing down of keyboard
typing rate, and cause the
serial port to become inoperative.
NORMCPU.COM - Restores
the CPU to its regular speed
and eliminates the problems

associated with TURBOCPU.COM & MAXCPU.COM.
Availability . .... . . .. . . .. . . Now
Medium . .... . . .. . . .. Freeware
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Freeware
CONTACT: Available on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe's HP Hand forum.

FlashCards
from Seagate.
If you're going mobile, Seagate's going with you.
We've been delivering high quality storage solutions
since the inception of the Pc. Now, our flashCards
bring a storage solution to the smallest computers
and devices. Solid-state
technology makes the
FlashCards rugged,
compatible, and
course, removable.
Call 408-438-8111 if
d like more infonnation.
Or if you're all ready to go.
~

HP 95LX, HP 100LX and OmniBook compatible.
~ 1.8 to 20.9 Mbytes formatted capacity.
~ Stacker™ data compression software available.
~ PCMCIA-ATA Type II compatible.

c5S9 Seagate
THE DATA TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

Seagate Technology', Flash Memory Mass Storage is designed and manufactured by Sundisk u,'POration. Seaga.., the Seagaa: logo and the Storage by Seagaa: logo
are registered trademarks of Seagare Technology, Inc. Stacker is a trademark of Stacker FJearonics. C 1993 Seagare Technology,Inc.
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User Profile:

HP Palmtop: A
24-Hour Medical
Assistant
Or. Meissner takes us through a very
active day in the life of a Palmtop in
the pocket of a Cardiologist.
By Frank Meissner, MD
CompuServe ID: [71333,3377]

The pager beeped loudly in
my ear. I turned over; looked
at its display digits; turned to
the clock, ugly, it's 2 a.m.; I
call the number.
"Thanks for calling back
so promptly" the voice on the
other end says. "I've got a
'hot one' in the ER (emergency room), and I need
your help in getting him into
a CCU (cardiac care unit). I
think he needs thrombolysis",
the voice said somewhat timidly.
Well, the current revolution in modern cardiology care, means that sleep
is optional. Heart disease is the number one killer in America. You need
to be prepared to respond decisively
to patients with acute heart attacks
and it does not matter whether it's
day nor night.
In this case, the patient was at a
40 bed hospital an hour's drive from
any of the hospitals with a CCU. Still
at home, I discussed the situation
with the Emergency Room physician
and made treatment recommendations over the phone. The patient was
a 45 year old male, smoker with
hypertension and no previous history
of heart attacks who came to the ER
within one hour of his heart attack.
Looking at his faxed EKG, he appears
to be damaging the lateral wall of his
heart. The physician did not have

any reason to not treat with thrombolytic (clot lysis) therapy using streptokinase.

Ready Medical
Reference
The physician I was assisting over
the phone was at a small rural ER,
and he had never given streptokinase
before. It was also some time since I
had used this agent, so I reached for
my HP 100LX. A 40MB ACE DoubleCard installed in the A: drive, with a
copy of ComputerBooks's Pharmaceuticals database, a DOS drug reference
program which takes up about 4MB
on the DoubleCard and costs $199.00
(see page 36, this issue of The HP
Palmtop Paper, and my review of this
program in Medical Software Reviews,
October 1993).
I started the Palmtop, called up
the program, found the streptokinase
entry within one minute, and read
the dosing protocol over the phone to
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the attending physician. The patients
vital signs were stable and the heart
attack did not seem to be extensive. I
told the physician to begin therapy,
and I'd call him back in a few minutes with a hospital that had an available CCU bed.
I switched to my phone book files
and called a series of CCU's. I have
admitting privileges in 5 hospitals in
town and had to find an available
bed in a Cardiac Care Unit. Before
that call, I found the Life Flight number, briefed the aerovac crew on the
patients situation, and sent them on
their way to pick up the patient. I
found a CCU bed and called back the
ER. "Airlifes on the way, and he is to
be admitted to St. Lukes", I said. "I'll
meet him in the CCU, please call me
when he leaves en route."

Calculating heart flow
At the CCU, I meet the patient, he is
a 45 year old smoker with hypertension and no past history of MI, myo-
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cardial infarction (heart attack). I
assess him at the bedside, and he has
some mild rhales in both lower lobes
of the lungs. This is a troubling finding in this setting, it suggests that he
has a higher than usual chance of
death during the current hospitalization. Therefore, I ask for a STAT
echocardiogram. This technique allows me to 'see' the heart using
sound wave energy and to assess
how large the infarct is and how
likely it is that the patient is going to
get into trouble later in the course of
his heart attack. I take the basic ultrasound measurements and doppler
echocardiography information, and
then call up my echo cardiography
Solver file in the built-in HP Calc
(ECHO.EQNii). In a few moments I
have an estimate of the patients cardiac output, stroke volume, ejection
fraction and right ventricular pressure. These solver calculations using
the echocardiography measurements
allow me to judge the size and functional impact of this fresh heart attack. It helps me judge whether I'll
need to scramble to the cardiac catheterization laboratory to do an acute
catheterization. The infarct seems to
be relatively small by echocardiographic criteria. So, I will continue to
watch the patient through the night.

points of cardiac physical examination. Fortunately for me, we are at
the hospital at which I admitted my
late night MI patient. We go to his
bedside and examine him together.
I am rarely in the same place at
the same time on any given day. The
HP lOOLX Appointment Book's improvements over this module in the
95LX have put my life back on schedule again. The display is aesthetically
more pleasing, has more information
visible (tiny calendar or clock next to
the appointment or todo list) and has
a more integrated feel to it than the
95LX version. The ToDo list is also

an especially useful tool, as I usually
have too many ToDo's in any given
day or week. And I must admit in
my mind, it is comforting to be able
to check off and delete each small
task of the day.

Use Lotus database to
record examination findings
I notice a split 52 in the patient (second heart sound representing an
aortic and pulmonary valve closure).
I can't recall all of its causes, and
once again my HP lOOLX comes to
my rescue.
One of the less utilized features of
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Lotus 1-2-3 is its database functions.
I am developing a database containing cardiac physical examination
findings. I will be able to call the list
for reference in those times when
things are incompletely remembered.
I am in the process of developing a
more extensive group of lists. This
will allow me to develop a hypertext
like system in which titles of lists will
be displayed and linked by macro
move commands to appropriate sublisted regions of the spreadsheet.

Diagnosis assistant
on the Palmtop
In the course of our conversation, the
medical students mention a problem
they are having with differential
diagnosis. It concerns a patient with
fever of unknown origin, THE classical problem of Internal Medicine
differential diagnosis. I go to HP
lOOLX DOS and run Quick Medical
Reference, a diagnostic expert system
which requires 35MB of storage
space and 640K of RAM memory
(430K RAM free) to run (see Med
Products, page 39 this issue). This is
the most widely selling diagnostic
expert system available for the DOS
environment. It was recently reviewed in the Jan 94 issue of Medical
Software Reviews. Using this program,
and the historical information provided by the system, we begin to narrow
down the diagnostic possibilities.
This is a very difficult diagnostic
problem and it is a real advantage to
be able to run the program from this
miniature medical informatics powerhouse. The students now have some
leads as to where to start on the case,
and they leave, ready to pursue a
number of promising possibilities.

Using Solver for
catheterization problems
I get to the office and transfer the
information concerning the multiple
admissions I had made over the
weekend. I call up my appointment
calendar, and start to work my way
through the outpatients on the days
schedule. I maintain a separate patient phone book, so that I can main-

tain phone files of patients independent of my ICU/ward numbers.
I also train cardiology fellows in
cardiac catheterization techniques.
The trainee and I need to perform the
calculations involved in hemodynamic cardiac catheterization procedures.
Probably no field of medicine except
perhaps radiation oncology, has as
many calculations and mathematical
relationships within it as does Cardiology. So, in this world of flows and
pressures, resistance's and indices;
the Solver is an invaluable tool.
I have my machine set up to accomplish major cardiac catheterization calculations. As I have previously mentioned, I have another separate
solver calculation file for echocardiography calculations (ECHO.EQN Ii).
I maintain separate equation files for
ease of use. It is rare to need calculations from the cardiac catheterization
list (CATH.EQN Ii) within the echocardiography laboratory. So, for repetitive calculations it is easy to simply open the appropriate Solver list
and crunch numbers.
In addition, I can use Solver to
assess in a graphic way the improvement of one of my critically ill patients cardiac function. I take several
sets of hemodynamic parameters, and
plot a curve of left ventricular filling
pressure (as estimated by the pulmonary capillary occlusion pressure)
versus the cardiac output.

Database for
tracking procedures
As a procedural oriented specialist, I
find it increasingly important to keep
track of procedures. Consequently, I
have developed a 100LX Data Base
module (PROC.GDB Ii) which tracks
my procedures by type, linking them
with a unique patient ID and detailing any complications of the procedure. I have a free form Notes field
in the database for additional information. This is an invaluable resource for credentialing, as everyone
now is very interested in how many
procedures and of what types one
has performed.
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Searching the world for
the latest information
Just before resuming rounds, I receive a frantic phone call from a
telemetry ward (this is a unit in
which all patients are on heart monitors, but they do not require mechanical ventilators). One of my patients
has had an unusual arrhythmia (heart
rhythm abnormality), "torsades de
pointes". The most common cause of
this abnormality is due to a medication effect. I review the patients medication list and see no potentially
incriminating agents. However, my
psychiatry consultant has recommended and started the patient on
one of the newer antidepressant
agents, Zoloft (sertraline). Many of
the older antidepressant agents have
been implicated as causes of torsades,
so this is worth investigating.
I remove my 40MB ACE card,
insert an X-jack Megahertz 14.4 Modem
card, connect with my local medical
school computer account and log on.
A search for references combining
torsades de pointes or ventricular
tachycardia vs sertraline finds nothing. I go to the MicroMedex section
of this library system, I select the
drug description database and search
the Zoloft entry. No torsades as a
reported side effect. However, I do
find a reference to one patient who
demonstrated QT interval (the QT
interval is the period of time demonstrated by the EKG from the end of
the Q wave to the beginning of T
wave) prolongation with the drug.
This is a common finding in patients
who subsequently develop torsades.
I exit the library information system and return to the system prompt.
From here, I log on to the FDA (Federal Drug Administration) bulletin
board (fdabbs.fda.gov), an Internet accessible resource sponsored by the
FDA. I search here for all Zoloft references, but still no mention of torsades. Next I log on to BRS Colleague, a commercial service dedicated to health care and the biological
sciences. I search this database with
no luck. I go to MindVox (phantom. com), an inexpensive commercial

information service. It has an excellent world wide web browser with a
large number of medical resources. I
go to the NIH Clinical Alerts and
there is no information concerning
torsades in Zoloft. No other databases seem appropriate in the web, so I
log off.
The search was negative, but
valuable in that I am reassured that
the patients underlying heart disease
is most likely responsible for his arrhythmia. However, the QT prolongation reference is an important piece
of the puzzle. Not enough here to
discontinue the drug, but I do call
my psychiatry consultant and ask
him to reconsider therapy and perhaps suggest a different agent.
The ability to do online data searches to a world wide web of users,
information, and specialized medical
databases, is of enormous practical
advantage in today's fast paced medical practice. Knowledge is not only
power, timely information is lifesav-

ing and database searching is a fundamental skill for today's physicians.

Realistic risk assessment
I've a patient in the cardiac catheterization laboratory. He is a typical
patient, in that there is nothing typical about him. Much is said about the
"over-utilization" of coronary artery
surgery in American Medical practice. The reality is that the decision to
recommend bypass is a highly individualized decision for every patient.
This patient has severe aortic
valve regurgitation and depressed
function of the left ventricle. One of
the things that all patients wish to
know is "how likely am I too die in
cardiac surgery?" This is an understandable concern, and one previously extremely difficult to assess in any
scientifically valid way.
My global HP 100LX strategy is to
maximize RAM memory by utilizing
the ROM applications built into the
HP and minimizing on-board programs. However, I have recently

started utilizing the program RiskMa·
ster (see Med Products, page 39). This
program which calculates the risk of
death during bypass surgery once a
large group of clinical variables are
entered into the computer. It is incredibly useful and really streamlines
and standardizes the risk calculations
for patients. The tool is derived from
the results of 20 separate surgical
groups over a 6 year period and is
based on 60,000 surgical cases.
Thus, the estimate of probability
of death is quite defensible. The alternative is to try and make an educated guess from your own experience.
The problem is that you may only
encounter some situations one or two
times in your professional career.
This program is with me at all times,
because this is one of the commonest
and most important decisions I make.
The patient and I discuss the ramifications of the decision and (s)he chooses from a stronger basis in fact
than was previously available to me
before obtaining this program.
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Mastering clinical
calculations
When I was an Intern, the hottest
thing going, was the HP-15C scientific calculator (which I still have and
use). I had programmed mine to do
a lot of the repetitive calculation
tasks that the non-computer literate
interns did by hand. Because of this
experience, I had several years ago
developed an Excel spreadsheet that
did every calculation that I could
imagine or find for clinical medicine.
When I got my HP 95LX, I translated
the spreadsheet into a 1-2-3 compatible format and ported it to my Palmtop.
When my 100LX came along, my
5 year old spreadsheet easily made
the transition (CLINICAL.WK1 iii). It
is useful to pull up the spreadsheet,
enter lab values, calculate the spreadsheet and have all the numbers
'sweated' for you, automatically in
the blink of the non-Cyber eye. It
impresses my colleagues; the ease
with which I am able to provide
them with the answers to many of
their acid base and electrolyte problems based on the spreadsheets calculations.

Presentation preparation
I am en route to a medical conference. And as we all know airline
trips are not completely fun. A lot of
time was wasted during the trips,
UNTIL, the HP 100LX entered my
life. Personally, I have problems
using any laptop machine on airlines,
since the seats are poorly designed
for the laptops themselves. However,
the 100LX is optimized for airline
flights.
I have to design a lecture for
house staff (doctors in internship and
residency). I use the Outline function
in MEMO to develop a text outline
for my slides. Each major heading
will represent a slide title and each
sub-heading a line of text for the
slide. I've been teaching for quite
some number of years now, and the
general rules of six lines per slide
and six words per line are not only
good rules, but easily adhered to
with the HP's basic text program.

Making connections with
Mac, CompuServe and the
world
I am a dedicated Mac user, and all
my desktop presentation software
and equipment is Macintosh based.
Fortunately, the slide files I create on
the 100LX are easily moved using an
HP Connectivity Cable (F1016A) and
MacKermit iii, a download from the
Macintosh Communications forum
(GO MACCOM) on Compuserve. I
also have an Omnibook300 with an
external 3.5" disk drive and an ACE
Double Card that I use to transfer
data from 3.5" disks to the 100LX. I
save or move the data to the Ace
card, insert the card in the Omnibook's A: slot, transfer the file to an
IBM disk and insert the disk in my
Powerbook180, which reads PC disks.
I get a beeper page and am told
that I need to fax my Curriculum
Vitae (resume) to California. I always
have a copy of this document available, stored in my CompuServe Information Services mailbox. I had mailed
a copy of it to myself some time ago.
I keep it in my mailbox as a permanent document. I call my CIS account
using my 100LX and the X-Jack 14.4
modem again, connect, go to the mail
system and forward the Curriculum
Vitae to California via the FAX CompuServemail option. CompuServe
allows users to Fax to United States
phone numbers for $.75/fax page. I
still have this vital capability without
burning precious internal RAM memory or using a dedicated FAX modem, which operates at data speeds
too slow for my tastes or telecomm
needs.
I then connect to CompuServe's
MedSig forum, where I am the primary sysop (system operator). We
are currently running in excess of 300
messages a day, and about 3-4 library
uploads a day. I start to scan my new
message files. I am using the plain
vanilla access to CIS, provided by
DataComm but of no matter, forum
sysop functions can only be executed
in terminal mode, and nothing is
faster for reading and responding to
the message base. I start to read the
messages, fingers flying as I struggle
to keep up with the very detailed,
thoughtful, and insightful posts that
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my colleagues and layman post on
what I immodestly believe to be the
most fascinating piece of cyberspace,
(next to CompuServe's HP Hand
forum, of course).

Electronic genie
keeps it all together
I've tried to give you a sense of how
this "electronic genie" serves me in
the course of my practice. The multitude of places I must be at and the
things I must do, the sometimes
bewildering amount of facts and
priorities in my life, had made my
life almost unmanageable. The HP
Palmtop keeps me on time, under
budget, and free of carpal tunnel
syndrome (I personally think it is
harder to get carpal tunnel syndrome
from this box than, for example, my
Powerbook 180).
The future? I hear they are about
to release a messaging/paging card
to put in the HP 100LX. (See HP
Starlink, pages 5 and 13, Mar / Apr 94
issue and Access card, page 6 this
issue). I can only wish for the day
when such a card could incorporate
my beeper and intelligently answer
routine questions. Maybe I'd get
some sleep then!
Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64
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card all you have to do is plug in the card and run our
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For high caliber ammo for your Omnibook, we have
LANs, Modems, SCSI adapters, and a VGA adapter.
The Omnibook will also accept our SRAM, flash, and
Publish Cards as well. For the ammo that you need to
survive in today's battles, give us a
calL

The PalmModem supports data
rates up to 2400 baud. PalmTerm
also supports most of the popular
file transfer protocols, such as
Xmodem and Ymodem, and terminal emulation protocols VTl 00
and ANSI.

Incredible Service

The PalmModem sends faxes at
4800 baud. Faxing is done as a
part of the PalmTerm software,
allowing you to keep the same
phone book for dialing and faxing.
Additionally, when you send a fax,
the temporary fax image is rasterized on the card, saving valuable
disk space on your HP 95LX.
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IIDoctor on the Flyll
Uses the HP Palmtop to
Help Save Lives
This doctor prescribes the HP Palmtop as
the cure for medical information ills as he
uses it to track patient problems, calculate
drug doses, and fulfill other functions of
his 'peripheral brain. ".
By Dallas E. Peak, MD [70401,2527]
As a medical student weighted down
with studies as well as over 10
pounds (4.54 kg) of medical books,
3x5 cards and medical gear jammed
into lab coat pockets, I started thinking about a better way to organize
clinical information. I wanted a handheld device which would keep track
of things to do, phone numbers,
patient information, personal appointments as well as act as a "peripheral brain."
In medicine, a peripheral brain
contains an assortment of much
needed medical facts, drug doses,
and diagnostic work-ups for an assortment of medical problems. Most
doctors and especially medical students, carry their peripheral brains in
small spiral bound notebooks, or
stacks of 3x5 index cards. Information
is collected haphazardly and an extra
page or 3x5 card is added from time
to time. Often information is handed
down from one generation of doctors
to the next by photocopying over and
over again leading to almost unreadable text! I knew there had to be a
better way.
As a student, I started using the
64K Casio B.O.S.S. as my peripheral
brain. The limited memory and smallish display on the Casio forced me
to consider other options. Soon after
starting residency in emergency medicine, the HP 95LX became available.

It was an obvious winner. The HP
had enough memory, a usable keyboard and a large enough display to
use as a peripheral brain, and was
also a useful PIM (personal information manager). I wrote a grant proposal to the Hewlett-Packard Company asking for some HP Palmtops in
order to study medical applications.
A short time later, 35 HP 95LXs arrived, one for each doctor in our
emergency medicine residency program.
We have been using the devices
ever since then. The HP's along with
their content of medical "lore" are
passed on from one generation of
residents to the next. Of course,
many of our residents have purchased their own when leaving the
program since they've come to depend on them in so many ways.
Many of us have also upgraded to
the HP 100LX over the past year. I'd
like to share a few ways in which the
HP palmtops can make the tasks of
practicing medicine so much easier.

Where the Action Is
First a word about emergency medicine. The B.D. (now called the emergency department, not emergency
room) is a fast paced, action packed
arena in which medical practice depends on split second decision making. There is a real need for information which is clinically relevant and
quick to be had.
The Palmtop fills the bill in this
role. Often our roles as emergency
care providers take us outside of the
ED. I practice medicine at the site of
the Indianapolis 500 Mile Race, the
sidelines of Indianapolis Colts games
and in the skies as a flight physician
for the Lifeline air ambulance service.
Regardless of where I practice, my
Palmtop is always put to good use.

Using Lotus 1·2·3
for Drug Dosing
A busy shift in the ED comes along
and I heed the call for "Cardiac-one
in bed 5, now!" A patient with a
myocardial infarction (heart attack)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dallas E. Peak, MD is in emergency medicine residency at Methodist Hospital
in Indianapolis, Indiana. He is a graduate of the Indiana University School of
Medicine (1991) . His research interests are in palmtop and point-of-care
clinical computing. He enjoys computing in his spare time (very little of this)
and does a lot of his work on the go using the HP Palmtop.
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awaits in need of help. We need to
administer life saving therapy with
thrombolytics ("clot busting" medication), blood thinners, and nitroglycerin. When confronted with a patient in
need of multiple emergency cardiac
drugs, I use a spreadsheet preloaded
with calculations for each specific
drug. I enter the patient's weight,
and the dose is calculated for each
drug automatically. I don't have to
flip though dosage cards, fumble
with a pocket calculator, or worst of
all, "guess."
Many cardiac drugs are infused at
a particular rate, where the dose
depends on the weight of the patient
and the concentration of the drug.
Spreadsheets are just the ticket for
this application. A drug dosing
spreadsheet called DRIPS.WKI is
available on the CompuServe HP
Handhelds forum submitted by Robert S. Williams, MD under the name
MEDI00.ZIP Ii. The program also

contains other useful files for physicians.
Fortunately, not every case in the
ED is life threatening. My next patient may be a youngster with a fever
caused by an ear infection. A few
days of antibiotics are the cure. I also
use a spreadsheet for pediatric medications. I enter the patient's weight at
the top of the screen, and each specific drug's dose is calculated in seconds. I choose the appropriate drug
and fill out the prescription for the
amount to be given.
The spreadsheet also figures out
the amount of medication in teaspoons by applying a formula based
on the number of milligrams of drug
per kilogram of patient weight and
the concentration of the mixture.
Since most parents know their child's
weight in pounds, I use the spreadsheet to make this conversion automatically. If I also need to prescribe
Tylenol or some other pain medica-

PRINT .ROM
YOUR PALMTOP
ParaJiDk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from yOID" HP 95 oc 100. One end
of ParalIDk 3 fits into the parallel port of
your printer, the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

ParaIIDk 3 is battery powered, light, small,
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)

To Order:
Call: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44-438-815222

WIDgjIT
SOFTWARE

121 London Road, Knebworth,
Herts SG3 6EX United Kingdom

U.S. DISTRIBUTORS SOUGHT

tion for fever, these doses too are
already calculated.
I use the 100Buddy Ii program to
launch the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets

Free EduCALC Catalog!
EduCALC, the world's discount source for palmtop accessories, stocks hundreds of products for
your palmtop-including peripherals, software, books and these EduCALC exclusives:

Leather Desk
Sumptuous black napa leather coddles your HP 95/100 with extra padding for instrument protection. Software and memory cards fit into 6 slots. There's a zippered compartment for important
documents and loops for your pen and extra batteries. Has a detachable carry strap, too. Plastic
tray grips your computer. 8 114" x 5" x 3/4" outside.

Stock #2764 Leather Desk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $64.95

Personalized Engraving
Know that your machine will be identified no matter where it is. Your personalized black nameplate fits perfectly in the recess provided by Hewlett-Packard on the back of your HP 95/100. Selfadhesive backing on the plate makes it easy to install and instantly bonded. You'll enjoy this
personalized touch when you see your name in elegant silver letters.

Stock #2786 Engraving .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.95

Call

800 677-7001
ext. 108 for your
FREE catalog today!
To order, call 800 677-7001

F/idl

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

• Satisfaction Guaranteed • Overnight Shipping Available •
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directly from the FILER. I set the
defaults on 100Buddy to automatically replace without saving since my
spreadsheets change with each patient weight I enter, and this speeds
up the process of switching from one
to another.

Medical Equations
Aside from spreadsheets, the Solver
function in the HP calculator is very
useful. Let's say a young person
experiencing a sudden onset of shortness of breath arrives at the ED. We
draw blood from an artery to analyze
the oxygen saturation. I can use an
equation to help figure out if the
result is low enough that the patient
needs to have further testing done, in
this case a lung scan. Many other
equations are available to provide
these much needed medical facts and
figures.
An example of a medical equations file is available in the
MED100.ZIPIi file under the name
MED.EQN, written by David E.
Goodman, and enhanced by Dr.
Steve Zweibel and Alan M. Galitz,
MD. Having the appropriate equation
handy in situations where snap decisions are needed can make the difference in some cases. Often it would be
very unhandy to find a book, look up
the equation, and use a pocket calculator to find the answer.

In-Flight Operations
Another exciting part of my job is
taking care of ill or injured patients
on our hospital's Lifeline helicopter
service. Each year we transport over
1000 patients back to our hospital
and other area hospitals for advanced
medical care. Most of our flights are
for trauma patients, often injured in
motor vehicle accidents, but we take
care of heart attacks, gun-shots and
an assortment of critically ill or injured patients. The Palmtops are
ideally suited to helicopter service.
They fit nicely into the pocket of
medical uniforms and allow both
hands to be free for patient care.
I use the HP's MEMO function to
record information about patients.
After we take off and are en route to
the patient, I call the hospital on the

radio to get more information about
our patient. I use a template of essential questions to make sure that I get
all the facts. The events around the
time of the accident, whether there
was a loss of consciousness, the patient's past medical history, medications and allergies are just a few
essential points. I also open up the
appropriate spreadsheet file and
enter the patient's weight so all of
my drug dosing will be ready to go
as soon as we land.
During the return flight I record
the patient's vital signs; blood pressure, pulse, etc., and any resuscitation interventions we employ. I then
use the radio to report this information ahead to our hospital.
When we arrive in the Trauma
Center, I can hand the Palmtop to a
trauma recorder who can supplement
their chart with the information I've
recorded. Eventually, I'd like to make
this transfer of information electronic.
We are looking into wireless technology to do this.

Paperwork, Paperwork,
Paperwork
Healthcare generates mountains of
paperwork. Once flights are over, I
must fill out internal quality control
documents, fill out a medical chart
and dictate a letter to the referring
hospital. I use the MEMO editor with
the flight information I've already
entered to do this.
Often I'll want to look up this
patient's outcome on the hospital
computer system sometime in the
future. I'll use the Appointment book
to remind me to look up this information by making an appointment
and transferring the patient information with a cut and paste from the
MEMO file. I can also use 100Buddy
to link the APPT file with the applicable MEMO file. The hospital wide
information exchange platform provides me with access to the patient's
diagnostic results, as well as dictated
summaries stored electronically. I use
the HP to track of all the patients I
contact, their diagnoses and any
procedures I perform with a Lotus
1-2-3 spreadsheet.
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PALMTOP ACCESSORIE
100 LX

OMNIBOOK

MEMORY CARDS
•
•
•
•
•
•

1MB SRAM .. . .... .... . .. . ... .. .. .. .. $140
2MB SRAM ....... . . ... .... . . ..... .. . $249
1MB Backup Card . . .... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. $ 95
10 MB ATA Flash Card .... .. .... .. ... . $650
85 MB Hardrive Type III Card . . . .. . . . .. . $499
Double Data Compression Software . .... $ 49

I/O CARDS
• 2400/ 9600 FAX/Modem Card . .. ...• . . . . $175
• 10 Base T Ethernet LAN Card . . .... . . .. . $249
• SVGA Adaptor Card . . .. .. . . ....... . . .. $389

IC CARD DRIVES
•
•
•
•

External Parallel Port Drive . .. . . . . .. . .. . $1 75
External Printer Port Drive .... . . . . . .. .. . $249
External Serial Port Drive . .. .... . ....... $249
Intern al ISA Bus Drive .. . .... . ......... $195

a

i:l Call for Complete Catalog i:l
Me and Visa Accepted

ENVOY

DATA

CORPORATION

Telephone: (602) 892-0954
FAX : (602) 892-0029
953 E. Juanita Avenue, Suite A
Mesa, Arizona 85204

1-800-368-6971
Finding Answers
to Clinical Questions
As an emergency physician, I encounter new and challenging situations daily. I use the HP Palmtop to
find answers for clinical questions.
The peripheral brain of my HP has
extensive fact files about particular
medical diagnoses. I have over 200
separate files stored on a 1MB flash
RAM card. I use the FILER to search
for the appropriate file, then launch it
into the MEMO editor using a "double click" under 100Buddy. An example of these files available from the
HP Handhelds forum on CompuServe under the file name of MEDNDB.ZIP Ii uploaded by Robert S.
Williams, MD. These files are quite
extensive and are very handy for
day-to-day questions, or for refreshing your memory about a particular
topic. When faced with a particularly
tough question, however, I may have
to turn to other resources.
The Palmtop can dial up an on-

line database to search bibliographic
data, or sometimes the full text of
medical articles. A modem can connect physicians with the National
Library of Medicine resources, marketed through various providers. (I
use a service called BRS Colleague).
I enter a search strategy into a program called GRATEFUL MED which
simplifies the command syntax used
to search for medical information.
Some resources, such as the Scientific
American Medicine series, are available in full text version on-line. After
finding the appropriate citation, I can
turn on the Capture function in Datacomm to store the information for
later use. Ideally, a cellular modem
would actually allow one to make
these inquiries right at the bedside.

Healthcare
Behind the Times?
Many readers outside of the healthcare industry probably think that
hospitals are really behind the times
when it comes to employing information technology. They're right! Healthcare reform is forcing us to look at
ways to automate processes and
replace the old paper-based information flow . Palmtop or other point-ofcare technologies are one way to cope
with the problem.
Mobility is a fact of life in healthcare. Our patients move from the
ambulance to the ED to the operating
room to the ICU. Nurses and doctors
travel from one patient's room to
another, to the operating room, and
x-ray facilities, not to mention remote
offices and clinics. Mobility demands
mobile computing, and wireless technology is the solution for this environment.
Portable medical computing has
made a dramatic improvement in
how I and many others practice medicine. It's my hope that other doctors
will see the utility of this approach
and more widely use it in the future.
Product Index: page 63
ON DISK index: page 64
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One-Stop Palmtop Shop ~
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Introducing the Convenience of One-Stop Palmtop Shopping

Don't waste time scurrying around searching for an HP Palmtop or an Omnibook - and then
I' have to keep scurrying for places to find the right accessories or soffwal8. What if you could
call one place? .... then define your needs with the help of an HP Expert and get what you
want! Plus, know you'l8 getting the best prices and can count on efficient service. Global
--. ConnectionSSM is your answer. We work exclusively with computers from Hewlett-Packard . .
.:.;. and we have the largest selection of accessories for these quality products.
I'

f'

1"

Call for Your Free copy of the Most Extensive HP Portable PC Catalog/

I'

f'
f'
1"
--.

Hewlett-Packard PC's & Accessories - some examples:

Our Palmtop PC Prices:
HP100LXl2Mb
$695.00
F1020A HP1ooLXI1Mb
$495.00
HP Accessories for HP100LX:
F1021A Conn. Pack
$ 99.95
--. F1011A AC/DC Adapter
$ 31.95
.:.;. HP Flash Cards for HP100 & Omnlbook:
$379.00
" F1012A 5110Mb
F1013A 10120Mb
$559.00
F1014A 20140Mb
$949.00
and yes, we have much mOI8!

Our Omnlbook PC Prices:
F1034A 42512Mbl10Mb
$1959.00
F1035A 43012Mbl40Mb
$1129.00
F1036A 42512Mbl40Mb
$1699.00
F1037A 43014Mbl105Mb
$1299.00
F1038A 43016Mbl105Mb
$1499.00
HP Accessories for Omnlbook:
F1040A FaxModem
$ 359.00
F1041A 2Mb Ram Exp.
$ 169.00
F1045A Battery Pack
$ 89.95
.. ... and much mOI8!

I' F1022A
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1" The World's Largest Collection of PC Card Software
;

1"

From Pocket ConsultanfM - It's the solution that counts/

f'
f'...
f''''

Select from over 100 PC Cards for your HP100LX & Omnibook.
Expand the uses of your Palmtop and put it to work for you.
Business Pack 100,
$249
E-Z Biller and PowerWand Barcode
FundWatch Plus,
$169
Inventory Exp18sS Barcode Solution
HoroScopics II,
$79
Circuit Analyzer,
$399
Stock Portfolio,
$129
Cribbage,
$89
Engineer Collection,
CALL
ChemCalc,
$79

...
...

Hansen Pl8dict Expert,
FinanceSuper,

$349

1"'"
$129
...
...
Market FOl8caster,
$369
1"...
...
Transpal8nt Language, from
$179
1"...
... RuneMaster,
$79
... Options Analysis,
$199
f''''
1"'"
... The Bible wlQuickVerse, from
$299
...
...
Backgammon,
CALL
1"...
... Home Inventory,
$119
1"
1" We have what you're look~ng for .... Solutionsllsn't that what you really
1" want? That's right, solutions for today's personal and business challenges.
; 1 And other HOT products to maximize Your use

!

Executive Leather Cases

'" XLC100 For HP Palmtops
XLC300 For Omnibooks
XLC400 Top Choice

f'

1"
1"
1"
1"
1"

f'

f.

EXP100 FaxModem HP100 $219.00
This is the ONL Y Fax Modem for HlJIUt
I8ceive faxes on the HP100LX!

MegaHertz FaxModems with XJack:

PW100 Complete wlSW
$599.00
Top Choice Barcode solution with the
highest accuracy - for Professionals
EE100 Complete BarCode CALL

XJ2144 Cellular 14.4
$319.00
XJ1144 Top Choice! 14.4 $299.00
XJ196FM9.6 Data/Fax
$259.00
XJ124FM Low Cost 2.4
$149.00
Maxtor F/ashDrive 105Mb
$495.00
4Mb RAM Exp Omnibook
$375.00
... and lots mOI8
~ •

PCMCIA Storage Cards:
1Mb SRAM
2Mb SRAM

$169.95
$269.95

I;
,"

PowerWand - BarCode Solution:

--. NM020
NM021
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FaxModems:
$59.95
$69.95
$169.95
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M ED PROFILES
Following are some brief
profiles from health care
professionals and organizations using HP Palmtops.

Palmtop organizes
and simplifies life
You can add me to the list
of physicians using the HP
95LX and now the 100LX
as an essential medical
adjunct. I am rarely without the unit as I find it
greatly organizes and simplifies my life. I teach at
UCLA and the residents
are very curious on its uses
and benefits. One problem
for many is the price of a
system, when you include
a memory card and modem.
~y current uses of the
HP Palmtop include the
following:
• Calling into the hospital
or school from home or
on the road for messages and patient care
information. We use Email extensively. I use
{Commo} Ii for communications and PC
Anywhere for file transfer.
• ~aintaining a patient
database both for current inpatients and my
continuity of care outpatients. This is great on
the HP 100LX.
• Accessing and adding to
the drug interaction
worksheet from ~ED
STF ii.
• Using UNO iI notes to
keep list of drugs, diseases and notes about
many internal medicine
topics.
• Creating a kidney transplant database so that
the on-call nurses and
surgeons have the essentials of those on the
active list available anywhere. They already
carry cellular phones
and this completes their
portable office.
• Using the ~edical Equation solver originally
uploaded from ~DSTFii
and expanded.

As you can see the list is
long and can go on and on.
Additionally the built in
applications (Phone modified for additional fields)
are a real bonus.
Neil H Parker, MD
Assoc Dean
Graduate Medical Education
Director, Clinical Info Services
Univ. of California at Los Angeles
CompuServe ID: [70554,30J

Daily Palmtop routine
makes me a better
physician
I set my HP 95LX APPT
alarm to wake me up every
morning. After a shower, I
change my Palmtop's NiCd
rechargeable batteries (a
daily ritual). I open up a 12-3 spreadsheet I've developed and record my
struggle with the weight
scales. During breakfast, I
open APPT and review my
day's activities. At that
time, I create on single
~E~O file, containing all
the individual letters and
memos I wrote the night
before. I'll print this file out
when I get to the office.
The first thing I do
when I get to the hospital
is to advance the date on a
macro I use to date stamp
my notes. I start my
rounds and use ~E~O to
keep track of patients and
billings. I may use Solver
to calculate parameters for
patients. I keep a large
~E~O file of medical
information (drug dosages
and criteria for various
diagnoses).
After rounds, about 8:00
a.m., I get to my office. The
first thing I do is backup
my entire C:\_DAT directory to my desktop Pc. (I
backup the PC in the evening.) I then print out the
file containing the memos
and notes I generated the
night before. These include
things for my staff to do,
personal and business
letters, and billing information to enter into the
office computer.
During the day I use
PHONE and APPT (To-do)
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while I work. I track the
daily office expenses versus
income using a 1-2-3
spreadsheet.
The Palmtop makes me
more efficient. Fewer billing charges are dropped.
~ore importantly, I am
more likely to call back
patients quickly and am
able to track the progress
of hospital patients.
Edward Conrad, MD.
Portland OR, USA

Palmtop tracks
surgical procedures,
helps physician with
medical literature
I use the built-in Lotus program to keep a record of
all the surgeries I have performed. I also keep notes
on the interesting or unusual cases I come across,
for future reference.
I bought the Dictionary /
Thesaurus card to help me
with my English. Almost
all the new and important
ophthalmological literature
is written in English. When
I'm reading an article and
don't understand a word, I
look it up on the Palmtop.
Juan C. Bravo-Ortiz, MD.
Mexico City, MEXICO

Unraveling the
mysteries of life
and death with
the HP Palmtop
~y job consists of identifying and describing community patterns of disease
occurrence. In addition, I
design and implement
special analytic studies
attempting to unravel the
reason(s) why some communities have higher morbidity and mortality rates
than others. ~y HP 95LX
has been of great help in
each of these tasks.
I rely heavily on Lotus
1-2-3 to do time trend
analysis of mortality rates
among groups of people
and among different
countries. As I already had
the spreadsheet templates
in my desktop PC, all I
needed to do was to transfer the files to the Palmtop.

Now I can carry the most
recently updated trend
analysis in my pocket
ready to answer any
question. During staff
meetings, I can even pass
around the Palmtop, displaying a time trend graph
to share preliminary results
that I do not want to commit to hard copy yet.
During site visits to
public health clinics, I need
to ascertain the staff resources currently available.
I have used both Lotus and
~E~O to design a simple
questionnaire (Yes or No,
and quantity). I later exported the file to a freeware database management
program produced by the
US Centers for Disease
Control called EPI-INFO.
This word processing,
database, and statistics system for epidemiology on
microcomputers runs well
on the HP 95LX. However,
the graphics display does
not function and you need
to learn how to navigate in
the 40-column display
mode.
As a special analytic
study, I classified a community according to different risk categories (age,
schooling, socioeconomic
status, use of health care,
etc), and I needed to calculate the probability (risk) of
morbidity and mortality for
these different groups.
After I fitted a binomial
regression model to the
data in my desktop PC, I
entered the regression
formula into HP CALC and
sequentially substituted the
parameters corresponding
to the different risk categories to obtain the probability of morbidity and mortality among different groups.
I also teach epidemiologic methods to medical
and graduate students, and
I need to command many
formulas related to sample
size and the power of a
study according to its design (descriptive, case-control, cohort or randomized

clinical trial design) . The
backsolving capability of
HP CALC Solver greatly
enhances the use of many
of these formulas and has
added enormously to my
ability to teach these formulas in the classroom. I
bring the HP 95LX to the
classroom and practice live
"what-if" techniques with
the students to improve
their understanding of
them.
Lastly, I have used the
HP 95LX in the dreaded
situation of a press conference. I use MEMO for
important reminders. In
addition, I can access to
data stored in a spreadsheet, or recent reference
article summaries stored in
PHONE. Finally, I can
enter an appointment
(APPT) right on the spot
with a journalist for further
clarification.
My productivity has increased enormously as I
can now travel with a pocket-size PC having the

latest draft of an article for
publication <including the
data in Lotus), provide
study design advice on the
spot, keep an updated
phone list of professional
associates, keep up with
my E-mail (COMM) wherever I go, and program the
alarm to remind myself
about never-miss meetings.
The HP 95LX has brought
these and many more changes to my life.
Jose E. Becerra, MD
Guaynabo, PUERTO RICO

HP Palmtop saves
time for clinical
psychologist
I purchased my HP 95LX
when I returned to graduate school to obtain my
Ph.D. in clinical psychology. My original idea was to
use a Palmtop in the field
to make notes after seeing
clients. I now use my
Palmtop to keep my appointment book to-do list
and phone book.
I see individual clients

in my office, and see
groups at the University
and other places in the
community where I do not
have access to a computer.
I record client progress
notes in MEMO while they
are fresh in my mind. Later, I transfer the files to my
desktop using the Connectivity Pack, call them into a
word processor, do some
minor editing, and print
them out.
Just recently, I have
developed two Lotus 1-2-3
spreadsheets for my work
with domestic violence
groups. The first tracks
each group member's payments and attendance. A
print out of this spreadsheet is accepted by local
courts as adequate for
interim progress reports.
The second spreadsheet
automatically scores a
battery of nine psychological tests which I administer
to each domestic violence
group member before and
after group treatment. This

spreadsheet also computes
pre and post score changes
to help me assess the effectiveness of treatment. This
has produced the greatest
savings in time for me. I no
longer have to transcribe
progress notes from written
copy or prepare special
interim progress reports for
the local courts. In addition, I now spend about 15
minutes per client (instead
of 2.5 hours) entering and
scoring psychological tests.
Matt Aguiar
Reno NV, USA

Collecting and
analyzing data in
the field in India
My work place is about
25km from my house and
it sometimes takes me an
hour and a half to get there
in peak traffic hours. I have
purchased an ordinary
camera case to protect my
Palmtop from the dust
associated with travel.
I prefer to take the
Palmtop along with me

RECEIVE WIRELESS ELECTRONIC MESSAGES & FILES
ON YOUR HP 95LX
FROM MOST E-MAIL SYSTEMS
Stay one call ahead of your competitors with

EMBARC

(Electronic Mail Broadcast To A Roaming Computer),

an advanced messaging service from Motorola. Computer users on most
public and private e-mail systems can send spreadsheets, database
updates and other important information to computers in the field at a
fraction of the cost of a long distance telephone call. Messages and files
are transmitted in native mode to a hub, where they are translated and
passed offseamlessly to EMBARC. Your message is sent over radio
waves to a small receiver that attaches easily to the HP 95LX using a
snap-in cradle. Sales reps and management receive last minute updates;
service personnel can be dispatched to job sites immediately.
And you're one call ahead of the competition.
To learn more about EMBARC and how to send wireless electronic messages
from your e-mail system, callSOO·333-6200 or fax this form to 800-388-4147.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phono _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
Ad.ue.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip,_ _ _ _ Fu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-I
_ _Fa" me Information

_ _Send me a demo disk

_ _Call me right away

Motorola NewoStream Receiver &: EMBARC oonware: $483.00. Monthly EMBARC subscription: $15.00.

ADVANCED MESSAGING BY MOTOROLA
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wherever I go, especially
during field surveys_ It's
easier to note down all the
details associated with the
patient or the health care
facility. I use a Lotus
spreadsheet to collect the
data. Lotus macros help me
go to the proper place in
the spreadsheet, and avoid
entering data in the wrong
field. This saves hundreds
of man-hours required to
transcribe data from coded
sheets to a desktop PC for
editing purposes.
Presently I am developing a database of internal
organ weights of normal
healthy Indians for radiation protection purposes.
HP Calc's Solver function
lets me calculate complicated mathematical relationships between age, body
mass, external body measurements, and the organ
masses themselves. We
have established normal
limits for various organs
and can use this data to
identify normal versus abnormal groups.
S.c. Mehta
New Delhi, INDIA

Resident interfaces
with hospital
database
I am a resident in internal
medicine at East Tennessee
State University where
several physicians are using the HP Palmtop on the
wards. I have been using
the HP 100LX Database
program for patient management, PHONE to track
contact information for
different hospitals, SOLVER for medical equations,
and MEMO for text files of
worthy medical reference
information. Recently I
have wired a special phone
cable to connect the serial
cable to an RJ-ll plug.
There are phone style jacks
at the nursing stations and
in the offices to access the
VAX computer at our Veterans' Hospital.
I walk around the
wards, plug into the system using DataComm, and
use the HP 100LX as a VT100 terminal to ca pture
needed information, including patient medicines,

diagnoses, radiology, pathology, and chemistry and
hematology lab data.
When I get an admission I log onto the system
and check for prior information as we have many
veterans who are readmitted for persisting problems.
By the time I go to the
bedside or the emergency
room, I have needed information available.
At the bedside I type
the patient's medical history and physical examination into a text template for
printing. I then bring up
generic admission orders
from my text files, paste
the patient's medicines at
the bottom and modify as
necessary for printing admission orders on a laser
printer. Medicines and
diagnoses go into the database as well as test results.
And at the time of discharge prescription medicines are printed on a physician's order form for
filling in our hospital pharmacy.
Using this system I can
generate paperwork five
times faster than one with
an ink pen, which is helpful at a federal institution
that thrives on paper work!
The only complaint that
I have about the HP 100LX
Palmtop is that even
though I have DataComm
set at 9600 baud, the screen
refresh is woefully slow.
But the capacity to pause
the capture is indispensable
to my needs.
Robert L Mitchell, MD
CompuServe ID: [72764,3061]

Hospital personnel
files available
anywhere, anytime
Our hospital is a private
psychiatric facility with
approximately 200 employees. The personnel database
was originally set up in
Lotus, and being familiar
with 1-2-3, I found it easy
to refine these files and
transfer them to my Palmtop.
I now have this information at my finger tips, in
my HP 95LX. This has
greatly improved my ability to respond to questions
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and give sound guidance
without having to go back
to my office and look up
the information on my
desktop terminal.
Additionally, I have
adapted and loaded our
salary scales and the New
Mexico Hospital Association annual Wage and
Salary Survey into a Lotus
spreadsheet. Recently I was
attending a Worker's Compensation meeting in another city when the Hospital Administrator called
with a personnel problem.
With my personnel and
salary database in hand,
we were able to come up
with a solution without
having to wait for my
return the next day.
I also record the credentials of our professional
staff, and have developed a
spreadsheet that permits
me to carry relevant data
on our physicians and
other professional staff.
This makes it easier to
answer questions about
staff certifications after
normal hours.
I not only use PHONE
in the conventional way,
but I keep various data
items in it (e.g. "Employee
benefits"). This makes it
easy to access odd bits of
information. Now, when I
get calls at odd hours, I can
look up an insurance policy
number, or what have you,
and answer the question on
the spot. In my case, having the 95LX is almost like
having an office at home or
wherever I travel.
Thomas R. Vincent
Mesilla Valley Hospital
Las Cruces NM, USA

Palmtop Information
Technology Sets
a New Medical
Standard
According to a 1990 AMA
report, less than 50% of all
doctors used any type of
computer in their practice.
About 85% of doctors using
a computer employed it for
financial processing of
patient accounts. A relatively small number of
physicians utilize computer
information technology
during actual patient con-

tact when most medical
care is prescribed. It is at
this point that the technology could have a very
beneficial impact on patient
care.
The basic nature of most
physicians is in conflict
with the concept of centering their work around a
computer terminal/workstation. Physicians are
more likely to focus on the
doctor-patient interaction.
Since most physicians are
quite mobile, seeing
patients in various rooms,
clinics, hospitals and hallways, a mobile palmtop
computer has a great advantage over one that was
"wired down."
Given that a palmtop
computer will be used
during patient contact, the
software used must be
simple, efficient, user friendly, and coexist seamlessly
with other software, especially the built-in applications.
BUILT-IN SOFTWARE
ON THE HP PALMTOP
PC
Using the built-in software
as the basis of a medical
application has some benefits. PHONE on the HP
95LX and Data Base on the
HP 100LX afford the following significant advantages:
1. Use the medical database files "as is" without
having to learn any new
software.
2. Additional data and
notes can be added
when needed. The contents can be exported/imported to/from other
database programs, a
capability lacking in
many proprietary medical databases.
3. An open and modifiable
medical database is
much less expensive,
and more likely to become widely used.
The medical databases in
FP Tools and MEDSTF.ZIPIii
were formatted according
to the built-in HP 95LX
PHONE, Lotus 1-2-3 and
FILER applications.

[ME0100.ZIP'ii , an HP
100LX version of MEOSTF,
is also available along with
MEONOB .ZIP ii, a NoteTaker (NOB) file containing
notes on about 150 different
subjects in Clinical medicine.
See Medical Products, page
36 this issue.]
FUTURE PALMTOP
INNOVATIONS
As Palmtop technology advances, the following capabilities may enhance its
usefulness and promote its
spread in the medical profession:
1. Incorporate an addi-

tional card slot into the
Palmtop so that large
volumes of data are
accessible, with the
RAM card, modem
card, or network card in
place.
2. Add voice recognition
to accept verbal commands for computer
operations and dictation

capabilities.
3. Include built-in pager
circuitry. Since most
physicians (and many
non-physicians) carry
pagers, a Palmtop enhanced with this capability will become an essential professional
accessory (see Access
Card, page 6). Adding
two-way built-in radio
communication would
create true "hands free"
mobility.
4. Simplify connectivity
with existing hospital!clinic systems. The ability to extract medical
information from a
larger system by plugging in and pressing
hotkeys can be quite
useful.
For example, the log
on and log off procedure for a Patient Profile System I recently
worked with required
approximately 52 keystrokes and 13 screen

changes. In addition, the
only way to get a hard
copy of the information
was to make a lengthy
printout from a remote
printer site. Complex
access procedures significantly limit utilization
of useful patient summaries.
Fortunately, I was able
to streamline the procedure with the HP Palmtops built-in macro
feature. Additionally, I
was able to capture the
patient summary and
load it into MEMO for
later reference, instead
of carrying around a
printout.
James G. Ard, D.O.
San Diego CA, USA

You'll still need
a physician:
Limitations to
artificial intelligence
Taking a patient's medical
history could easily be
done by a machine of some

sort. However, physical
examinations, feeling for
various organs in the abdomen, positioning a speculum to look into the ear,
etc., are going to be hard to
replace with machines.
And, no matter how smart
machines get, someone is
going to have to supervise
them in case something
goes haywire or in case the
machine makes a "stupid"
decision.
Another problem is that
machines don't move very
fast in emergency situations, nor can they make
judgements based on fact,
but tempered by human
kindness and understanding. Physicians probably
won't become obsolete for
quite some time.
That does not mean that
technology cannot greatly
assist the healthcare professional. Part of my reason
for developing MEDSTF.ZIP iii was to demonstrate
how a common "low tech"

THE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST & MOST POWERFUL
ULTRAPORTABLE PC IN THE WORLD
• List $995.00
• CPU 386 SXLV
• Battery 4 "AA" 10-20 hours
• RAM 2MB / 4MB
• ROM2.5MB
• Keyboard QWERTY full
82 Key Allows Touch Typing
• Display 640 x 200 Dual Scan
80x25 Full Screen Display

PALMBOOK™

3000 Is

• 110 9 Pin Serial
• 25 Pin Parallel
• 2 PCMCIA Type II Slots
• Size Closed:
9-1/2" x 4-5/8" x 1-118
• Software: MS Works 2.0
MS DOS 5.0, PIM Software
PC Link

THE FIRST AND ONLY 386 PALMTOP COMPUTER ON THE

MARKET AND RUNS ALL DOS BASED PROGRAMS AND TASKS
No W EIGHT (POCKET SIZED WEIGHS 1.5 LBS. • No WAIT (INSTANT ACCESS)
PALMBOOK™ 1000 ALso AVAILABLE AT $395.00 (1.3 LBS. CPU NEC V30)
PRO FLAsHTM PCMCIA MEMORY CARDS
THE MOST RELIABLE SOLID STATE MAss STORAGE DEVICE
Requires no Batteries, low power, compatible with most portable computers and all HP palmtops. Unlimited shelf life,
instant data access, noiseless, and superior shock resistance. Storage capacity from 2MB to 40 MB w/compression.

1* will Beat Any Advertised Price!

PROLINEAR CORP.

150 N. Santa Anita Ave., Ste. 300, Arcadia, CA 91006· (818) 821-1881 • Fax (818) 821-1879 •

800-759-0881
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HEALTH: Mini -Profiles

computer (the HP 95LX)
could be used as a handy
analytical aid in the process
of diagnoses and treatment.
This demonstration has
been, thanks to you and
the size of The HP Palmtop
Paper readership, an overwhelming success.
I am also experimenting
with the New Micros Forth
computer, with an eye
toward creating a "patient
watcher" device that will
monitor various patient
parameters and adjust drug
infusion rates appropriately. This "valve twiddling" is usually done by
nurses who sit for hours
and do nothing but take
vital signs and twiddle
valves on IV bottles - how
boring! A device like this
could free them up to do
tasks that are appropriate
for a human being: like
talking to patients, educating them, holding their
hands, etc ...
Robert Williams, M .D.
CompuServe 10: [76167,2773J

PHONE databases
essential to
chiropractor
As a chiropractor I found
that the demand for data
and information was growing almost daily. I needed
a tool to put a lot of information at my fingertips.
After looking at many of

the palmtops, I chose the
HP 95LX.
I not only have a private
practice, but I teach at a
chiropractic college. It
seems much easier to keep
patients and students
grouped separately, so I
have a separate PHONE
file for each group. I also
keep a third PHONE Book
for doctors using the other
chiropractic methods. This
serves as an easy reference
when referrals are needed
to other areas.
I keep businesses that
we deal with in a separate
file and I have my personal
contacts in another. I also
keep ICO-9-CM diagnostic
codes in an individual
.PBK file. (These codes are
used to communicate illness/diagnosis to the insurance industry). The ones
commonly used are now
available at the touch of a
button; much better than
looking them up in the
book's index each time a
new or different code is
needed. I update the list as
I run across ones that have
not been entered yet. I've
also created a PHONE
database of lab value normals and the implications
of out-of-range values.
Lotus is our financial
manager. We put our financial and budget reports
into WKl files. It is very

nice to be able review how
we are doing financially,
graph the figures and plan
changes away from the
office.
I have created several
MEMO files that serve as
reminder notes. They include everything from how
to use advanced cellular
phone commands to commonly used medical formulas.
Bart B. Bishop, D.C
Whittier CA, USA

Best time manager
ever for chiropractor
I am a practicing chiropractor and deacon in our local
church, and have studied
and applied more time
management systems than
I care to remember. Whether OayTimers, or customized systems of my own
design, each invariably fell
short of the goal. First,
there was never enough
room in the phone directory, and I couldn't keep it
alphabetized. Next, the
month-at-a-glance section
never had enough space to
insert all my meetings and
events. Finally, I always
had to carry around a separate calculator and pen.
Having used the HP
Palmtop now for a few
months, I am fully satisfied
that I have found the Holy
Grail of time management.

My alphabetized
PHONE Book keeps track
of personal numbers, as
well as patients, staff, and
vendors. I keep a separate
listing of my favorite restaurants. I have a referral
list of different health care
professionals for patients
who need additional advice.
I even use this simple
database to track insurance
reports I've written. I keep
a separate alphabetized
listing of patients and can
note the date, recipient,
and type of report generated whenever an insurance
carrier calls or writes for
information. The listing
tells me if that information
has already been provided,
and gives me the data I
need to query the carrier
concerning overdue payment.
I cannot overstate how
much this system has
helped me track my work,
and get my goals accomplished. The great thing
about it is that there's not
erasing, crossing out or
adding pages.
John J. Murphy, D.C.
Bay Shore NY, USA

Product Index: pg. 63
ON DISK Index: pg. 64

SOFIWARE FOR PATHOLOGISTS
AND PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS
APPCDATA
PROCESSING, INC.

CALL
615/221-4450

LABORATORY SYSTEMS INCLUDE
Full LIS Systems for Hospital and Office Labs
Clinical Pathology Consulting System
Complete Pathology System (Surgical, Cytology, etc.)

PRIMARY CARE PACKAGES INCLUDE

All Programs available in DOS and Windows.
Primary Care Programs run on HP Palmtop. *
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A Differential Diagnosis System called REMINDIV·
CME Documenter for documenting CME Credits·
Pribor's Laboratory Consultation System·
The Laboratory Consultant by H.C. Pribor, M.D. (Lea
& Fibeger)
APPC DATA PROCESSING. INC AITENIlON: HUGO PRIBOR, M.D. Ph.D.
TIlREE MARYlAND FARMS SUIIE 3.50
BRENIWOOD, TN 37027FAX(615)327-8365

A Less Expensive
Solution to Healthcare?
Wouldn't it be nice if we didn't have to spend as
much on healthcare, as individuals and as a nation?
The HP Palmtop and some inexpensive software might be
part of the solution.
By Rich Hall

The medical tab in the United States
alone is over a trillion dollars yearly,
and it's growing. Over 1,000,000
people in the U.S. will die this year
from heart disease and hundreds of
thousands from cancer. So concerned
are we that we elected a president
who promised to guarantee health
coverage for everyone. But there are
no free lunches - fulfilling that promise will cost billions more.
A simple, perhaps less expensive
solution is to reduce the number of
sick people. The development of
heart disease and cancer is significantly impacted by the food you eat.
Fortunately, what you eat is a personal decision. That means that you
don't have to depend on your senator
or political party to make that decision. You can do it yourself - if
you've got accurate information
about the nutrients you require, and
what your present diet is providing.

Simple Diet Systems
My first diet system involved counting calories. I kept a 3 x 5 card in my
shirt pocket and carried a paperback
book listing foods and the amount of
calories they contained. The book
showed me how to figure out how
many calories I needed to maintain
my weight. I cut that by 15%,
planned my breakfasts, lunches,
snacks, and dinners. I lost weight by
guzzling diet soft drinks, and eating
the wrong foods in smaller quantities.
It turns out that dieting isn't that
simple because calories aren't the

only thing you have to consider.
Your body uses carbohydrates to give
it energy; protein and minerals to repair and build itself, and vitamins to
help these processes along. In addition, over-consumption of fat is a
major contributor to disease. Monitoring all these factors on a 3 x 5 card
can become rather complicated.

Computer Solutions
Computers were invented to make
complex tasks easier. In fact, software
programs for monitoring food intake
have been available on desktop PCs
for years. Unfortunately, a desktop
solution is just a little inconvenient.
You either have to plan out your
meals ahead of time (and stick to
your plan), or tuck a desktop

InlelliLink®
"lte .nte"igent Linle
• Transfers/Translates important data between your HP Palmtop and desktop PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your HP Palmtop and PC data in synch!

IntelliLink for Windows $99.95
"InteIliLink surpasses other desktop-to-palmtop
links in its ease of use, its smart way of handling
of data files, and its error correction features
during uploads and downloads."

Windows Sources
June, 1993
"InteIliLink is a major step forward in the effort
to make your palmtop and desktop machines a
smoothly functioning team."

PC Magazine,
April 28, 1992
"IntelliLink removes the user from the
complexities of accurately translating data
between file formats."

The HP Palmtop Paper,
Marchi April1992

ACT! for Windows
ASCII (CSV) Files
CaLANdar
Commence
dBASE
ECCO
Excel
Lotus Organizer

PackRat
Paradox
Schedule+
Sidekick 2.0
Windows
Cardfile/Calendar
Word for Windows

All products listed are trademarks or trade
names of their respective entities.

To order or for more info contact:
IntelliLink Corp.
One Tara Blvd., Suite 210
Nashua, NH 03062
Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817
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HEALTH: Nutritional software

~

ENVIRONMENTAL CASE
for the HP 951:1../1 OOLX
Features:
• Rugged aluminum case with highgloss finish
• Waterproofs and shock mounts the
HP95LX or HP lOOLX for hostile
environments
• Built-in rechargeable power supply
• Options include handstrap, carrying
case, auxiliary battery, and highcapacity NiMH batteries

CORVAWS SYSTEMS SAlES
919 NE 2nd St.
Corvallis, OR 97330
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PC under your arm when you head
to the Italian deli for lunch.
The advent of the Palmtop made
computer dieting more practical.
Nutritional information can be in
your pocket when you need it. One
HP Palmtop Paper subscriber created
a PHONE database of the foods he
eats, along with information on their
calories and fat content (see
DIET.ZIPii, page 36 of the Nov IDec
93 issue).
You could also create a Lotus
spreadsheet that tracked different
nutrients and compared totals with
your predetermined goals. A commercial program designed for the
Palmtop provides both a database of
foods and a way to monitor and
analyze your food intake.

Personal Food A nalyst
PFA from Mirical Nutrition Corporation, helps you monitor and analyze
your food intake. The program is
available on ROM card or floppy
disk and works on both the 95LX and
100LX. (See Medical Products section,
page 36, for more information.)
It contains a built-in database of
over 4,000 foods and 27 nutrients.
PFA's Profile screen lets you enter
personal information and calculate
your ideal caloric and nutrient requirements. The Display screen displays your daily goals for 27 nutrients.
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PFA Display screen shows
daily goals for 27 nutrients

The Enter food screen shows a sevenday calendar and daily food goals.
As you enter foods, PFA records
calories and nutrients you have consumed and displays remaining calorie and nutrient needs for the day.

(800) 733-5017
(503) 752-4419
FAX (503) 752-7037

nod,11's
IOrin"
pl"ol' 111:' .:lind. a l l

N ....... :

PF A Enter food screen

PFA's Preview key lets you take a
look at the caloric and nutritional
value of a food before you eat it.
Finally, you can pop up PFA's
Analysis screen to show you the
results of your daily or weekly eating

Short review of Personal Food Analyst
I've been using the personal version of PFA for a few days now. It's incredible what I thought was
low fat until I entered it into PFA! ... It's also great for frequent travelers since it has many common
restaurant items in its food database of over 4,000 items. Other food items are simple to add if you
have the basic nutritional information. The setup asks for name, gender, age, height, weight and
activity level. After inputing the info, it calculates calories, carbohydrates, fats, protein, etc., as daily
targets. Each item can be changed manually, so if you're watching fat intake, you can lower those
values. Very flexible. Each day can be analyzed for specific target values. Foods can be added or
deleted easily. The database search is relatively fast and usually quite accurate.
The interface is a little sloppy. You have to go to one section to get your profile before you start
adding foods. It doesn't remember the last person entered. Same with the day of the week. It always
starts on Sunday. You have to remember to change the day to the current day! I find it well worth the
$89 though.
The professional version has an enhancement that tracks your food intake and pop up food
choices that will keep you within limits you've chosen.
Mark Gitlitz
CompuServe ID: [70334,2703]

Using Personal Food Analyst
and the HP Palmtop
Surprised at high fat intake
An article by Mary Lou Simmermacher in the Jan/Feb 94 issue of HP's internal magazine Measure,
discussed the Jay Lee's use of PFA. When Jay began monitoring his diet, he was surprised at how
high his fat intake was - 40-45%. He quickly discovered the cause - a daily cheeseburger at lunch
- and started eating more chicken and salad. Fat levels fell and his physical well being rose. Jay also
uses PFA to monitor the diet of his diabetic son.

Good nutrition for expectant mothers
The same article documented PFA's use by Jil Feldhausen, a registered dietician and clinical lecturer
at the University of Arizona College of Medicine. Jil has her students monitor their own diets with the
use of PFA and a 95LX. The students also use PFA to monitor the diets of pregnant women.
According to JiI, lower birth weight is a risk factor for babies and proper food for the mother is vital.
The best time to make changes in personal diet, is when you are purchasing the food. Having
nutritional information easily available makes a big difference in choice.

Author learns more about the food he eats
The author of the PFA review in The Colorado Medical Reporter, Aug 1993, could not believe how
quickly he went through his daily 81 .2 gram allotment of fat. He learned that lean roast beef had large
amounts of cholesterol while cake doughnuts weren't as bad as he thought. He was surprised to find
that bananas and brewed coffee were high in potassium. Finally, he found that his children were
fascinated by his Palmtop and PFA, and wanted to know how they were eating and what their diet
was doing to them.
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habits. You see the caloric and nutritional values of the foods you have
entered and how they compare to
your ideal profile.
View

Hut.ri~nt.

Ret.urn t.o t.he

S ....er

Foodllst.

Print.
Menu

~

PFA Analysis screen shows results
of daily or weekly eating habits

The results can be displayed numerically, as percentage values, or graphically as a bar graph (see screen
above).
A program like PFA helps make
you more aware of where you are,
where you want to go, and shows
you the sign posts of your progress
along the way. It doesn't replace
discipline, but it does give you objective facts upon which to make your
decisions.

Other dietary software
[Contact information on these products
can be found in the Medical Products
section, page 36 this issue.]

software programs that work on the
HP Palmtops.

Food, from Snappy Software is a
simpler dietary database of over
1,500 foods with information on calories, cholesterol, and other nutrients.
You can add, edit, or delete food
items in the database. The package
also includes a food calculator.
DietHelper, from Timberlake Industries helps track intake of calories,
sodium, cholesterol, fiber, and 20
other variables. The program is for
100LX users only and is available on
PCMCIA Type II card.
Pocket RD II from Poly-Bytes is a
nutrition analysis program for nutrition, health, and fitness professionals.
It includes a database of over 5,000
foods and calculates, sorts, organizes,
and graphs clinically relevant data,
and prints client and personal reports.
There may be other PC-compatible

Diet isn't the only part of the health
equation. If you sit at a desk all day
long, maybe you'll want to take some
long walks in the evening and work
up to some more strenuous activity.
If your job is tense, set aside time to
relax in the evening with a good
book, music, meditation, whatever. A
health care professional may be able
to help you with these, or at least
point you in the right direction.
The important thing is to begin.
And diet's as good a place as any.
You say the Palmtop isn't cheap, and
the software costs money. That's true,
but compare the cost of a Palmtop
and nutrition software to the cost of
triple-bypass heart surgery. The ball's
in your court!

Inexpensive Solution?

Product Infonnation: page 36

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
PROVIDERS:
• Software puts MEDICAL
REFERENCE in the
PALM of your hand!
ATA/X provides a seamless
PCMCIA-ATA data transfer path
between your Palmtop and virtually
any 16-bit ISA DOS PC ... making
your PCMCIA-ATA storage devices
as easy to use as a floppy.
ATA/X supports ATA Flash Cards
and 1.8" Hard Disks, accommodates
"Hot" insertions/removals, uses
standard MS-DOS utilities such as
F-Disk and Format, and operates
independently of the PC BIOS.
Available in internal (mounts in a
3.5' drive bay) or external configurations,
the ATA/X can be added to your system
even if it's technically full ... and the
need for complicated Card and Socket
services is eliminated.
ProTege Corporation

• By touching a few keys,
PALMTOX"" gives quick
access to drugs and
management in the
overdose setting
• PALMPEDS"" provides
emergency evaluation
and treaunent guidelines to manage acute
pediatric illness

Call Tod,n For ~l()re Information

(800') 995-4453

Available immediately for
the HP lOOLX Palmtop

Price: $175.00

4165 East La Palma Ave.,
Anaheim, Calif. 92807
(714) 961-7030 FAX (714) 961-1162

Call: 800·258·2550 •
Fax: (414) 241·8514

'" Protege Corporation Trademark
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The Palmtop Helps Find
Radioactive Hazards

•

AWARE:
ElectronicS
Model RM-60

The RM-60, a small pocket sized geiger
counter connects to the HP 100LX to allow
you to collect and analyze information about
radiation in your environment.

Micro Roentgen
Radiation Monitor

Computer Interface

By Robert Roney
The evening news has made us
aware of the health problems associated with radon gas levels in our
homes. I was surprised to learn recently that we may need to be aware
of other sources of low-level radioactive contamination.
Located in the "breadbasket" of
the former Soviet Union is a nearlydeserted city named Chernobyl. It is,
of course, the site of the world's
worst nuclear reactor accident (so
far). This accident contaminated some
of the most productive agricultural
land in the world. The land still produces food, which is evenly distributed throughout the countries that
make up the former Soviet Union so
that no one area receives all the contaminated food.
Low levels of radioactive contamination have been reported in canned
fish from Seattle and Asia, and crackers and cookies from Europe. Nor is
the problem isolated to agriculture or
radon gas. Nuclear materials are used
in power generation, manufacturing,
and the field of health care. Almost
every doctor's office has an X ray
machine. Most hospitals have a "Department of Nuclear Medicine."
Though the potential for an accidental release of radioactive material is
small, precautions are understandable.
HP lOOLX users can now connect
their Palmtop to the RM-60, microroentgen radiation monitor and discretely take readings of their borscht
in Moscow, exotic canned fish sent
by a client, a factory they're visiting,
or a hospital laboratory in which they
are working.

RM·60 Radiation Monitor
Aware Electronics' RM-60 is a small,
inexpensive, geiger counter a third
the size of the HP lOOLX. It connects
to the parallel or serial ports of any
PC, including the lOOLX. It comes
with cable and two connectors for a
PC serial port (9-pin and 25-pin), and
easy to install data collection software. You need to supply the lOOLX
serial cable (from the FI021A lOOLX

rJ~

~e.

HEWLETT

PACKARD

~------------------~

Connectivity Pack or F1015A PC
Connectivity Cable) and lOOLX modem adapter (from the F1023A Connect/ Adapter Kit) to complete the
connection. (The old 95LX cables and
modem adapters will not work. A
custom cable for the lOOLX should be
available from Aware Electronics by
the time you read this.)
Since it's easy to install, the first
thing we (Palmtop Paper editors

Hp·100LX Palmtop PC
>

PC Compatible
It runs DOS-based software. Your favorite software, right in your
pocketl (Must be DOS based, CGA-Compatible)

>

1MB/2MB RAM, DOS 5.0 & Expandable
Memory
Supports up to 32MB with optional plug-in memory cards.(one
slot-PCMCIA Type II)

>

Complete Organizer Software
Manage your time, tasks and data, and retrieve information
instantly with afully-integrated set of tools, indludlng appointment
book, phone book, database, memo editor with outliner, notetaker,
HP financial calculator, stopwatch, and work time.

>

cc:Mall Remote Is Built-In
Attach a modem to access e-mail plus and communication
networks.

Available In 1MB or 2MB

>

Lotus 1-2-3, Release 2.4
Access Lotus 1-2-3 capability, including graphics and macros.

> One-touch Access
HP-100LXl1MB Call for
Access major applications with asingle keystroke. Pull-down
menus and dialog boxes. High-resolution 80 x 25 CGA SCleen with
HP-100LXl2MB D8;:~:{~:M
zoom option is easy to read.
>
SALES TO DEALERS ONLy-CALL FOR
CONSULTATION ON ACCESSORY PRODUCTS
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Smallest, Lightest HP PC Ever
Toss it in a pocket, planner or breifcase. AI just 11 ounces, it's
compact, tough, and designed to travel with you.

CAll TOLL FREE: 1-800-227-8292
OR FAX US AT: (415}494-1995
760 SAN ANTONIO ROAD, PALO AL TO, CALIFORNIA 94303-4695

Robert Roney & Richard Hall) did
was to check out the radiation levels
of everything and everyone at Thaddeus Computing. The alarm started
going off, and everyone was thoroughly scared! Then we decided to
read the manual and talk with Aware
technical support. We reset the time
interval to 60 seconds from 10 seconds. Then the alarm stopped going
off, radon and glow-in-the-dark monitors seemed less threatening and we
began to actually learn something
about our radiant, unseen environment.
The manual has a good introduction to radiation measurement and
different types of radiation (Alpha,
Beta, and Gamma). It tells you the
basics for detecting Radon gas in the
air and water. Also there is an interesting list of common sources of
radiation, which include gas lantern
mantles, smoke detectors, glow-inthe-dark watches, static eliminators,
gold jewelry, glazing compounds,
gems, antique colorings for glass and
pottery.
To install the software just copy
the files AW-SRAD.EXE and AWMRAD.COM (the main program and
the TSR) to your 100LX. The software
only runs in DOS, so you have to go
into System Manager and press
IMENUI Application !erminate All...
then run AW_SRAD from the DOS
prompt. The radiation monitoring
software is easy to use, and comes
with pull down menus and help
keys. Start the monitoring process by
selecting Capture. Use Display to
view current micro roentgens per
hour, in 10 second or 1 minute intervals. You can also save this data to a
file.

.

The program calculates the average
roentgens per hour for the interval
set. One minute intervals are more
useful for environmental reading.
The 10 second intervals are used for
detecting very low radiation levels or
materials with a very short life cycle.
Also, to get an accurate reading of an
environment, like your home, you
need to record the readings over a
period of time, say half an hour.
You can connect the Palmtop to a
remote monitor via modem and
phone line. You can connect up to 10
individual collectors to a single PC to
monitor different locations at once.

The collected data can be exported to
an ASCII file and imported by
spreadsheets, Quatro Pro, Lotus, etc.
There is an optional graphics
program, AW-GRAPH ($45), to help
analyze the data that you collect. You
create a graph in either a straight,
interpolated or regression format.
The program will also read a standard text file so you could even use
it to graph battery life or your mutual fund investments.
Product Index: page 63

Physician's Medical Reference
New from Prolifix - the world's first integrated, computerized medical
reference that fits in the palm of your hand!
Unlike earlier clinical computing applications that solved only part of
the problem and/or left you tied to desktop PC 's, PMA offers fingertip
access to a complete drug reference (with drug interactions!), a
diagnosis and treatment reference, a laboratory test reference, a
full-screen medical calculator and a common medical abbreviations
database. Designed as a system manager application, PMA also
offers instant access to the HP palmtop PC built in applications.

~ Complete customizable reference for over 4000 drug listings
~ Diagnosis and treatment reference for 1000 diseases

~ Full-screen medical calculator

~
-=>
_

~ Laboratory test reference
_
~ Tracks multiple formularies
J
~ Common medical abbreviations ~ C......-z;
~ Additional references available soon
~ All references fit on one PCMCIA card
~ MS-DOS companion versions also available
~ Developed in concert with a major medical college
~ Priced from $249 (software only), depending upon configuration

t

For more information on PMR; call today!

1 - 800 - 774 - 7357
AM-60 display on 100LX

(9131492·7300 or fax request to 913/492·7396)
PMR is 8 registered trademark 01 Pro/;(IX, Inc. MS-DOS Is a registered trademark 01 Microsoft, Incorporated.
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RndrQW Johnson
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c ursor keys

ACT! for HP Palmtops features
"
"
"
"
"

.1":1~:

Fully Integrated Contact Manager
Seamless data exchange and updating with ACTI for PC's
Expense Tracking. Reporting and Calendar Management
Imports standard HP Phonebook and Comma Delimited Format Flies
Schedule Calls. Meetings and Tasks Integrated with your client list

ACTI for HP Palmtops with lOOLX Support (CI255) ...................
.. ....... $99.00'
HP Palmtop Connectivlfy Cable and File Transfer Software (C 1260) ............ $39.00

CheckBook
Credit
Card
$$ Management
.
__
'-,
... ",
.,
..no t.IV"""
_'O(.""._~

•

Move magnifyIng window wlth

..... $19.00

Magnify! (CI240) for HP IDOl)( "".,,"" ""

~"-_.:t.~:'~_

,_

Adjustable sizes
lX , 2X,3Xand4X

Pop-Up Magnification from 1X to 4X
Hotkey activation in any Built-in Application
Auto Alignment with Unes and Columns in PhoneBook
Remembers and retums to last position In each Application
Move Lens with Quick Keys and Arrow Keys

.'

. '

Best Seiling Contact Management now available for the 951100LX

Newl Magnifyl for IOOLX
"
"
"
tI
"

_.

PI,.,

415 - 555 - 1965
202 - 555 - 1837
215 - 555 - 1869

1t~i;t;~~~~;r ~:~~~5 ~:§~~:f
Groyol" CloYQland
Harry S. TrUJllan

-

ACT! for HP Palmtops 1.1

NEW!

HP lOOLX Software Magnifying Lens

Best Selling Contact Manager

... '

~'.~=-.....:~

'SPECIAL price when purchased with ANY ACE or HP products ......... $79.00
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HP DeskJet 310 Portable Printing Solution
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CheckView!
Checkbook Management for the 951 100LX

SUpports multiple
Account Files

Checkbook
Interface

05/ 11 /93
Type: Bank

~~i~~Vi~~~KAMER
12/10
1992 S
3 10
12/ 10
1992
31 1

Instont Account
Summary

Supports European
OotelS Formats

Baby Bell Telephone Co
Long distance call s
Telephone
$
West Side Ut i l Hy Co .
Hoveoober electri c bill
Utilities
$
anufacturing Co.
s alary
$

38.66

Supports
Checks, Stocks
Credit Cards
Loons etc.

3 ,624.74
196 . 28

3 ,428 .46
1,1 25 .00

Running
Balance

4 553.46
Search for
transaction history

On-line Help

F2621A - HP DeskJet 310 portable printer 300dpi resolution. 3ppm .................. $328
F3005A - Cut-sheet feeder holds 60 sheets of paper. transparencies etc ......... $88
F2622A - Printer and c ut-sheet feeder special bundle (shown above) ............ $398
F3067A - C olor kit - full color printing on paper/transp. 16 million colors .... ........ $38
51633A - Black print c artridge for DeskJet 310. water resist. 500 pages ............. $17
F3050A - Black leather carrying case ...................................................................... $89
F3003A - Rechargeable battery .............................................................................$39
F3004A - Wo~dwide rapid charger ..............
.. ....... $89
F3061A - HP low profile Centronics parallel c able .................
.. ...... $19

Check View! features
./ The ideal Quicken companion in your pocket

" Instantly keeps track of your Checks. DepOSits. Cash and Credit
Card charges as the transaction is made
" Simple checkbook user Interface with On-line help
" Import and export data with Quicken. Managing Your Money
and programs that support QIF and WK1 files
" CreatesWK1 files for analysis with Lotus 1-2-3
" Now supports Quicken 7.0 and Quicken 3.0 for Windows

CheckViewl (CI205) New Version """",,"""""""",,.

,.

_

..

-....:

~ _

•

..:

~

1

"

•

....

•

Leather carrying case
(C3050A)

Printer & cut-sheet feeder
(C2622A)

SPECIAL! SAVE $10 on Serial to Parallel Converter with any printer purchase
Serial to Parallel Converter (SP100) ....

"",, $49.00

............................. $69

_ . . . . __ •

, "." <·Oth'e""HR.;P'dlintOR,··Softwaie'& ~Access-ories . .::. " "

ClODS - fastWRITE! Word Processor-1 00.000 words Spell Checker

Imports WordPerfect. MSword. Zooms between 40.64.80 c olumn ......... $59

Supports up to 8MB files with auto time stamping ......

C109S - fastNOTES! Electronic Pop-Up Notes
Free-format database with global searching capabilities

~~,.t~

~

_~ _ _ _ .";. . . . . . . -

....... $59
................. $49
............. $49

New! Battery Management Software for HP 100LX
BADman 2.0 for HP 100LX. Battery Management Software ............ $39
BADman 2.0 with 2 NiMH 1100mAH batteries .......... ......................... $49
BADman 2.0 with 2 NiMH 1100mAH batteries & charger ........ ........ $59

.

~~,_.~ .~~\L ..... ;._~

Score 2000 p Oints and receive a 10% discount on ANY ACE product ... $19

Multi-tasking Software . customized Blue keys and control panel .......... $29

C110S - fastLlNE! fast Outliner and Text Processor

r<L..uiJd,...J'~,

G2001 - Classic Lunar Lander Game on 3.S" disk

ClODS - SWITCH! for HP 9SLX on 3.S" disk

Supports up to 14.4kbps. macro commands. ClS-B and more

Other HP_Palmfop
Software & Accessories
......

_a~~-·.,~-,&._~·

Entertainment

Other HP Palmtop Software

C1085 - fastCOMM! Communications Software

,",.

G1001 - GameCard volume I. on PCMCIA ROM card

Total of 14 classic games - Tetris. Poker. Craps. Othello and more ......... $79

C106S - myREMOTE, software turns HP 95LX into N remote

... $29

PCMCIA Storage Cards
A2001 DoubleCard 1M SRAM (Lifetime warranty) .................... ..... $109
A2002 DoubleCard 2M SRAM (Lifetime warranty) .............. ........... $174
A2004 DoubleCard 4M SRAM (Lifetime warranty) .......... .............. .$289
A 1003 ACEcard 512KB SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ................ .......... .. $99
A 1004 ACEcard 1MB SRAM (Lifetime warranty) ................ ...... .... $154
A 1006 ACEcard 2MB SRAM (Lifetime warranty) .......................... $279
DoubleFlash Solid State Storage ............. ....................... See Back Cover
HP 95LX PC serial cable (not for HP 100LX) .............................................. $15
GEN-3012 PCMCIA Parallel Port Card Drive ................................... $189

~"

....L.o»io.

_..... _

... 'f<tt.

...

~

_~ ~_

_

_
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•

Your Complete HP Portable Computing Solution

~

•

Special HP-Megahertz Bundle
from ACE
Save $20 on Megahertz: ¥
XJACK modems when
,,~
purchased with ANY
Hewlett Packard
products advertised here!
HP l00LX-2MB Basic System
HP 1OOLX-2MB with AppMAN! .................................................... .. $699.00
HP 100LX-2MB Serial Cable Kit
PC serial cables & Serial Adapters, AppMAN! .............. .... ....... $749.00
HP 1OOLX-2MB with Connectivity Pack
Connectivity Pack. AppMan! ................................ ........ ............ $799.00

•

Connects directly between your HP
serial cable and printer. Self powered.
no batteries required.

HP OmniBook Super Portable Systems

I

F1040A - HP OmniBook fax/ modem comm . pack .......................... $379
Fl041A - HP OmniBook 2MB system RAM expansion card ............. $179
Fl042A - HP OmniBook 4MB system RAM expansion card ............. $379
Fl045A - HP OmniBook Rechargeable NiMH battery pack .... ......... $99
PacRim P35 - 3.5' 1.44MB/720KB External Floppy .... ......................... $199
Newl MiniStor130MB Type III PCMCIA Hard Drive ...... ..................... $439
Newt MiniStor 130MB upgrade for OB 300 with ROM card
with DoubleSpace or Stacker 3.0 installed ........ ................... $479

_

~._

~~_.~ _._~

.

ACE-FAX and Megahertz XJACK
Fax Modem for HPJOOLX
Features Megahertz's XJACK connector - the
only PCMCIA modem with NO external
adapters or special cables required.
Now includes our simple-to-use menu-driven
ACE-FAX send/receive sottware for the HP
100LX. All these at a new special price!
2400/9600 Fax/ modem/ACE-FAX .............. $199·
14.4K/14.4K Fax/ modem/ACE-FAX ........... $299·
'SA VE an extra $20 willi any HP purchasel

External Modem for the HP JOOLX
Features our 18' Direct-Cable to your HP 100LX.
Receive and send FAXes directly from
Storage Cards. ACE-FAX send/receive software for the HP 100LX Included.
Powered by a 9V battery - does not use your
Palmtop's batteries.

2400/9600 Fax Modem (with Direct Cable) ..
.. ............................. $139
14.4/14.4k Fax Modem (with Direct Cable) ................................................ $279
Direct Cable (18") for Practical Peripherals portable modem ................... $35
Direct Cable (18") for Macronlx portable modem ...................................... $35
Direct Cable (18") for E-TECH portable modem ........................................... $35

High Speed Madem-Phone Interface

,/
,/
,/
,/

Connects any modem to Digital phones
Supports full speed modem data rates
Battery or AC adapter Operation
Worry-free modem connections to any
phone with a detachable receiver
,/ 4 level selector for optimum matching
,/ Simple plug-in installation
Modem-Phone Interface (P4112) ............ . $129

HP Palmtop CarrYing Cases

Custom Black Nylon case ..
.. .. .$19
Custom Black simulated Leather case .......... $29
Custom Black Leather case ............ ................ $39
Deluxe Burgundy Leather case ....................... $49
Deluxe Black Leather case
...... $49
Executive Black Leather Porttolio .................... $59
Executive Black Leather Portfolio

NEW! OB530486SX 33M Hz w/ 131MB Hard Drive. 4MB RAM ....... $1.795
0B430w/ 40MB Hard Drive, 2MB RAM. QLinkll & Stacker 3 ......... $1.195
OB430 w/ 105MB Hard Drive. 4MB RAM , QLinkll & Stacker 3 ....... $1.395
0B430 w/ 105MB Hard Drive, 6MB RAM . QLinkll & Stacker 3 ....... $1.595

....

A4204 Acoustic Coupler .............................. $129

OmniBook 530

HP Introduces the new OmniBook 530 486SX 33MHz
Super Portable PC. Now with up to 131MB (doubled
to over 260MB with Included data compression!).
Expandable to 12MB of RAM. New Super VGA
color video output for external monitors. Pre-Installed
with DOS 6.2. Windows 3.1 (Enhanced mode) and
HP's Windows PIM applications.

....'

High performance Acoustic Coupler for your HP
95/100LX modem (PCMCIA or external).
Communicates at 2400bps with standard payphones and up to 14.4kbps with electronic
phones.

HP OmniBook Super Portable PC

NEW!

•

High Speed Acoustic Coupler

Serial to Parallel Converter ................ $79

"'.

"-~.

Connect to any phone in the World

HP l00LX-l MB Basic System
HP 100LX Systems ($200 less 2MB versions) ........................ from $499.00

Print from ACT! and built-in HP Palmtop
applications to any parallel printer
anywhere, anytime.

_

HP Palmtop Communications Pro,!ucts

HP l00LX-2MB Complete System
HP 100LX with AppMAN!, HP Connectivity Pack
AC Adapter, Rechargeable batteries and DoubleFlash
Complete System with DoubleFlash 5M .... ................................... $1.149
Complete System with DoubleFlash 10M ........................... .......... $1.209
Complete System with DoubleFlash 20M ...................... .. ............. $1.419
Complete System with DoubleFlash 40M ........................... .. ........ $1.819

Hewlett Packard AcceSSOries
F1021A - HP 100LX Connectivity Pack ............ ........ ...... .....................$109
F10llA - HP 100LX AC/DC Adapter/ Charger (95/1OOLX) .............. .. $39
F1015A - HP 100LX to PC Serial Cable (95/l00LX) .. .... .. .. ........ .... .... .... $25
Fl016A - HP 100LX to Macintosh Serial Cable (95/1OOLX) .............. ... $25
F1023A - Extra Adapters (null modem, printer, 9 to 25) .... .... ...... .... ... $25
H5465A -1OOLX 3-year Express Exchange (extended warranty) .. .... $85

_

To Order Call 7-800-825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc.
2880Zanker Road. # 703 San Jose CA 95734 U.S.A. (408) 428-9722 Fax (408) 428-9727

•

Study Tracks Effectiveness of
HP Palmtop in Hospital
The house staff of 21 resident physicians
used the HP Palmtop for signing out patient
information, referencing drug interaction
data, reviewing protocols for different
medical situations, and more.
By Scott M. Fishman, M.D.
Physicians at Greenwich Hospital
and the Yale University School of
Medicine conducted this experiment
over a year ago using the 95LX to
explore its potential for improving
physician productivity and enhancing
patient care. The physicians use a
1MB 95LX with various programs
stored on 1MB RAM cards.
The 95LX was chosen primarily
because of its small size and power.
The fact that it really fits in a pocket
means that it's more likely to be
carried around and used.

Medical Software
Used in the Study
The study used the 95LX along with
a suite of physicians reference software marketed by Computer Books
(now sold by EduCALC). The software includes Patient Manager for
maintaining patient files, notes, lab
results, etc.; Pharmaceuticals, a drug
reference giving information on the
class of the drug, recommended
dosages, warnings and contra indications; Drug Interactions reference,
which searches for interactions between up to 20 drugs at a time; and
Physician's Reference, which explains
and calculates formulae used in patient diagnosis and treatment.
The project also used Palm Reference, a software program that manages medical journal references. In
addition, a number of custom PhoneBook (.PBK) files were created con-

taining relevant hospital numbers,
schedules, and selected outlines for
managing common problems in medical practice. We have also developed
a series of MEMO outlines for a
number of internal medicine topics
(see MEDTXT.ZIP Iii).
The project also tested a limited
version of the desktop program Iliad,
which allowed 95LX users to do
quick hypothesis testing (product not
available).

Methodology
Each resident and intern was outfitted with a 95LX and medical software on RAM cards. The 95LX/RAM
card combination replaced reference
books, index cards, numerous schedules and phone lists normally carried
by physicians in a hospital situation.
The software served as a reference
database of medications and drug
interactions, a patient record management system, and a personal schedule manager.

Outcome
This was the first time a large group
of physicians attempted the coordi-

nated use of palmtop technology to
improve patient care. The study was
a qualitative success.
The 95LX/RAM card system
made the sharing of patient information easy. RAM cards with patient
information were easily exchanged
and data could be downloaded into a
central computer system or printed
out and put in the patient's permanent chart. It's quite common to find
a single physician on call, looking
after patients from a number of different physicians. The ability to quickly access the notes of the patient's
primary physician was invaluable.
The Palmtop was also used to review protocols for managing different medical situations (for instance,
there were files on dealing with insulin shock and renal failure). One
great advantage the Palmtop has over
a reference book is that it is a dynamic resource that changes with
experience. The physicians could add
to the reference files as their experience and knowledge increased. And
every physician on staff could access
that knowledge to improve patient
care.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
The designers and principle investigators in the Greenwich Hospital project are
Scott M. Fishman, M.D., Leon K Specthrie, M.D., and William J. Berg, M.D.
At the time of the study, all were resident physicians in internal medicine at
the Greenwich Hospital (Greenwich, CT, USA) and the Yale University School
of Medicine. Dr. Fishman is now with the Harvard Medical School.
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The biggest plus about the Palmtop was that it was able to do many
different things. Just being able to
look up dosages was valuable, having a hospital directory with you at
all times was worthwhile, having
outlines of medical interventions was
beneficial, and the built-in applications added to it's usefulness. But the
whole was greater than the sum of
the parts. Those who took the dive
and used it for many different tasks
found the Palmtop to be very beneficial. And because the machine was so
feature rich, it's value grew with
their knowledge and experience.
On the other hand, some physicians were a bit technophobic. They
were attracted to one or two of the
features, but didn't think there was
enough there to continue investing
their time with it.

Palmtop Technology
and the Future
The increase in medical knowledge is
starting to burden the profession. It is
no longer possible for the individual
clinician to know everything he or

she needs. The Palmtop is a good
support tool that can help the physician quickly access needed information and the experience of other physicians.
Recent advances in remote communications allow the Palmtop PCs
to become Remote Terminals. Radiofrequency or cellular technology will
offer future physicians a wireless
connection to their personal records,
those of their hospitals, as well as all
other major medical data banks such
as the national library of Medicine,
MedLine, FDA bulletin board, or any
other database or expert system.
Wireless connections between physicians and their patients could make
possible instant, real-time data sharing whereby, for example, a cardiologist could receive ECG information
as an ICU patient was experiencing
an arrhythmia.
Many times, medical emergencies
happen when an inexperienced staff
physician is on call. Wireless technology can put the needed data in the
hands of more experienced pnysicians, who can interpret and design

HP Palmtops in Medical Education
In 1993, the University of Arizona College of Medicine received a grant from HP, which included 200
HP 95LX Palmtops for medical student use. Other students and faculty not part of the grant-funded
project, have used their own resources to become Palmtop owners.
The capability exists to connect the Palmtops to selected nodes of the College's Microcomputer
Training Center and the College's medical library for file transfer, printing, and access to local host
and E-mail facilities and the Intemet. In addition, PCs with connectivity and printing capabilities are
available at a number of remote sites where students do clinical rotation.
USING THE
BUILT-IN APPLICATIONS
Staff and students have been creative in coming up with new uses for the MEMO, PHONE, and APPT
tools. For example, the College has electronically distributed student schedules, and a student and
faculty phone book, including network addresses. Also, one student has created a PHONE dictionary
of medical terms and their Spanish translations.
Students have been aggressive in their use of the Palmtop for day-to-day purposes, including:
•
•
•

MEMO - composition of entire papers and off-line message preparation
1-2-3 - development of spreadsheets for pediatric drug dosing;
APPT - taking class and patient schedules and follow-up contacts.

The connectivity options of the Palmtop have been of significant value, particularly the infrared link
which is notable for its simplicity and convenience.
There have been a few complaints about data loss. This invariably happens during a system
'hang up" under low-battery conditions; especially rapid and severe battery drain has been noted with
heat exposure, which is not uncommon in southern Arizona.
Students have occasionally remarked on the interpersonal impact of using Palmtops. One
observed that the other clinical personnel felt like they were being ignored when a computer was
being used in their presence. These observations have influenced plans for increasing communication
with clinical departments.
Dale L. Curtis, Harvard Medical School
Ted Eytan MS, College of Medicine, University of Arizona

Infrared Printing From Your
HPIOOLX
• Wireless infrared printer
connection
• Works with any parallel
printer
• Easy to use
Call 800-235-7576 or
fax (406) 587-9170
for informa tion
on JetEye

. . .Extended

.-systems·

5777 N. Meeker Ave.
Boise, 1D 83704

the most effective intervention.
Hewlett-Packard has made positive advances with the lOOLX. The
improved screen made it easier to
read data and display PCX graphics
files of certain medical conditions.
AppManager made it easier to use
other DOS programs. And the builtin software itself is much improved.
HP might consider adding an internal modem to future versions of the
Palmtop, and give it more CPU power to run computation intensive programs. The addition of a backlit
screen would help in situations with
poor lighting.
Technology can support the thinking process, but it can't do the thinking for us. In the end, a knowledgeable human being will still have to be
there to carry out the intervention
and interact with the patient. Portable
technology helps the physician network with his or her colleagues and
benefit from their experience.
Technology continues to advance
medical science, which is rapidly
becoming an information science. To
use or not to use; in the end it's a
personal choice. But for those who
must have quick access to that kind
of information, palmtop computers
may be the only choice.

II

ON DISK Index: page 64
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THIRD PARTY MEDICAL PRODUCTS

Medical and Health-Related
Hardware and Software
By Rich Hall
[Note: Some of the software products may involve large databases,
requiring the purchase of PCMCIA
cards to load and use on the Palmtop.
All prices listed are suggested retail.
Products may be available for less at
discount vendors. We rely on information we receive from users and the
product manufacturer and cannot test
every piece of hardware or software
ourselves.}

m!31100LXI

Assurance
Point·Of·Care
This product allows 95LX users to
interface with other PC-based software
systems from Data Med and is only
useful with those systems. The following Modules are available:
Availability ... ........... NOW
Medium . .. .. . . . .. . . RAM Card
Runs under SysMgr ........ Yes
Pricing for Assurance Point-of-Care
Software with:
Homecare System™ ..... . . $850
Long-Term Care System™ .. $850
Nursing System™ . . . . ... . $850
Respiratory System™ ...... $850
Rehabilitation System™ . .. . $850
CONTACT: Data Med Clinical Support
Services, 2331 University Ave., SE,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, USA; Phone:
800-STAT-911 or612-378-2930; Fax:
612-378-2930.
m!31100LXI

Assurance Kinetics
This service assists pharmacists or
physicians in calculating proper dosages and tracking dosing schedules of
20 commonly monitored drugs (gentamicin, theophylline, digoxin, etc.). Software programs contain the latest findings in pharmacokinetic research. Also
includes 24-hour consulting service.
Availability . .......... .. . NOW
Medium . . .. . . ....... RAM Card
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . Yes
Pricing (software & training) . $1,850
CONTACT: Data Med Clinical Support
Services, 2331 University Ave., SE,

Minneapolis, MN 55414, USA; Phone:
800-STAT-911 or 612-378-2930.; Fax:
612-378-2930.

I MU100LXI

Assurance Nutrition
This service provides precise enteral
and parenteral nutritional analyses for
pharmacists or dietitians. Includes
software for analyzing and assessing
patient data. Includes the latest findings in nutritional research and 24hour consulting.
Availability . . ........... . NOW
Medium .. .... ...... RAM Card
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . Yes
Pricing
Software & training . . . . . . $1,850
CONTACT: Data Med Clinical Support
Services, 2331 University Ave., SE,
Minneapolis, MN 55414, USA; Phone:
800-STAT-911 or612-378-2930.; Fax:
612-378-2930.

,1010 100LX I
Clini·Calc
Designed for use by anesthesiologists,
Clini-Calc determines drug dosages,
computes hematocrit and blood-loss
relationships, calculates the amount of
blood required to perform a transfusion, determines maintenance fluid
needs, and helps manage patients and
patient billing functions. Data may be
transferred back and forth between
Palmtop and desktop PCs.
Availability ... . . ..... . .... Now
Medium . . . . . . . . . .. Floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . .. No
Pricing .. . . . .. . ... . . ... . $279
CONTACT: Shasta Logic Corporation,
1808 Avenida La Posta, Encinitas, CA
92024, USA; Phone: 800-234-9086 or
619-632-6398; Fax: 619-632-0631.

1100LX I

CME Documenter
Software program to assist physicians
in recording, cataloging, and tabulating
their hours earned for Continuing Medical Education (CME). For each user,
spaces are provided for AMA membership number and two more profession-
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al membership numbers. Spaces for
the session titles and locations are
provided as well as the type of educational experience. Each user specifies
how many hours were obtained and
then marks them as verified at the
proper time. CME Documenter can
print on the screen the number of
verified hours and the number of hours
as of yet unverified. Hours can be
indexed and reported by date, verification status, or classification.
[See Advertising, page 26.]
Availability .. . . ........... Now
Medium .. . .. . . .. . . . Floppy disk
(must load on 10MB Flashcard)
Pricing .... .. .... .. ...... . $60
(plus $4 shipping)
CONTACT: APPC Data Processing,
Inc., Three Maryland Farms, Suite
350, Brentwood, TN 37027, USA;
Phone: 615-221-4450; Fax: 615-3278365; CompuServe 10: [74131, 1771}.

,1010 100LX I
ComputerBooks:
medical reference
Software For Physicians. These programs turn the HP Palmtop into a
physicians reference, diagnostic tool
and patient management system. Four
stand-alone cards are available:
PHARMACEUTICALS
A database containing over 1,700
generic and trade named drugs with
adult and pediatric dosages, warnings
and contraindications, therapeutic and
pharmacologic classifications, and
information on how they are supplied.
This drug database can be easily
searched by generic or trade name in
addition to a drug's classification.
PHYSICIAN'S REFERENCE I
An interactive program to assist physicians with their diagnostic analysis.
Contains a number of interactive,
formula-based programs with detailed
information on each.
PATIENT MANAGEMENT
Keeps computerized patient records in
your Palmtop and lets you access
them with easy search and retrieval

capabilities. Reminders and notes
sections let you keep patient history,
your to-do list, or whatever patient
data you need. Store lab results in a
Simple, customizable spreadsheet
format.
PATIENT HISTORY
Helps eliminate hand-written questionnaires and lets you record each
patient response using yes/no, multiple
choice, fill-in, numerical and reference
table formats. Satisfy HCFA documentation requirements for higher-charge
CPT codes and justify all charges in a
Medicare audit. Creates tailored history with over 260 questions on general
information, personal and family medical history, and complete review of
systems.
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Provides instant access to drug interactions. Select up to 20 drugs and/or
drug classifications at one time and
obtain their interactions.
[See Advertising, page 19.]
Availability . .. . . .. . . . . .. . NOW
Medium .. ... . . . .. . . Floppy disk
(Will need to load databases on
PCMCIA memory card to use on
Palmtop. EduCALC will transfer to
PCMCIA card for a fee. Call for more
information.)
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Pricing
Medical demo disk . . . . ... free
Pharmaceuticals .. . . . . . $129
Physician's Reference I .. $199
(Free with purchase of two)
Patient Management .. . .. $99
Drug Interactions .. . . .. .. $99
COMPANY: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

,I01!!1100LX I
Curve Fit: linear
regression software
Linear regression software for the
95LX useful for scientists, engineers,
physicians, and pharmacists. Lets you
automate least-squares fit of 2-term
curves for straight line, exponential,
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logarithmic or power equations, 4-term
equations for cubic polynomials and
for Fourier series. Save and retrieve
data and equations to an ASCII file.
[See Advertising, page 19.}
Availability .. ... . .. ... . . . NOW
Medium
Floppy disk or ROM card
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . . No
Pricing
On Floppy disk . . .... . $169.00
On ROM Card . . . . . . . . $235.00
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
U.S.A. ; Phone 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.
1100LX I

DietHelper
Tracks intake of calories, sodium,
cholesterol, fiber, 20 other variables.
Availability . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . Now
Medium .. . . PCMCIA Type II card
Price . . . . . . ... . ... . .. . . $169
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.
1m3E11100LX I

Food 1.0
Features a database of over 1,500
foods with the ability to add, edit, or
delete food items. Program designed
to aid in the tracking of various vitamins, cholesterol, calories and other
dietary concerns. Also included in this
package is a food calculator for summing up various dietary intakes for
meals. Requires around 30K for programs plus space for database.
Availability .. . . ... .... .. . . Now
Medium .. ... . . .. . . Floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . . No
Min file size (uncompressed) . . 30K+
(Plus database size)
Pricing . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50
(plus $5 S/H, $10 S/H overseas)
CONTACT: Snappy Software, P.O.
Box 731, Lexington KY, 40586, USA;
Phone and Fax: 606-269-0496.
1m!31100LX I

FP Tools
Family Practice Tools is designed for
primary care physicians. FP Tools is a
series of phone book files and Lotus
1-2-3 worksheets that assist the physician in differential diagnosis, determining treatment regimens, tracking and

interpreting lab values, and more. FP
Tools includes a pediatric drug reference, a worksheet to assist in dosage
calculation, a .PBK file listing pediatric
visiVimmunization guidelines, ACLS
protocols/ drugs, and an OB calculations worksheet.
User can access a menu of simple
instructions by pressing (ALT)-M on
the 95LX. Hotkeys are set up for accessing other data in FP Tools. A
100LX upgrade is coming.
[Designed for 95LX, .PBK files
may be loaded on 100LX and translated to 100LX format. Lotus WK1 files
should work on the 100LX's 1-2-3
applications. Menuing system will not
work on 100LX.j
Availability . .. .. . .. . ... . .. Now
Medium . . ......... Floppy Disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . .. Yes
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $99
CONTACT: FP Toolworks, Inc., FP
Toolworks, Inc., 4305 Harrison Blvd.,
Suite 136, Ogden, UT 84403, USA;
Phone/Fax: not available.

,lOiM 100LX I
Manager's
Assistant series:
Manager's Assistant clinical departmental information system software
turns the HP Palmtops into a point of
care patient data collection device for
respiratory, physical and occupational
therapists, and other healthcare providers.
Availability . ... . . .. . . . ... NOW
Medium . . .. . . .. .. . Floppy disk
(on PCMCIA card upon request)
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Pricing ........... from $1 ,595
CONTACT: MediServe Information
Systems, Inc., 1430 West Broadway,
Suite A-200, Tempe, AZ 85282, USA;
Phone: 800-279-8456 or 602-9666800; Fax: 602-966-6735.

,lOil' 100LX I
Medical Drug
Reference
Database of more than 5,000 prescription and non-prescription drugs giving
a general description of each drug
along with information on how to take
the drug, side effects, drug interactions, and precautions, storage information, notes, and more.
Based on information from First

DataBank, a supplier of electronic drug
information to hospitals and pharmacies across the U.S. Request DOS
version. Database files occupy 4.5MB
hard drive space and require installation on a sufficiently large memory
card.
Availability . . . ........ . .. . Now
Medium .. . .... . .. .. Floppy disk
Pricing (DOS version) .. . . . .. $19
CONTACT: Parsons Technology, Product Development Center, One Parsons Drive, P.o. Box 100, Hiawatha,
IA 52233-0100, USA; Phone: 800-2236925; Fax: 319-395-7449.

Pricing, floppy disk only ... . .. $95
ROM Card & Floppy . . ... . $149
CONTACT: Lighthouse Software,
19863 Kingswood, Huntington Beach,
CA 92646, USA; Phone: 714-9641981; Fax: 714-991-0869.
1100LX I

Palmtox/PalmPeds

,lOi':' 100LX I
Medical Software
Reviews

Palmtox is a reference used in the
management of the acute overdose
patient. Designed using the generic or
brand drug name, the program provides toxic dose, peak effects, drug
interactions, clinical presentation laboratory and treatment sections.
Palmpeds provides emergency
evaluation and treatment guidelines to
manage acute pediatric illness.
[See Advertising, page 29.}

Monthly newsletter offering objective
reviews of medical software for palmtops and other microcomputers. Each
eight-page issue contains an overview
of a given class of software, with capsule reviews of representative programs and individual evaluations of
single packages.

Availability . .. .. ... . ... . . . Now
Medium . .. ... . . .. . Floppy disk
Pricing .. ... . .. ... . ... . $175
CONTACT: EM Alternatives, P.O. Box
152, Mequon, WI 53092, USA; Phone:
800-258-2550 or 414-241-3030; Fax:
414-377-7569.

Availability . ..... . .. .. ... . Now
Medium . . .. .... .. . .. Newsletter
Pricing
1 year . . . . . .. ... . .. . .... $75
Libraries/institutions . . . .... . $90
2 years . .. . . . . ..... . ... $135
International . . ... . . add $19/year
(outside US, Canada, Mexico)
CONTACT: Healthcare Computing
Publications, 462 Second St. , Brooklyn, NY 11215-2503, USA; Phone 718499-5910; Fax: 718-768-3260.

,lOi':l100LX I
Palm Reference
Journal reference tracking for medical
professionals. Palm Reference is a
full-fledged relational database which
organizes articles for instant retrieval
and allows a search by any field. The
search feature allows you to select
"AND" & "OR" type functions on these
fields. In addition, the product allows
you an area for brief annotation. This
product requires 70K disk space and
100K of RAM.
Both a PC and 95LX version are
provided with order. The HP version
uses 100K of System RAM.
Availability . . .... .. .. . . .. NOW
Medium .. ROM card or floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . . No

1100LX I

PEPID: Emergency
Physician Information Database
These 100LX .GDB databases provide
diagnostic, pathophysiologic, treatment
and disposition information for emergent, urgent, and routine problems
experienced in Emergency Departments. Page at a glance format allows
rapid assimilation of data. Available as
a complete database, or in individual
sections, including the following databases:

• Pharmacology ........ $179
A database of over 700 commonly
prescribed drugs, including information
on generic and trade names, adult and
pediatric doses, dosage formulations
and adjustments, wholesale costs,
pregnancy class, contraindications,
adverse drug reactions, important drug
interactions, overdose management,
pharmacokinetics and other important
information.

• General E.R. ......... $179
Includes information on all emergent
and urgent problems in the fields of
neurology, psychiatry, dentistry, ophthalmology, ENT, cardiovascular, pulmonary, gastrointestinal,genitourinary,
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obstetrics/gynecology, infectious disease, rheumatology, allergy, environmental medicine, dermatology, and
medicolegal concerns.

• Critical Care .. ....... $149
A special database with parts of the
Pharmacology, General E.R., and
Toxicology database, plus the complete Trauma database.

• Orthopedics .......... $69
Includes the essentials on diagnosis
and management of fractures, sprains,
ligament and joint injuries and infections. Also includes orthopedic procedures such as joint aspiration, reduction of dislocations, splinting and casting.

• Pediatrics ...........• $69
Database of essential emergency and
primary care information for Pediatric
problems, including information on
neonate to teenager, growth and development, diseases and emergency
resuscitation.

• Toxicology ....••••... $89
Database of information on overdose
management, antidotes, drugs of
abuse, occupational exposures, plant
identification/poisonings, general toxins, list U.S. Poison Control Centers.

• Trauma ............ . $89
Includes information on resuscitation
basics and the management of traumatic emergencies, plus a step-bystep guide to procedures.
These databases are optionally available on a Flash RAM card, allowing
you to add or delete information.
[See Advertising, page 1.}
Availability ...... ..... . . . . Now
Medium .... . . . ...... ROM card
Pricing ....... . ...... see above
Complete set . . . . . . . . . . $425
On Flash RAM card . . add 50%
CONTACT: PEPID Inc., toO Greenwood Ave., Evanston, IL 60201, USA;
Phone: 708-475-0778; Fax: 708-4750779; Voice mail: 800-329-7872, ext.
PEPID (73743).

mElI 100Lx I

Personal
Food Analyst
Helps you track, analyze and modify
your eating habits. Create your nutritional profile based on your age,
height, activity level, sex and desired
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weight. Records what you eat during
the day and continuously recalculates
how many calories (and nutrients) you
have remaining.
Personal Food Analyst uses a database of 4,127 food items to analyze
what you eat. It lets you preview food
for nutritional content before you eat
analyzes food for 27 different nutrients, including calories, protein, fats,
carbohydrates, and cholesterol. Comes in consumer version, professional
version available in July 1994.
[See Advertising, page 44.
See article, page 27.}
Availability .. ............ NOW
Medium, Consumer .. . ROM Card
Medium, Professional ... . .. Floppy
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Pricing
PFA Consumer .......... $149
PFA Professional .... . . ... $289
(available July 1994)
CONTACT: Mirical Nutrition Corp,
4606 Northpark Drive, Colorado
Springs, CO 80918, USA; Phone:
800-732-7707 or 719-598-5276; Fax:
719-598-5790.

lI014:1100LX I
P*M*R: Physician's
Medical Reference
P*M*R is an integrated reference system for medical professionals and
pharmacists, consisting of a comprehensive drug reference (including information on drug interactions), a medical diagnosis and treatment reference,
a full-screen medical calculator, laboratory test normal ranges and common
medical abbreviations. Currently, two
major databases are available for
P*M*R: Lexi-Comp's Drug Information
Handbook (with full reference information for over 4,000 drugs), and Dr.'s
Griffith & Dambro's The 5 Minute Clinical Consult (a reference for the diagnosis and treatment of the 1,000 most
common diseases).
The Lexi-Comp Drug Information
Handbook contains up to 30 separate
topics for each drug entry, including
dosing, indication, contraindications,
drug interactions, and pharmacology.
In addition, you can store your own
personal notes for each drug, and
manage up to five separate formularies. Both the Drug Information Handbook and The 5 Minute Clinical Consult have been designed to operate as
stand-alone references or as a seam-
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lessly integrated reference (on the
same PCMCIA card).
P*M*R was developed over a two
year period in concert with the University of Arizona College of Medicine. Its
interface includes pull-down menus
and pop-up windows. In addition,
P*M*R is System-Manager compliant,
giving the user quick access to the HP
Palmtop's built-in applications.
[See Advertising, page 31.}
Availability ............... Now
Medium ..... 3.5" floppy, PCMCIA
Runs under 95LX SysMgr ... Yes
Pricing on floppy disk
Drug Information .... . .. .. $249
Clinical Consult ... . ...... $249
Both .. .......... .. .. .. $399
CONTACT: Prolifix, Inc., 8809 Long
Street, Lenexa, KS 66215, USA;
Phone: 800-774-7357 or 913-4927300; Fax: 913-492-7396.

lI011.110oLx I
Pocket RD II:
nutrition software
This software for nutrition, health and
fitness professionals calculates, sorts,
organizes, and graphs clinically relevant data, and prints client and personal reports. It includes 12 program
sections: Weight loss, exercise analysis, body composition, nutrient analysis with more than 5,000 foods, diabetic and renal calculations, enteral and
parenteral nutrition, and many equations on determining appropriate nutrient intake levels.
Availability ... ........... NOW
Medium . Floppy disk or ROM Card
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Pricing
Floppy disk version ... . . $279
ROM Card version ... . ... $499
CONTACT: Poly-Bytes, Inc., P.O. Box
770070, Cora.l Springs, FL 330770070, USA; Phone: 305-485-4600;
Fax: 305-485-0022.

1100LX I

critical care drips in mcg/kg/min and
mg/min.
The program handles unit conversions, critical care, nutritional assessment, and tallies I&O's. Options are
selected from single menu. Instructions provided bottom of each screen.
Availability ............... Now
Medium .. ........ PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

1100LX I

Pribor Laboratory
Consultant
Software providing differential diagnosis for clinical needs. It can record and
process laboratory data, describe the
clinical significance of the findings,
suggest diagnoses and recommend
additional tests to confirm the differential diagnosis. Reports of the findings
are generated for your specialized
tests. Some tests included in the program are as follows: Biochemical Profiles, CBC, Liver, Urine Analysis, Serum and Urine Electrophoresis, Cardiovascular Risk Study and Lipids
Profile, Thyroid Diagnosis Profile.
Included with software is The
Laboratory Consultant, a textbook by
Hugo C. Pribor, M.D., Ph.D., giving
flow diagrams and diagnoses for 25 of
the profiles.
[See Advertising, page 26.}
Availability .. ... ......... . Now
Medium ...... .. ... . Floppy disk
(Must be loaded on 10MB Flash card)
Pricing .................. $478
Demo version ............. $78
(Includes Laboratory Consultan~
(add $10 shipping/handling)
CONTACT: APPC Data Processing,
Inc., Three Maryland Farms, Suite
350, Brentwood, TN 37027, USA;
Phone: 615-221-4450; Fax: 615-3278365; CompuServe 10: [74131, 1771}.

Portable Nurse
Works System

mEl

This PCMCIA based software program
solves drug dosage and flow rate
problems. Drug dosage problems
handled include solid forms, liquid
forms, child's dose, and individual
dose of drugs given in mg/kg, mg/kg/day, and mg/m2. Flow rate problems
handled include Standard LV, fluids,

The PVT (patient visit translator) Terminal software turns the 95LX into a
pocket sized data collector that assists
the physician in recording procedures
and services with patients. The software will suggest the appropriate 1992
Evaluation & Management CPT code

PVT Terminal
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for billing purposes. Specialized CPT
code modules are available additionally for OBGYN, pediatrics, and cardiology, with others in development. Customized orders will be honored.
Availability ...... ... ..... NOW
Medium .. . ..... .... RAM Card
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . . Yes
Pricing ...... . ......... $499
Specialized CPT modules .. $200
(minimum order, or $2 per code)
CONTACT: JA-DE-JA Inc., 600 Fairmount, # 305, Towson, MD 21286,
USA; Phone 800-272-3590 or 410296-4117; Fax: 410-296-2422.
1100LX I

Quick Medical
Reference (QMR)
OMR is a reference database that
covers over 600 internal diseases and
over 4500 findings of medical history,
symptoms, signs, and labs. Review
individually, or in combination with
other findings and diseases.
OMR lets the user identify the
diagnostic implications of several findings or diseases in combination. The
user then chooses questions or asks
for rule-in or rule-out tests to refine the
differential diagnosis.
Availability .... ..... ...... Now
Medium . ... ... ..... Floppy disk
Pricing
OMR . ... ... . .... . .. ... $645
Annual updates ..... . .. .. $275
CONTACT: CamdatCorporation, 1111
Bayhill Drive, Suite 465, San Bruno,
CA 94066, USA; Phone: 800-771-7448
or 415-588-5409; Fax: 415-588-7656.
1100LXI

Remind IV
This software program for differential
diagnosis contains 650 diseases,
8,500 attributes, and 57,500 relationships. By entering symptoms, signs,
and/or test results, the user is presented with a list of possible diseases in
hierarchical format. Each disease can
be called up and a listing of the disease in hierarchical fashion can be
printed out on screen or a printer. The
listing includes symptoms and characteristics of the disease, lab tests (both
abnormally high and low), types of
diseases and infections, disease com-

plications and associations, clinical
findings, diagnostic findings, and synonyms. Remind IV is shipped on 3.5"
disk, which includes DOS, Windows,
and Palmtop versions of the program.
[See Advertising, page 26.}
Availability .... .. ......... Now
Medium . . .... .. . ... Floppy disk
(Must be loaded on 10MB Flash card)
Pricing
Remind IV .......... . ... $450
Demo version ............. $58
(Can be applied to price of
full version. Add $4 shipping.)
Yearly updates . .. .. ...... $100
CONTACT: APPC Data Processing,
Inc., Three Maryland Farms, Suite
350, Brentwood, TN 37027, USA;
Phone: 615-221 -4450; Fax: 615-3278365; CompuSeNe 10: [74131, 1771J.
1100LX I

available in the 95LX plus a 512K or
greater RAM card installed.
[See Advertising, page 19.}
Availability .. . ........... NOW
Medium
Floppy disk or RAM card
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Pricing on RAM Card . ... $229.00
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
U.S.A.; Phone 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Sharewarel
Freeware

1100LX I

GIOia 100LX I

Freeware, a 1OOLX -adapted set offiles

Freeware Lotus worksheet and equation files for anesthesiologists.

from MEDSTF.ZIP Ii files (see
above). The .PBK files were converted
over to .GDB files and adjusted to
match the data format and screens of
the 100LX. Includes the following files
from above: LABTEMPL .wK1, MED.EON, DRIPS.wK1 . H&PFORM2.TXT
is an updated version of H&PTEMPL.TXT. LABUSA.GDB is LABUSAPBK
formatted for the 100LX. The following
additional files are available in MED100.ZIP:

RiskMaster

GIOi a 100LX I
FOOD95.ZIP Ii
Freeware - Demo of the Food 1.0
program described earlier in this article
/ freeware.
1100LX I

MEDNDB.ZIP ii
Freeware NoteTaker (.NDB) file that
contains notes on about 150 different
subjects in Clinical medicine. Lots of
"pearls of wisdom" for the medical
practitioner. [Note: It MEDNDB is quite
a large file, about 257K unzipped.
Editing the subject fields can take 3060 seconds because NoteTaker first
re-sorts all the records and then rewrites the file to disk. Also, password
protecting this file may dramatically
slow down loading and operation.

tm!I
MEDSTF.ZIP iii

Smart Rounds

Freeware, medical related spreadsheets PhoneBook and text files, including:

A physician's database and reference
that can track hospital visits and procedures, print out or interface CPT4
codes and descriptions, and give finger-tip access to 700 commonly used
diagnoses. Supports multiple physicians and hospitals or locations.
Requires at least 338K system RAM

• LABTEMPL.wK1 - Lotus worksheet designed for maintaining and
tracking trends in patient's lab results.
• DRUGINTR.WK1 - Spreadsheet
that lets you enter a list of up to 20
drug names and then search for matches in a database of 812 different
known drug interactions.

GI010 100LX I

MED100.ZIP ii

ANES!.ZIP Ii

Software to quantify the risk of stroke
and early mortality for open heart
surgery. The clinician enters patient
information for six types of cardiac
surgery to obtain average risk based
on conditional probabilities applied to
a database of more than 53,000 cases
of surgery performed within the last
five years in the U.S. and Europe. The
user can print the patient risk form to
include in the patient chart.
Probability tables are updated
yearly. RiskMaster runs on any DOS
based personal computer, including
the HP 95LX and 100LX.
Availability ...... . ........ Now
Medium .. . .. . .. . . .. Floppy disk
Runs under 95LX SysMgr . . . .. No
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $400
CONTACT: Health Data Research,
5201 SW Westgate Drive, Suite 213,
Portland, OR 97221, USA; Phone:
503-297-0690; Fax: 503-291-7392.

• DRIPS.wK1 - Spreadsheet to help
select drip rates for a variety of cardioactive drugs.
• LABUSAPBK and LABUK.PBK Phone Book files that give you a handy
lab reference containing over 100
common lab studies.
• H&PTEMPL.TXT - Patient history
and physical used to do initial workups.
• LABREAD.ME - Documentation for
the collection.
• MED.EQN - HP CALC equation file
containing about 25 medical formulas
used in a clinical setting.

• ACLS.GDB - Database of drug
names and doses currently used during Advanced Cardiac Life Support.
(Every effort has been made to ensure
that the doses in this list correlate with
doses stated in literature. Please use
this information with caution.)
• MI-MGT.TXT - Small text file listing
currently practiced guidelines for management of acute myocardial infarction.
• IV-ATB.GDB - Database of some
popular IV antibiotics, their doses, and
spectra of activity.
• PRESSORS.WK1 - Spreadsheet
illustrating the hemodynamic effects of
various pressor drugs.
• ANESDRUG.GDB - Database of
some popular drugs used in anesthesiology, along with dosages and additional information.
1100LX I

NEUROP.NDB Ii
Freeware 100LX database file contains a collection of differential diagnoses of neuropsychiatry disorders.
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User to User:

Organize your Time
by the Compass,
not the Clock
Hal turns the HP 100LX into an effective
time management tool by focusing on
important goals rather than urgent ones.
By Hal Goldstein
I've used an HP Palmtop for
over three years, and now,
thanks to Steven Covey and
Roger and Rebecca Merrill's new
book, First Things First, I finally use
my Palmtop to effectively organize
my time. (Covey authored the bestseller 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.)
I've tried many times in the past
to use my HP 95LX Palmtop and
then my HP lOOLX to organize my
day. However, my todo lists became
unmanageable - too long, with no
underlying organization. In addition,
a large 100LX to-do list can mean
sluggish Palmtop performance. I even
tried creating my own 100LX to-do
template using the built-in Database
program. That proved to be too cumbersome to keep using. I was even
ready to commit the ultimate heresy:
move to a more powerful desktop
personal information manager and
transfer data back and forth between
my desktop and Palmtop. But I hesitated - something didn't click, and I
couldn't put my finger on it.
Then I read Covey's book and
realized that the problem wasn't my
time management methodology, but
my "paradigm" or internal map of
time management. Like many people,
I had adopted a "clock" rather than a
"compass" point-of-view. In other
words, I organized my day around
getting as much done as possible

rather than accomplishing that which
was truly important to me.

Too much to do; not
enough time to do it!
Let me give a little background. My
wife Rita and I started Thaddeus
Computing (previously called Personalized Software) from a small two
bedroom house in Fairfield, Iowa
almost ten years ago. Now we have
a dozen employees who have taken
over most of the day-to-day activities.
However, I am still ultimately responsible for the quality of The HP
Palmtop Paper, for marketing it, and
for making sure that you get it as
promised. In my non-business life,
we recently adopted two children
plus we have other personally fulfilling but time-consuming activities. In
others words, as most of you can
relate to, I feel I have too much to do
and not enough time to do it.
Generally, when starting a small
business, the focus is on urgent tasks,
deadlines, and putting out "fires." As
our business grew, my role changed
from a doer to a manager and a leader. However, as Covey calls it, my
"urgency addiction" did not go away.
Operating in a "third generation"
"clock-based" paradigm, I tried to be
more efficient, tried to get as much
done in a day as possible, tried to
"manage" my time as best as I could.
However, at the end of the day, I
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was tired and aware of the mountain
of goals I hadn't accomplished.
Covey describes a fourth generation paradigm where the compass universal principles, inner direction,
and purpose - rules rather than the
clock. Covey focuses on importancedriven rather than urgency-driven
planning, where effectiveness (results) is emphasized, rather than
efficiency (process). Doing the right
thing is considered first, before doing
things right. Leadership (direction,
vision) is primary over management.
In this context Covey presents his
organizing tool, a weekly planning
method, which has made me more
effective (and more efficient). The
nice thing is that this method adapts
very well to the HP 100LX (and
could be made to work on the 95LX
with add-in programs like Notepad ii
and ABKTOOL ii).
I combine the HP 100LX Database
program with the Appointment Book
to implement the Covey weekly planning method. I use 100Buddy to link
these two built-in applications (although 100Buddy isn't necessary).

Setting up the weekly
planning database
As we examine the database template
I developed, you'll get more of a feel
for the Covey system. Our discussion
will involve some surface-level details associated with day-to-day and

weekly planning (i.e. setting up this
database, pressing these buttons). In
fact, you can use this system to become only more efficient in the
"clock-driven" sense. However, Covey
supplies the underlying principles of
"personal mission" and "deeply defined roles" that serve as the foundation for this planning system and
moves us from third-generation urgency thinking to fourth-generation
importance-based "personal leadership" thinking.
This discussion is not intended to
be a tutorial on setting up an HP
100LX Database, although you should
be able to pick up some tips. Expect
more Database discussions in future
issues. If you haven' t used the 100LX
Database, The lOOLX Quick Start
Guide, page 8-1, is quite helpful. Once
you get a feel for using Database,
you'll find many possible uses. The
template, lSTTHING.GDB ii, that I
describe below is available on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK and on
CompuServe.
The nice thing about the built-in
Database is that you can customize
the data entry screen according to
what you are trying to track. In this
example we make rich use of "Option
Boxes" that make both entering goals
and later viewing them from different perspectives a breeze. Here is a
sample data entry screen:

Data entry screen, 1 STTHING Database

When defining an HP 100LX Database, one is allowed to define different "Field Types". In this Covey template, the phrase "Qual of life depends .... stimulus/response" at the
top is made up of four Label fields
(each label can have at most 16 characters). The Goal box is a Text field.
There are seven Group Box fields
named "Role", "Aspect", "Type", "Eri",

"QD", "Kind", and "Who". The first 6
Group Boxes contain Option Buttons,
while the seventh "Who" box contains
Check Boxes. Only one Option Button
per Group Box can be marked. You
can check any number of Check Boxes in a Group Box.
The top line is a core idea in First
Things First. When unabbreviated it
reads "Quality of life depends on
what happens in the space between
stimulus and response." Covey's
point is that there is a space between
when a stimulus reaches our senses
and when we respond to it. It is in
that space where "we put our integrity on the line", and where we can be
proactive (deal with the stimulus)
rather than reactive (wait until it
deals with us). That space is where
our personal freedom resides and can
be developed.

PCMCIA
Data Acquisition
Available NOW!

PCMCIA Type II Data
Acquisition Cards

Qty.l

PCM-DAS08

$299

8 Channels, 12 Bit, 20 KHz NO with 3
In/Out Digital bits

PCM-DAC02
2 Channels, 12 Bit Analog Output

PCM-D24C3
24 Digital VO, 3 Sixteen Bit Counters

Using the weekly
planning database

199

PCM-COM422

149

PCM-COM485

149

RS232 and RS422 Communications Port

When I want to enter a new goal, I
press ~ (Add) from the main index
screen. The previous screen appears
and I am placed in the ~oal text field .
There I write my goal, for example,
"call HP", "write PTP Covey article",
"play basketball with the kids", "work
on marriage mission statement with
Rita", "determine Palmtop Paper
renewal strategy".
After entering a new goal, I tab to
Role Group Box. From here, I further
define the goal by checking off option buttons in the Group Boxes. I
can tab to the desired Group Box and
use the arrow keys to select the desired option. However, it's easier to
just type the underlined letter of the
desired option. For example, say I
enter "Write PTP Covey article" as
my goal. I press IENTER I or I < Tab > I to
move to the Role box and then type
p for "Pubs-Thaddeus", my role as
director of publications at Thaddeus
Computing. I then type L for "Menta!" since it is primarily a mental
activity, k since it is in the upcoming
"weelly" goal, h for Hi priority. Then
I type 1 for Quadrant 1 "urgent"
activity (I promised managing editor,
Richard Hall, the article by the end of

249

RS485 Communication Ports

PCM-PC2A.2
GPIB Interface Supporting IEEE 488.2
Standard

PCM-TERMI5
15 Position Screw Terminal Board for PCM·
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As one of the world's fastest growing
long-distance companies, Telegroup
offers you:
• Savings up to 50% on
domestic and international calls
• Easy-to-use calling card
• Crystal clear connections
• A bill you can actually understand
Call us today. You'll see how we'll
save you hundreds of dollars.

Tel: (800) 497-0344
Fax:(515) 469-3617

Telegroup
the week. I'll explain Quadrants
below). Finally, I press 0 for DQ since
this is a commitment rather than an
area of pursuit I focus my attention
on. (Covey defines these two kinds of
goals as "determinations" (DQ) and
"concentrations" (focus)).
When I defined the data base and
gave the fields names, I simply
placed a & before the letter I wanted
underlined in the field name. Pressing the letter (or if you are in a text
box, Alt and the letter) puts you in
that field.
The remaining fields on this Database goal screen are optional and my
invention, not directly part of the
Covey planner. I date stamp the Date
in which I set the goal by pressing
I!!!ll]. I am not sure how I am going
to use the date field - perhaps see
what goals have been hanging
around for a long time - but I included it since entering the date only
takes two key strokes.
If I want to add some notes about
the goal, I press I ENTER' again. (Since
in defining the Database screen, I
positioned the Note field slightly
higher than Done, Note comes after
Date). If I have a lot of notes, or I
want to document and date the progress of a goal, I can press (2) and
expand the Note field to an entire

screen. The Done field (press IALT'
Qone) is used later to check a goal as
done. Finally, since my work requires
a lot of delegation and collaboration,
I've included check boxes to indicate
who is working on the goal with me.
I can then define a Subset that will
let me look at an individual's goals.
The rest of the fields, I consider
optional. If I am finished, I press ~
to go back to the index of goals or
~ to add another goal.
Although the explanation is a bit
wordy, the process of entering goals
is quite simple. Press ~ (Add), type
the goal, press six letters and issue a
date stamp. Optionally you can add
notes and assign other people to the
task.

Understanding the Covey
system: Missions and Roles
Covey system planning is directed by
the compass rather than the clock
and focuses on what is important
rather than what is urgent. Covey
and the Merrill's emphasize the need
for a mission statement and wellthought-out roles. A mission statement describes the underlying guiding principle of all goals. It is "True
North" for your compass and is
based on universal principals as well
as individual propensities. It is the
standard from which you can determine the importance of your goals.
The roles one plays in life relate
to the mission statement. I am a Father, a husband, and the head of
marketing for our company. Covey
recommends not to select more than
7 roles. If necessary, he suggests folding in several sub-roles under one
role as I have under "CEO - Bus,
Pers". Here I put the managerial and
financial activities of my business
and personal affairs.
In addition, Covey suggests that
everyone select "Sharpen the Saw" as
an additional role. This metaphor
implies developing yourself each
week mentally, physically, socially / emotionally, and spiritually so
that you can be more effective in all
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your goals. He further states that all
roles and goals have these four Sharpen-the-Saw aspects, and a proper
balance should be maintained.
Each Role has "Context" goals
associated with it, which are more
than just middle-range or long-range
goals ("clock" rather than "compass"
concepts). For example, a context
goal for my role as Publisher of
Thaddeus Computing is to "Produce
quality, practical publications that
deliver more than what we promise."
This is certainly a long-range goal,
but it is more. It is a goal that relates
to my personal mission statement,
the mission of Thaddeus Computing,
and to other goals. A "what/why/
how" format allows the connection
between the Context goal, the mission, principles, and other goals.
"What" is defined in the Goal field:
the goal statement itself. "Why have
the goal" and "how can the goal be
achieved" can be part of the Database
Note.

"Why" and "How" of goal defined in
Notes field, lower right of screen

Plan one week at a time
Covey feels weekly planning allows
proper focus on goal setting. Daily
planning can be too myopic and
urgency-driven. Weekly planning lets
you schedule first that which is really
important for each of the roles. Once
important things are assigned, other
goals can be scheduled.
A subtlety in the system has
helped my weekly planning quite a
bit. I am always thinking of things to
do. Many of these ideas are quite
useful. In the past, as good ideas
piled on, an internal nagging increased. No matter how much I accomplished in a day, there was an

ever-increasing pile of good ideas I
"should" have done. Now when I get
the idea, I simply enter it into my
database. It takes about 30 seconds to
type the goal and the six letters for
the six categories. The thing that's
made my weekly planning better is
that I now enter "Eerhaps" as the goal
Type in most cases. This lets me off
the hook until Saturday morning
when I create next week's schedule.
(Occasionally, as necessary, I add it
to "Wee1Iy" goal, or it may in fact be
a longer term "Conte~t" goal.)
A final powerful concept on
which the Covey system is based, is
that all activities and goals can be
divided into four quadrants, defining
their urgency and importance.
Covey divides activities into four
groups or "quadrants":
Q-I: Urgent and Important;
Q-II: Not Urgent, Important;
Q-III: Urgent, Not important;
Q-IV: Not urgent, Not important.
According to Covey, many of us
spend much of our time in urgency
Quadrants I and III and then, exhausted, fall into QIV activities such
as mindless TV. Usually, the most
important things in our lives are Q-II
activities. The database I've defined
only has QI and QII, the two important categories.

Subsets· getting ready
to plan the next week
We're now ready to plan the week.
Much of the power you gain by putting the Covey system on the Palmtop comes from the improved ability
to view the goals from a variety of
perspectives. This ability helps immensely when planning the upcoming week.
The 100LX Subset capability lets
you view your database of goals in a
variety of ways. For example, you
may want to schedule goals for each
Roles, while maintaining a reasonable
balance and synergy between mental,
physical, social, and spiritual activities.
The HP 100LX Database lets you
define up to 16 subsets. I have a
subset defined for each role.

Detect and Plot Radiation On Your HP 100LX
Open a door to the fascinating world of nuclear science with the RM,
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ways. Consider the following screens
containing my "Model Business Publications" subset and my "This
Week" subset view.

.. ..

, ."",- "

Subset screen with list of subsets

So, for example, when it comes to
weekly planning, I look at all my
Context, Perhaps, and Archived goals
as Husband (Archived goals are
completed goals that I decided not to
delete for future reference). I then
choose the one or two most important goals and change the goal from
Eerhaps to Wee1ly. I transfer these
goals over to my Appointment Book
as described later on in this article.
I do this with each of my roles. In
addition, if I sense I am not attending
to, say, my physical/material wellbeing as much as I should, I'll look at
the physical subset of goals. I can
also look at the QI (urgent goals) and
Hi (high priority-goals) and select
Weekly goals from there.
I then look at my Appointment
Book's Weekly view and see if I have
over-packed it. At that time I relegate
those goals that aren't of greatest
importance, back to Perhaps.
Each Subset allows me to view
the index screen of goals in different

,
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Subset view, This Week goals

Notice that I have selected different
fields to be displayed. On my Publications view used for weekly planning, I want to know the goal type
(Perhaps, Context, Weekly) and
whether it is a spiritual, physical,
social, or mental activity. For my
Weekly view I want to know whether
the activity is urgent or not (Q1 or
Q2), and what level of priority. It is
also nice to see the activity checked
as Done. The Note in the top Weekly
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record contains my mission statement. (I put a space at the beginning
of the "Have fun" so that it appears
at the top of the list.)

Connecting to APPT
Now it is time to schedule my goals
into the HP 100LX Appointment
Book. I use the daily view, the Weekat-a-glance view, and the ToDo section in this planning.
First I schedule all that I can schedule at specific times. I block out
time in the week for the most important activities first. For example, I
schedule every Saturday morning to
play or do projects with the boys. (I
enter this as a repeating weekly appointment.) I may schedule time
away from the office to work on an
article for The HP Palmtop Paper.
Another several hours are blocked for
physical exercise to keep me in
shape. If an urgent matter interferes
with a block of time, then I reschedule that block as I would if an important meeting:,got interrupted.
Some activities, such as keeping
up with CompuServe activity or
reading a book, I do not schedule for
a specific time, but put it in my todo's for automatic carry forward.
When I have free time in the day, I
check my to-dos and attend to these
activities.
The scheduling process is quite
painless even sort of fun with the
help of 100Buddy ii. I created a
Smart Clip (named "> 100Buddy") that
consists only of the Goal field. I highlight an item from the index list of
my Weekly subset and press ~ [!)
or ~ (!). 100Buddy automatically
writes the goal in the Appt or Todo
Description field, and pops up the
calendar so I can assign the date. I
then tab to the time field and key in
a time, or delete the time to make the
goal an event for the day.
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What next

Appt Week view, 15 min appointments

I go back to Database using the 100Buddy feature of pressing iPHONEI
twice.
There are two types of goals that
I schedule as to-do's using the 100Buddy Fn-t link. Type 1 are on-going
daily goals such as doing yoga asanas and getting on CompuServe. I
give those the "Priority" label "DY".
Most of those just remain in the Todo
list. My default Priority is "1 T" - one
time for goals such as reading a book
or working on a marketing plan.
These are often "Focus" goals, goals
that I want to make time for as gaps
in my schedule appear.
Goals can be easily clipped and
sent to APPT or ToDo without 100Buddy, but using Buddy does save
repetitive keystrokes.
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I wanted to write this article while
the Covey book was fresh in my
mind and just after creating the data
base. The method has not yet stood
the test of time for me, but I like it
and intuitively it feels right. As I
write this, I have taken a personal
retreat with my wife to work on this
article, my mission statement, context
goals, and a new newsletter idea
related to personal effectiveness principles and the HP Palmtop.
I hope this article sparks some
discussion on CompuServe and letters to the editor. I'll be interested in
your reaction to this type of article as
well as your suggestions for refinements to my HP Palmtop implementation of Covey Leadership Center
"fourth generation" weekly planning
approach.
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Serial Port Communications
... Made Easy!
Mark sheds light on the sometimes IIBlack
Art" of using the HP Palmtops' not-completelystandard communication port to connect to and
communicate with modems, printers, and other PCs.
By Mark Scardina

During the past two years that I have
provided support on the HP Handhelds Forum on Compuserve, I have
read over 100,000 messages. If you
were to ask what was the topic that
appeared most, I would answer without hesitation - Communications.
There is little doubt that Palmtop
communications, whether with online services, printers, or even simply
with another PC, is still considered a
black art by many. Add to that HP's
propensity for complicating communications with non-standard serial
ports and preemptive software and
you have a topic that is perfect for
The HP Palmtop Paper.

a 4-pin plug so it can be used with
the 95LX. The original style HP 95LX
/48 cables cannot be converted for
use on the 100LX.
The serial cable includes a 1" long
by 1 /2" diameter black cylindrical
"ferrite core" close to the Palmtop
end.

The HP Palmtop
Serial Cable
One of the first accessories sought by
Palmtop users is the elusive serial
cable. This one meter umbilical link
to the outside world can be very
difficult to find, thanks to the proprietary connectors residing on the right
side of your HP Palmtop. HP provides a cable in their Connectivity
Pack (95LX - HP F1001A; 100LX HP F1021A) as well as marketing it
as a separate but often special order
item. With the introduction of the
100LX, HP discontinued the 95LX
cable (HP F82222A) and created a
new serial cable with a small 10-pin
end to connect to the 100LX (HP
FlO15A). The cable comes with an
adapter to convert the 10-pin end to

port, it is of dubious value because
the port does not produce significant
radiation. The ferrite core is slipped
over the outer insulation of the cable,
not molded to it. Many users have
removed the ferrite core to create a
more compact cable with no discernable side effects.
The other end of the cable is a
standard DB-9 female connector. The
HP Palmtop side has 10 pins because
there are two ground connections on
that side.
HP makes a Palmtop-to-Macintosh serial cable with a mini-din connector on one end to fit into the Mac
(HP F1016A). Like the PC cable, this
cable is designed to directly connect
to a computer. Adapters are needed
to connect it to other peripherals.

Connectivity cable end with ferrite core

While the core's purpose is to prevent RF radiation from the HP serial

Din connector on Mac cable

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark Scardina is Software Product Manger for ACE Technologies and coauthor of an upcoming book on the HP lOOLX. He also provides Palmtop
support on Compuserve as a member of TeamHP. His CompuServe ID is
[76711,732].
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Both the PC and Mac connectivity
cables can be connected to switch
boxes or extended by connecting
them to another cable. However, the
HP Palmtop's signal drive capability
is not as strong as a PC's and as
such, the length and quality of the
cable will impact on the reliability of
the connection. Generally speaking,
you should not have a problem adding an additional meter to the length
of your cable.

Don't Try to
Make Your Own Cable
The connector that plugs into your
Palmtop is an HP proprietary design
and is not available as a separate
part. The 2mm pin spacing is identical to that used by most IDE hard
drives, and not the 0.1" spacing most
commonly found in this type of connector. A connector could be fashioned from an IDE connector but
implementing the strain relief would
be more difficult.
Unfortunately, the difference
between 2mm and 0.1" is hard to tell
by the naked eye. If you use a connector with the wrong pin spacing
and try to push it into the Palmtop
serial port, you could break a pin.
Since list price of the HP cable is
$25 and the cost of repairing a broken pin is $180, I recommend purchasing the HP cable.

Connecting to a PC
The HP Serial cable is expressly designed to connect directly to a PC or
Macintosh without the need for additional adapters. The only time an
adapter should be required is when
your PC has a DB-25, 25-Pin connector. In that case a 9-pin-to-25-pin
male/female adapter will do the job.
This adapter is included in the HP
Adapter kit (HP F1023A) and the HP
95LX or HP 100LX Connectivity Pack.

Selecting the proper port
Selecting the proper PC serial port to
connect to can be difficult. You have
to consider the type of software you
are running and peripherals you
have hooked up to other COM ports

on the Pc. There is a relationship
between COM1 and COM3 as well as
between COM2 and COM4 on most
PCs that complicates the situation.
When a device on COM1 wants the
CPU's (Central Processing Unit's) attention, it communicates this by sending the CPU an "interrupt" code.
Unfortunately, COM1 uses the same
interrupt as COM3. So if you have a
mouse connected to your PC's COM1
port and your Palmtop to COM3,
there would be a conflict when both
devices tried to get the attention of
your CPu.
It is impossible to discuss all
combinations, but here are some
general rules that, if followed, will
allow you to make a reliable connection.
• Do not hook your Palmtop up to a
PC port if it or its complement is
used by a mouse unless you unload
the mouse driver. For example, if the
mouse is on COM1, do not use
COM1 or COM3. Simply disconnecting the mouse is not sufficient. You
have to de-install the mouse driver
from your PC's CONFIG.SYS or
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
• Do not hook your Palmtop up to a
PC port used by an internal modem.
Internal modems emulate a COM
port and communicate using the
address of a real one. Most have
jumpers or a setup program that
allows you to select which port it
will replace.
• Do not hook up your Palmtop to a
port used by a video accelerator card.
Many of the new video boards use
the address of COM4 to do their job.
If you then connect a device to your
physical COM4, you will cause your
monitor to blank and your PC will
need to be reset.
• You can share a port with a serial
switch box as long as software is run
for only one device at a time. For
example, if I have a modem and my
Palmtop connected to a switch box
that is then connected to my PC's
COM2, I cannot have a receive-fax
program running in the background
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and simply switch to my Palmtop to
transfer files. I must first unload my
fax program.
If you find yourself without an
available port on your PC, you can
purchase an additional two ports on
a serial board at most computer
stores for under $30. Some boards
even let you assign these new ports
to different interrupts than COM1
and COM2, thereby allowing you to
avoid any interaction.
If you have this type of setup, I
recommend that you connect your
mouse to the COM3 or COM4 ports
and reserve COM1 or COM2 for the
HP Connectivity cable. This is because the connectivity software in the
original 95LX Connectivity Pack and
the current 100LX Connectivity Pack
only work with COM1 and COM2.

Transfer speed
The other major compatibility issue is
transfer speed. Serial communications
can reliably occur at speeds from 300
bps to 115 Kbps between your Palmtop and a Pc. However, there are
many things that can reduce the
actual speed at which you will ultimately communicate.
Software can talk to your serial
port in two different ways: Polled and
Interrupt-driven.
The polled mode has the program
check several times a second to see if
data has arrived. This method is used
most often by file transfer programs,
since the data is largely going in one
direction and the receiving PC only
has to read and store it. Polled mode
is not often used for data communications programs because they require high speed two-way communication between two devices and the
polled mode can slow this down.
When a file transfer program like
ZIP.COM iii or LapLink is running,
it is the only program active and is
only doing one thing - transferring a
file in one direction. It is therefore
able to achieve greater transmission
speeds (up to 115K).
An example of an interrupt-driven
program is a data communications
program such as fastCOMM! A pro-

gram like this can be printing data to
the screen, checking for keystrokes,
transmitting responses, etc., all while
trying to receive characters. The program must be able to be notified
whenever data is ready to be sent or
received, and interrupt what ever it's
doing to accomplish that. Using an
interrupt-driven mode allows the
communications program to operate
at a higher speed because it knows it
won't miss any data. This mode is
defective in the 95LX, preventing all
but a few modified communications
programs from running properly. The
95LX will "lock up" after sending one
character because, the hardware never tells the software that it can send
another.

CPU Speed
Regardless of whether polled or interrupt-driven mode is used, a program must have time to process the
data once it has received it, and before it can get more. Therefore, the
speed of the CPU (Central Processing
Unit) directly impacts the speed that
a particular piece of software can
run.
In addition, other programs running in the background demanding
CPU attention will reduce your
speed. For example, an efficient DOS
communications program run on the
100LX with System Manager (the
built-in applications) not loaded
should be able to easily communicate
at 38.4K bps. However, with System
Manager loaded, the speed is cut in
half to 19.2K bps. This appears to be
improved on the latest 1.05A 100LX
ROM version.
On the PC, programs such as
Windows can dramatically effect a
serial port's performance. Many older
PC's have a maximum speed of 19.2K
with Windows loaded. Programs
loaded from your CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT on either machine
can also slow you down. Examples
are Stacker, 95/100 Buddy, Diet,
Clock Displays, Cursor programs,
and any others that regularly require
the CPU's attention. Finally some of
the serial ports in older PCs were

simply not able to run at full speed.
Your desktop PC's owners manual
should specify the serial port's capability.
If you are having serial port problems, and you are sure that the port
is available and not being interfered
with, the best solution is to start
disabling software that may be competing for CPU attention. This should
allow you to find the problem program, but realize that the problem
may be caused by a combination of
factors. You may need to experiment
with different solutions.

Connecting to
a Serial Printer
The HP Palmtops have the capability
to print files to any printer that supports Laserjet, Epson FX, or IBM
Proprinter emulations. Unfortunately,
the lack of a parallel port makes this
task far more difficult than it should
be. The first step is to, once again,
look at the cable.
While the serial cable makes for
easy Palmtop-PC hookups, it is illsuited for printer use. Even if you are
fortunate enough to have a serial
port on your printer, it is probably a
female 25-pin connector with the
Transmit and Receive pins reversed.
Fortunately, the HP Connect/ Adapter Kit (HP F1023A) comes with a
printer adapter that connects to the
end of your serial cable, switches the
transmit and receive pins, and plugs
into the female 25-pin port of the
printer. (This adapter is also found in
the HP 95LX and 100LX Connectivity
Packs.) This single adapter replaces
up to three regular ones, as you
would need a null modem to reverse
the Transmit and Receive, a 9-pin-25pin one to get the right number of
pins, and a gender-changer to convert to a male connector to mate with
your printer.
Once connected to a serial printer
port, the only things left are to ensure that the Baud rate is set to 9600
on both machines and that Software
Flow Control, XON-XOFF, is enabled.
Some printers do not permit both a
parallel and serial connection to be

powered at the same time. Therefore,
you may need to disconnect the printer from your desktop PC, or turn off
your PC if it and the Palmtop are
connected to the same printer.

Connecting to a
Parallel Printer
Parallel (Centronics) ports are the
norm on most printers. To connect a
Palmtop to a parallel printer you
must convert the serial signal from
your Palmtop to a parallel signal for
your printer using a serial-to-parallel
convertor. These can be purchased
for $30 to $100. (See Product Index,
page 63.)
A serial-to-parallel converter is a
small adapter with a serial port on
one side and a parallel port on the
other. It's best to first decide on the
model of printer to which you want
to connect, determine the type of
parallel interface it has, and select a
serial-to-parallel adapter that will
necessitate the fewest additional
adapters. An example will help clarify this.
Most printers have a Centronics
connector for parallel input. Connect
a Centronics-to-DB-25-pin cable to
the printer on the Centronics end.
Connect the 25-pin end to a serial-toparallel converter. Connect the 9-pin
end of the converter to the HP Connectivity cable and connect the cable
to the Palmtop.
A far more compact solution
available for the 95LX is a serial-toparallel adapter cable available from
Imaging Supplies Express. The converter has a Centronics port on one
end that connects directly to the
printer. A cable comes out of the
converter and terminates in a 4-pin
plug that connects directly to the
95LX serial port.
Another compact alternative is the
convertor from BSE that has a Centronics port on one end that connects
directly to the printer. A 9-pin port
on the other end of the converter
connects directly to the HP Connectivity cable. Both converters mentioned above do not require batteries
or an AC adapter as is the case with
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all others. (For contact information on
adapters, see product information
box, end of article.)
The serial-to-parallel convertors
mentioned in the Product Index
(page 63) were designed to work
with the 9SLX. There are other convertors available not specifically
designed for the 9SLX. When using
one of these, you'll need to set the
speed and Software Flow control on
it instead of your printer. In the case
of the HP 9SLX you will also need to
set the convertor to ignore DTR and
CTS/ RTS.

Printing from
DOS Applications
You need to make sure that the
Palmtop's serial port is on and set to
the proper speed. If you are in DOS
with System Manager not loaded,
you can turn the port on by entering
the command d:\bin\serctl Iw at the
DOS prompt or in a batch file from
the 100LX, or just serctl/w from the
9SLX. HP9SCTRL iii is a utility that
lets you control serial port power on
the 9SLX.
On the HP 100LX in System Manager, you can go into Set Up, press
IMENU I Qptions ~ommunications Port,
and check Enable Com1 Port in DOS. You
may also use my program ASERCTL.COM iii to toggle the port power on
or off on the HP 100LX by pressing
IALTI-B or IALTI-O.
If you've exited System Manger,
you need to set the port speed from
the DOS prompt. Enter the command
O:\OOS\MOOE COM1 :9600,E,7,2,P. This
should also help in printing multiple
pages. Do not use the 'p' if System
Manager is loaded, as a portion of
the MODE program needs to stay in
memory.

Connecting to Modems
Many HP Palmtop Paper articles have
discussed using modems with the HP
Palmtops, therefore I will not go into
the same level of detail here. There
are some general principles that are
worth repeating. Just as with printers, the HP serial cable is not designed to directly connect to a mo-

demo Even modems with DB 9-pin
connectors do not have the proper
gender to mate with the serial cable.
At the bare minimum, this means
that you will need a null modem
adapter to reverse the Receive and
Transmit signals and a gender changer to mate with the modem. HP comes to the rescue once again in the
Connect/ Adapter Kit (HP F1023A) by
including a 9-pin-to-9-pin M/M null
modem adapter (has a picture of a
phone on it).
Once the connection is made, you
will need to select the proper speed.
When using a modem, there are
actually two communication speeds
that are present. There is the speed
that your Palmtop communicates
with the modem, called DTE, and the
speed that the modem communicates
with the remote modem, called DCE.
These speeds are reported when your
modem makes a connection if you
have the English Result Codes enabled on the modem. For example,
the result of CARRIER 9600, CONNECT 19200 indicates that the modem is communicating with the other
modem at 9600 bps and with your
PC at 19200 bps.
You set the DTE speed in your
communication program. The modems negotiate the DCE speed between themselves. A 9600 bps modem means that its maximum DCE
speed is 9600 bps even though it may
have a DTE speed set to 38400 bps.
You might ask, why set the DTE
speed to a higher speed at all. The
answer is that most current modems
support two specifications, MNPS
and V.42, which allow for a modem
to compress data before it sends it.
Up to 4 to 1 compression can be
applied. Therefore, if the computer
can send data to the modem at 38400
bps, the modem can compress it and
send it out at 9600 bps, reducing
your connect time.
In order to use a higher DTE
speed, you will need to set Hardware
Handshaking, RTS/CTS, to ON. This
is also known as hardware flow control. Since the HP 9SLX does not
support Hardware Handshaking,
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because it has only four pins, you
must set your DTE speed to be no
more than the maximum DCE speed
available in the modem. This means
that 9SLX users cannot benefit from
modem compression. However, they
can get the reduced connect time by
compressing the file with PKZIPiiI
or DIET iii prior to sending it. On
the 100LX, Datacomm can reliably
run no faster than a DTE setting of
19200 bps. An efficient DOS program
like fastCOMM! will allow speeds of
38400 bps on the 100LX and 14400
bps on the 9SLX.
When using DOS communications
programs, the same requirements as
discussed in the Printer section apply
as to port power. Remember that
data communications programs use
the interrupt-driven mode and can
suffer from the overhead of other
programs that are active at the same
time. On the 100LX, any DOS program launched from System Manager
will suffer due to System Manager's
interference with the serial port. This
can be prevented by launching the
program from Application Manager
with an upside dowr exclamation
mark (press ~ !) as the first character of the Comments field or by using
APLOAD ii, AppMAN! (commercial
product from ACE Technologies) or
ASERCTL iii .

Conclusion
In summary, serial communications
is without a doubt one of the more
complex Palmtop activities, because
of its requirements to perform simultaneous tasks and communicate with
another device. If you frequently use
serial communications in a variety of
environments, you may want to get a
RS-232 Tester (see Product Index,
page 63). You connect it between the
two devices and it will quickly allow
you to determine whether you have
a software, hardware, or cable problem.

II

Product Index: page 63

II

Connecting the Palmtop via the serial port to PCs, Printers and Modems
Here is a summary of how to make the three most frequently used Palmtop serial port connections:
To a PC or Mac computer for backing up and loading software; to a printer for printing out a hard copy; to a modem for sending and receiving messages and other communications.

Connectin.9 to a PC
Directly Via Cables
Hardware needed
The current HP Connectivity Cables work with either Palmtop. They fit
directly into the 100LX seriaf port and HP supplies a small 10-pin-to-4-pin
adapter to connect to the HP 95LX. The cable is available in:
• HP PC Connectivity Cable (HP Fl015A) or
• HP Mac ConnectiVity Cable (HP Fl016A) or
• HP Connectivity Pack (IOOLX - HP FI021A)
[See Product Index, page 63 for complete contact information.]

Software needed for file transfer
Datacomm is the communications program bui~ into the HP PalmtoRs.
Like any PC 'communications' program, Datacomm can 'talk' with
another computer in order to transfer files between them. Communications p'rograms use standard file transfer protocols, (such as Text (ASCII),
Kermit, Xmodem) to send and receive files.
If you need a communications program on your PC or more capabilities than the Palmtop's built-in Dalacomm offers, the following communications programs, which can also transfer files, may be useful:
• COMMO.ZIP - for the 100LX or desktop PC;
• FastCOMM! - $59.00; for the 95LX and l00LX;
• KERM2.ZIP - for the 95LX, 100LX or desktop PC;
• KERMIT.ZIP - for the Macintosh computer.
[See Product Index, page 63 for complete contact information.]
In addition, there are many Rrograms that are designed specifically to
make moving files between PCs and Palmtops easier. You may find one
of the follOWing 'file transfer' programs helpful:
•
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HP Connectivity Pack (95LX - HP FloolA) - $119.49; runs on the
PC, includes 4~in 95LX serial cable and 9-pin-to-25-pin adapter
• HP Connectiv' Pack (tOOLX - HP Fl021A) - $119.49; runs on the
PC, includes 1 pin 100LX serial cable, modem, printer and 9to-25-pin adapters
• IntelllLink for Windows - $99.95; runs on Windows PCs, with file
translation for both HP Palmtops
• MacLink Plus HP Palmtop - $129; runs on the Mac, connects both
HP Palmtops, with file translation
• Mac Data Exchange - $89.95; runs on the Mac connects to 95LX
only
• PC Data Exchange - $69.95; runs on the PC, comes with many of
Sparcom's docking stations
• ZIP.COM runs on PCs and both Palmtops
Designed for laptops and DOS PCs, but reported to work with HP
Palmlops
• FastLynx - $169.99; DOS file transfer
• LapLink V - $169.95; DOS file transfer
• LapLink Pro - $169.95; DOS file transfer
• Norton Commander 3.0 - $149; file manager for PCs
{See Product /[ldex, page 63 for complete contact information.]

Procedure
1. Connect Palmtop's serial port to the PC's or Mac's serial port using the
appropriate HP connectivity cable. PCs with 25-pin serial port will need
tlie 9-pin-to-25 pin adapter from the HP Adapter Kit (HP Fl023A).

2. Run the necessary file transfer or communications software on the
Palmtop and on the attached desktoR PC. For example: run ZIP.COM on
both the Palmtop and the desktop PC; or run Datacomm on the Palmtop
and Kermit on the PC.
3. Make sure Baud rate and other settings match the settings on the PC's
program and the Palmtop's interface is set to Coml . You can change the
settings in FILER, Datacomm or the file transfer program you are using:

• SSFAXER.ZIP - for sending faxes via your modem
• PCAnywhere \$179) - to control another computer via modem
• acCIS. TAPC S or MESSAGE - to access on-line systems like
CompuServe.
{See Product Index page 63 for complete contact information.]

•

1. Connect the HP Palmtop to the Connectivity Cable; Connect the 9-pin
end of the cable to the 9-pin-to-25-pin modem adapter; connect that to
the modem; connect the modem to the phone line using RJ-ll cable or
an acoustic coupler.
2. Run the desired communications software on the Palmtop.
3. Make sure the communications settings (baud rate, parity, data bits,
stop bits) on the Palmtop and modem are the same as those on
computer and modem to which you're connecting.
4. Make sure the other system is tumed on and running the appropriate
software. After connecting, the software will determine what commands
and capabilities are available to you.

In FILER: on the l00LX, press MENU g,ommunications Remote
Settings; on the 95LX press ENU emote-Set.
• In Datacomm: on the 100L ,press I MENU I g,onnect .§.ettings; on
the 95LX, press Imsu~ Settings.
• For other progra : efer to lheir documentation.
4. Make sure the PC is set to the correct COM port.
5. Initiate the connection. (The instructions for connecting vary depending
on the communications software and protocol used (Kermit, Xmodem,
Text). For the Palmtops refer to the detailed instructions for each protocol
in the HP 95LX User's Guide, pages 31-13 to 31-17 or in the HP looLX
User's Guide, pages 35-18 to 35-"22.)

Connecting via
an external modem
You must correctly connect your modem and the HP Palmtop before you
can determine whether or not it will work.

Hardware needed
Since most modems have a female 25-pin connector, a typical connection
requires the following parts:
1. HP Palmtop and another computer with a modem or a fax machine.
2. Modem compatible with the HP Palmtop. Most extemal modems will
work with the 100LX. Fewer extemal modems will work with the 95LX.
For the 95LX, verify with the manufacturer (Macronix, Telebit, US
Robotics, etc.) that tne modem supports software handshaking and can
get power from its own batteries or an external power supply.
3. HP PC Connectivity Cable (see above) and Modem Adapter:
• HP Adapter Kit (HP Fl023A) (for modem adapter) or
• Custom cables, from Shier Systems & Software and ACE Technologies
{See Product Index page 63 for complete contact information]
4. RJ-l1 cable to connect modem to phone line or an acoustic coupler to
connect modem to phone handset:
•
•
•

RJ·11 cable - Radio Shack
TeleCouplerll - $139.95, from CP+
Konexx ](oupler Model 112 or 204 - $129,112 - modem to
phone interface; 204 - acoustic coupler; from Ace Technologies
{See Product Index page 63 for complete contact information.]

Software Needed
For communications you can use the built-in Datacomm or COMMO.ZIP,
FastCOMM!, or KERM2.ZIP (communications software mentioned in the
previous section). With a modem and the proper software y'ou can send
FAXes, access and control remote computers, or access online services:

Procedure

Connecting to a Printer
The procedure for connecting an HP Palmtop to a printer is relatively
straight-forward, and discussed in the documentation (beginning on page
C-l In the HP 95LX User's Guide and page 36-3 in the HP 1DOl)( User s
Guide.) A few other points are worth mentioning:

Printers with Serial Ports
There are few serial port printers available, the portable Kodak Diconix
lBOsi, and the desktop HP LaserJet series. For these use HP's Serial
Interface Cable (HP Fl015A) with the 9-to-25-pin Printer Adapter from the
HP Connector/Adapter kit (HP Fl023A) to connect the seriaf cable to the
printers 25-pin senal port.

Printers with Parallel Ports
Most Ilrinters do not have serial P9rts. To connect the Palmtop to a
parallel port printer you need a senal-to-parallel adapter:
• BSE SerialiParaliel Adapter - $79.95, Ace Technologies
• Convertor Cable - $125, Imaging Supplies Express
• GA 935 - $79.95, Greenwich fnstruments
• Paralink 3 - $79.95, WIDGET Software
• Sparcom Print Station - $varies, with serial/parallel adapter
{See Product Index page 63 for complete contact information.]

Procedure
1. Connect the Centronix end of the adapter to the printer's parallel port.
Connect the Palmtop to the connectivity cable. Connect the 9-pin end of
the cable to the senal-to-parallel adapters.
2. We used this procedure to print to a Canon Bubble Jet printer. We had
to use an additional Centronix to 25Rin-adapter to connect the serial-toparallel adapter to the Citizen PN48 Printers non-standard parallel port.

Through the Looking Glass:

Reverse Polish Notation:
Less Popular, but
Still Potent
The newer HP Palmtop User's Guides
devote less space to IIReverse Polish
Notation, II but RPN can reduce the number
of keystrokes for quicker calculations.
By Ed Keefe
Everyone knows how to use Reverse
Polish Notation - right? I began to
suspect otherwise when I noticed
comments on CompuServe like: "I
can make the letters 'RPN' appear on
the HP Calc screen, but then the
calculator doesn't work right after
that."
RPN is a variation on a parentheses-free mathematical logic known as
"Polish Notation/' developed by the
Polish logician Jan Lukasiewicz
(1878-1956). Over the years the most
popular calculators in business and
science have been HP calculators.
These feature Reverse Polish Notation, especially the HP-12C business
calculators and the HP-41 series.
Texas Instruments was the other big
player in calculators, and their machines used algebraic notation. You
were either an RPN supporter, walking around with the motto ENTER>
= (RPN is greater than Algebraic)
emblazoned on T-shirts, or you were
a TI algebraic "heretic."
Fortunately, the HP 95LX and
100LX tend to harmonize this rivalry
by offering the choice of using either
RPN or Algebraic notation in HP
Calc. The users of the earlier HP
calculators learned to use RPN on
those machines and continue to use it
on the 95LX and 100LX because they
have found it to be more productive,
using fewer keystrokes and, some

would say, making fewer mistakes.
Others tend to use Algebraic notation
because they are familiar with it,
don't understand Reverse Polish
Notation, and don't want to take the
time to learn it.
It appears that HP's perception of
the importance of RPN has changed.
I dug out my HP 95LX User's Guide
and found that 17 pages were devoted to RPN, in Appendix D! Then I
searched through the HP 100LX
User's Guide and found only one page
that paid tribute to RPN, the "first
language" of Hewlett-Packard calculators!
Solver probably has something to
do with the decline in popularity of
RPN. The efficiency and accuracy of
keystrokes is no longer an issue for
programming complicated formulas.
Solver lets you create in a few minutes an interactive, multiple variable
equation that would have taken
weeks to develop and debug on
earlier calculators.

•,
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Using RPN on the Palmtop
To set the 95LX for RPN, go to HP
Calc and press IMENU! Options Algi
RPN. To set the 100LX for RPN, go to
HP Calc and press IMENU! Qptions
Calculator .Modes RfN ~ .
Algebraic notation places the
operators between relevant numbers
or variables. With Algebraic set you
would key in 1 + 2 = to get the answer 3. RPN specifies the operators
after the numbers. With RPN set you
would key in 1 IENTER! 2 + to get the
answer 3. The only mathematical
operators that work differently in
RPN are:

• The two-number arithmetic operators (+) , (-) , (*) , (j) , and (1\)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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However, for intermediate calculations that are beyond simple arithmetic, frequently change, or produce
a sequence of results (like accumulating interest), you can still take advantage of RPN's efficiency.

.

Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, 1A 50021. Ed's CompuServe 1D# is [75300,3667].

• The percent function (%)
• The LAST X function (LAST).

instructions above). You should see a
screen similar to the one below:

Here are some examples of RPN at
work:

nDgO(M) :;_ • •
~1..·'11
RJ>/II~

::

nD9J

::

RL"14

To calculate

~t4Ck :

Press . ...... . ....... . ........... Answer

t::·
-;~ II
0 . 00
c!) .

e(!l

~. ~e

L'O . C2113
1=

2
v =

0 . lZIe ll
~ . ~(!I

C!) , ml!l

53 + 137
53 IENTEAI1371IJ . ......... . . . .. 190.00

-

82·15
82 IENlffil15 IJ ... .......... .... 67.00
12 x 5
12 IENTERI5 e:J ... ... .. .. .. ... .. 60.00
18 + 3
18 IENTERI3 IZ) ....... . ...... .. .. 6.00

Stacks and Registers displayed in Arithmetic

5 IENTERP 0 .... ... .......... 25.00
(14+3+2·11) / 2
141 ENTER PIIJ21IJ111J 21Z) ..... 64.00

As you can see from the above examples, the numbers are separated by
pressing IENTER I or an arithmetic operator. The last example shows that
you don' t need to enter parentheses
to group numbers. (Pressing c:::J is the
same as IENTER I in the RPN mode.)

The "Stack" makes it work
When I got my first RPN calculator,
an HP 25 Scientific, I wrestled with
what I called "Perverse" Polish Notation for the first few weeks. The
notion of a "stack" of numbers was
new to me. Both HP Palmtop User's
Guides refer to the stack as a fourlevel record of activities within the
Calculator. Books on RPN compare
the stack to a stack of dishes, in a
spring-loaded dispenser. The operation of stack on a calculator with a
single line display isn't obvious.
However, the RPN stack can be made
visible in either the Arithmetic and
Math modes on the HP Palmtops. An
example will help clarify these concept. These examples will work in all
the applications of HP Calc. However, to see the stack and the registers,
you need to switch to the Arithmetic
or Math Applications.
First go to the Arithmetic function
in HP Calc. If you haven't set your
Palmtop to RPN, do so now (see the

RPlI------------:-""':":'-~

0.00

If the Stack and Registers are not

visible, press ~ (SHOW) on the
95LX. On the 100LX, press IMENU'
Qptions Calculator Modes Show
S!ack, Show R~isters. The registers
and stacks shown above are empty.
Clear yours on the 95LX by pressing:
IMENU' Erase Registers; and IMENU'
Erase Stack. On the 100LX press:
I MENU' Clear ~tack; and I MENU' Clear
Registers.
The RPN stack positions are labeled Y, 2, and T. The X position of
the stack is the Calc Line, lower right
below the thick horizontal line.
EXAMPLE: Let's say you want to
subtract two numbers, 20 -15. Key in
20 and it appears on the Calc Line,

ENJOY

the X position. Hit IENTER' and key in
15. 20 is pushed to the Y position
and 15 appears in the X position.
Now press I] to subtract. The calculator removes the two numbers off
the stack, subtracts X (15) from Y (20)
and puts the result (5) back on the
stack in the X position.
HP's twist was to invert the stack:
T at the top, 2 next, Y next, and X at
the bottom. One advantage of this
method is that when you picture
subtracting 15 from 20 on the stack,
it's similar to the way you wrote
down an arithmetic problem in grade
school:
write
20
write
15
write
subtract and write

5

In grade school arithmetic, you never
used an equals sign (=) to finish the
problem. With an RPN calculator you
don't need to press c:J to get the
answer.
Once I understood the notion of
the stack, RPN became easy. I forgot
about entering algebraic formulas
and just did the arithmetic like I did
in grade school. I just keyed in two
numbers and pressed the operator
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SAVINGS

ON YOUR HP PALMTOP PURCHASES
(BUT HURRY, QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED)
New products for the HP 95LX
Sparcom Drive 95

Reg $285

Only $195

Safeskin Keyboard Protectors

Reg $29

Only $19

The AllslVers You Need 011 Ihe 95LX New $9
New $24
Using Your 95LX
New$ 18
Explorers Guide to Ihe 95LX

Used Memory Cards for the HP 95LX and 100LX

Used Software for the HP 95LX

I MB RAM Cards

ACT
Bauman by ACE
FastNotes by ACE
Games 95 by Autobyte
Money Manager by Autobyte
Podium Pal by Sparcom

New $49
New $59

Switch by ACE

New $29

New $129 - 149 Only $99

Used HP 95LX Accessories
HP Connectivity Packs

New $109

Sparcom Comstation95

New $295
New $50

Sparcom Stations95
HP Mobile Data Link Cradle
New $59
WOrldport 2400 Modem for cradle New $240
JetEye Infrared Laserjet Interface
Mac Link Plus by Dataviz

New $100
New $11 5

Only $59
Only $175
Only $34
Only $38
Only $129
Only $69
Only $75

Used Books &Educational Materials for the HP 95LX
Lotus in Minutes

New $9

Only $5

Only $5
Only $9
Only $5

New $99

Only $59

New $39

Only $25
Only $32

New $55
New $29

Only $29
Only $35
Only $35
Only $19

CLASSIC COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 499 • Fairfield, IA 52556i11
tffiii
800-709-9494 • (515) 472-0383
.
Fax: (515) 472-0393
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HOW TO USE: Reverse Polish Notation

key (+, -, *, /, etc.), and beheld the
answer. I didn't need an equal key to
work a calculator, or parentheses
either. In my mind, Enter was greater
than Equal. The example below
solves the same problem in RPN and
Algebraic notation.
EXAMPLE: Add 3 and 5/8 inches to
10 and 7/8 inches and express the
result as a decimal number.
In RPN Mode press:
5 IENTER I 81Z) 3 ~
(3.63 is displayed)
71ENTERI81Z) 1 0 ~~
(14.50, final result displayed)

3~51Z)8~

(3.63 is displayed)
IIII0~71Z)81I1

(3.63+ 10.88 is displayed)
(14.50, final result displayed)

In the Algebraic mode on HP Calc
you can press IENTER I instead of III c::l
and save one keystroke.

'T' is the Top of the Stack
The behavior of the T (Top) register
in the RPN stack is worth noting.
Whatever value is in the T register
gets duplicated whenever the stack
"drops." The stack drops as a result
of a two number operation. For example if you press 1 IENTER I, 2 IENTER I,
3 IENTER I, 4 the stack looks like this:
Stack

T =

1. 00

=
=

2 . 00
3 . 00

z

y

(Calc line . X stack position)

4

Now if you press ~, X and Yare
removed from the stack and added
together. The result, 7, is placed in X
(Calc line) stack position. The contents of Z drops to Y, and a copy of
the contents of T drops to the Z position. The stack will look like this:
Stack

T =

z

=
y =

(Calc line . X stack position)

~ittle Drive"

the bridge betUJeen
uour desktop and portable computer

EXAMPLE: Suppose you deposit
$2,000 in a savings account which
pays a simple 5.25% annual interest.
How much will you have at the end
of the first year? second year? third
year? sixth year? The answer, for
each year, requires multiplying the
previous year's result by 1.0525. To
make this happen, enter the following keystrokes:

PCMCIR Port for ~our
desktop computer
Retails for $139/119

1.0525 IENTER I IENTER I IENTER I 2000

In Algebraic Mode press:

c::l

As mentioned, a copy of T drops to
Z. This behavior can be used to insert
a constant into a problem.

1. 00
1. 00

2.00

7

Press I::::J to get the answer for the
first year: 2,105.00.
The interest rate, 1.0525, is copied
from the T stack position to the Z
position each time the stack drops.
This insures that the Y position will
always have 1.0525 in it.
Press I::::J a second time and
2,105.00 is multiplied by 1.0525 and
you get the two-year answer: 2,215.51.
Press I::::J a third time to get the 3-year
answer: 2,331.83. Press I::::J three more
times in succession to get the 6-year
answer: 2,718.71.

[619]454-2611

Oreall

1-OOO-PC1-UNH
(721 - 5465)

Coastal
Electronics
RPCMCIR

Products Distributor

I

WORHS LIHE R FLOPPY DISH DRIVE

EXAMPLE: Here's how to do the
same thing in Algebraic mode. First,
press the following keystrokes:

A more complicated
example where Solver
does it better

1.0525 IENTER I 2000

Interactive RPN solutions used to
take weeks to develop and debug.
Now, with HP Calc's Solver anyone
can do in a few minutes what formerly took weeks. The following
example, finding the amount of payments in a lease, can be done more
easily in Solver than in RPN. The
formula is from the HP-41C User's
Library Solutions: Lending, Saving and
Leasing, page 39 (out of print).

Then press I::::J ILAST I c::l to get
2,105.00, the answer for the first year.
Solving the problem this way puts
1.0525 in the Stack 1 position, and
lets you recall it with the LAST command, instead of having to re-enter it
each time. You end up entering the
same number of keystrokes as you
did in RPN mode, to set things up
and get the first year's answer. You
must press three keys, I::::J I LAST I c::l,
to get the answer to subsequent
years.
In these short examples you can
start to see how calculations can be
done more easily once you're familiar
with RPN and its stack. This is why
those who are familiar with RPN
don't want to go back to Algebraic
notation.
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PMT = (PV - Resid*(1 +i)/\-n) /
«1 - (1 +i)/\-(n-A» /i+A)
In this formula, PMT is the value of
each payment; PV, Present Value, is
the amount of the lease; Resid is the
Residual value at the end of the
lease; n is the total number of periods
in the lease; i is the periodic interest
rate which is the annual interest rate
divided by the number of payment
periods per year (usually 12, but

could be 3, 4, 6, 24, 52, etc.); and A is
the number of advance payments.
To create an interactive solution
to the above problem, simply start
Solver, activate the Solve Editor, ~
on the 95LX, ~ on the IOOLX, and
key in the following formula . (The
lines wrapped below to fit format of
The HP Palmtop Paper. You can enter
the equation on one line.)
PMT=

(PV-Resid* (l+i)A(-n))/
((l-(l+i)A(-(n-A)))/i+A)

Quit the Solver Editor and press [!!I,
CALC, and behold, an interactive
solution will appear in the blink of
an eye. You can key in the values for
any four of the variables and solve
for the fifth one. This formula will
allow you to use any number of
payment periods per year, so you
will have to calculate the i variable,
before you enter it. For example if
the you are using 13% annual interest
you would divide .13 by 12 and enter
the result in L
Solving the same problem in RPN
requires many more key strokes than
using Solver. (See the sidebar on
page 54.) However, it provides an
excellent demonstration of how the
stacks and registers are used. By
going through this example step by
step you will learn the basics of using RPN. Also, for those formulas
where Solver is awkward to use you
can record the RPN solution and save
it as a System Macro that you can
use again and again.

RPN makes Solver
behave as expected
In the above problem, when you
enter the value for "i," use the following keystrokes: in RPN, press 13
IENTER, 1200 IZ); in Algebraic, press 13
1Z)1200 IENTER'. Then enter the value
into "i" by pressing ~ or whatever
F-key is associated with "i". When
you have solved for "i" to get the
annual rate in this example: in RPN
press 1200 [::J; in Algebraic mode
press [::J 1200. Then press IENTER'.
Notice the downside. In algebraic
mode, the result is assigned to "i".

Discover PCMCIA
On Your Desktop
Introducing SCM's SwapBox™ family
of PCMCIA desktop card drives - the
industry's first PCMCIA Rev. 2.X card
drives made with the desktop computer
user in mind.
The SwapBox™ provides a full-function peripheral socket which will allow
you to plug in and use standard memory
cards and fax/ modems, LAN adapters
and many more PCMCIA cards. The
SwapRox™ offers the ultimate "bridge"
between your desktop PC and any PCMCIA equipped portable computer. Share
the wide variety of function cards available today and save on the cost of
peripherals - link to the new world of
PCMCIA.
With SwapBox'sTM user-friendly software and high-performance hardware,
the desktop computer user can take full
advantage of all the intrinsic features
and functions that PCMCIA offers:
• Small form factor peripherals
• Share peripherals between platforms
• Secure, removable data storage
• Access hundreds of multi-function
PC Card solutions
• Rugged, reliable and portable

SCM offers an extensive line of both
internal and external solutions to accommodate many different desktop environments. Call your SCM sales representative today to learn more ahout the
advantages of PCMCIA and the many
options available to you.

The SCM SwapBox™
The Ultimate Desktop Mobility Tool.

.u.s..

~

SCM Microsystems, Inc.
985 University Avenue, Suite 7
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Phone: (408) 395-9292
Fax: (408) 395-8782

SCM Microsystems, Gmbh
FraunhoferstraBe 11 a
82152 Martinsried, Germany
Phone: 4989 859-8702
Fax: 4989 859-5806

MICROS YS TEMS

0 1994 SCM Micmsystems. Inc. SwapBoxtlll is: a regh.tered trademark uf SCM Microsystems. me. All other trudemark~ are the property of their respective holders .

This is probably not what you wanted to have happen. This doesn't
happen when you use the RPN mode
or if you use the ~ key in Algebraic
mode.
While you're using Solver, you
can see what's going on with the
RPN stack. Just use ICTRLI-I!) and
ICTRLH!) to switch between the Arithmetic and Solve windows. As a matter of fact, when RPN mode is active,
the four stack registers and all the
memory storage registers are available for your use in all of the calculator applications.

Summing Up
RPN remains a very efficient way to
do arithmetic on HP calculators.
However, with the HP Palmtop computers and the HP 19B, the question
of which is better, "ENTER" or
"EQUAL", (Le. RPN or algebraic
modes) is irrelevant. Both calculator
modes are available.
If you already know how to use
RPN, you'll still be able to use your
skill. If you're new to RPN, you can
choose to ignore it. HP Calc will still
work quite well. Or you can spend a
small amount of time learning to use
RPN arithmetic. The rewards are
worth the effort.
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Advanced RPN example: Calculating Lease Payments
This example shows you how to use RPN in a more complicated setting.
The following formula calculates the payments to a lease that has advance
payments. It shows how the stack and register can be used. The formula is
from the HP-41C User's Library Solutions: Lending, Saving and Leasing,
page 39 (out of print).
PMT

= (PV

- Resid*(l+i)A - n ) / ((1 - (l+i) A- (n- A))/i + A)

PMT is the value of each payment; PV is the Present Value amount of the
lease; Resid is the Residual value at the end of the lease; n is the total
number of periods in the lease; i is the periodic interest rate; and A is the
number of advance payments.
The best way to deal with such a complicated formula from HP Calc's
Arithmetic function is to start from the innermost parentheses, perform any
computations, and work your way outward. In general, key in a number and
press the appropriate arithmetic key if there is an arithmetic operation.
Otherwise press IENTER I and key in the next number. Repeat this process
until the problem is solved.
As an example, let's solve the above equation for PMT, given the
following values: PV =$30,000, Resid =$5,000, n =60, A =3, and annual
interest rate =13% (monthly rate =0.13/12). Open the HP Calc application
and activate the Arithmetic window. Make sure you are set to RPN mode.
Press IMENU I Qption Modes RfN f!!2) on the 100lX or IMENU I Option
Alg/RPN on the 9SlX. The letters RPN should appear in the lower left corner
of the display.
If the stack and registers are not visible, press ~ (SHOW) on the
9SlX or press IMENU I, Qptions, Calculator Modes, (!£!]-(!l (Show S!ack)
and IALTI-I!) (Show R.!gisters) on the 100lX.
Clear the stack and the registers. On the 9SlX press: IMENU I Erase
Registers; and IMENU I Erase Stack. On the 100LX press: IMENU I Clear
.§.tack; and IMENU I Clear Registers. Then store the above values in
registers 0 through 4 by keying in the following:
0.13
60
SOOO
30000
3

~O
~1
~2
~ 3

1!!2)4

Clear the stacks again as described above.
Before keying in the set of keystrokes listed below, pick an empty
System Macro key and start recording a macro. (For example, to record a
macro and assign it to function key FS, press I < Shift > I-I!:!!) I.m to start
recording and to ~-I!:!!) I.m to end recording.) For more on recording
and editing macros, see Chapter 6 in the old HP 100LX User's Guide,
Chapter 20 in the newer HP 100LX User's Guide, or 21-14 through 21-19 in
HP 95LX User's Guide.
Only enter the keystrokes to the left. Comments in parentheses are for
clarification and should not be entered. The corresponding Stack Values
listed below will be displayed when you press the keystrokes. Remember,
the stack x value is displayed on the Calc line, bottom right below the thick
horizontal line.
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Keystrokes
(Comments)

Stack Values
X

Y

Z

T

1 IENTER I

0
0
0
0.13
0
0
12
0.13
12
0
(Number of periods per year)
0.01
0
0
IZl
(The contents of Yare divided by X and the results placed in X.)
0
0.01
1
0
~5
(Save periodic interest rate in register 5, so we don't have to divide by 12 each
time we use Register 0.)
1.01
0
0
0
f.I)
1.01
60
0
0
~1
-60
1.01
0
0
IlZJ
(Change the sign of X.)
0.52
0
0
0
0
(Raise Y to the power of X.)
0.52
5,000
0
0
~2
2,619.37
0
0
0
I!J
(MuHiply X and Y: put the result in X.)
2,619.37
30,000
0
0
~3
(Get the lease amount.)
IXo YI
2,619.37
30,000
0
0
(Swap X and Y.)
27,380.63
0
0
0
I]
(Subtract X from Y.)
0
1
27,380.63
0
0.01
1
27,380.63
0
~5
(Recall periodic rate.)
0
1.01
27,380.63
0
f.I)
(Add this to 1.)
60
1.01
27,380.63
0
~1
(Recall the total number of periods.)
3
60
1.01
27,380.63
~4
57
1.01
27,380.63
27,380.63
I]
(NOTE: T is duplicated.)
-57
1.01
27,380.63
27,380.63
IlZJ
(Change the sign of X.)
27,380.63
0.54
27,380.63
27,380.63
0
(Raise Y to the power of X.)
1
0.54
27,380.63
27,380.63
IXo YI
0.54
1
27,380.63
27,380.63
0.46
27,380.63
27,380.63
27,380.63
I]
(Subtract.)
27,380.63
27,380.63
0.01
0.46
~5
42.36
27,380.63
27,380.63
27,380.63
IZl
27,380.63
27,380.63
3
42.36
~4
45.36
27,380.63
27,380.63
27,380.63
f.I)
603.61
27,380.63
27,380.63
27,380.63
IZl
(The periodic payment is $603.61, listed in Stack X.)
~O

Be sure to turn off macro recording when you've finished.
The above approach determines the period payment (PMT) only. You
could solve for the other variables in a similar fashion. Of course, HP Calc's
Solver application simplifies the process even further by letting you enter a
formula and select the variable for which you want to solve.

(Continued from page 4.)
which are also found in ROM
on the Palmtops. Those types of
viruses should not be able to
hurt the Palmtop.
Since there are literally
thousands of viruses in the
computer environment, it is
possible that some may affect
the Palmtops. However, we
have heard of no such occurrences - Robert Roney.}

CheckView is
Quicken Compatible
I would highly recommend
you get the program called
CheckView from ACE. It is
Quicken compatible and is
less than lOOK in size with
the Data files. I have been
using it for almost a year
now and it is great. I record
all my checks on the HP and
then once a month transfer a
small .QIF file to my desktop
and balance within about 5
minutes. You can also use it
as a stand alone, but I have
found the way I do it to be
good for me. The price is
only $49 and well worth it.
Jeff Zorn/MI
CompuServe ID: [71165,1650J

HP Palmtop Paper
Emphasis Shifting?
I immediately subscribed to
The HP Palmtop Paper when I
discovered it, and have
found it to be useful and
invaluable. However, over
the past few issues I find
that you have shifted your
emphasis significantly to
product applications, stories,
and assistance for lOOLX
users. The prominence of
95LX-related information has
considerably dropped. I am
wondering if it would be
worthwhile to continue receiving this magazine?
Secondly, I would like to
know if there is any way to
get support for my 95LX?
My unit is completely out of
warranty, and living in India
I find absolutely no channel
open to service or support
my unit. The fact that HP
has decided to faze out the
older Palmtop without providing a suitable support
channel makes me ill at ease.
I request your suggestion
and guidance.

Shatu/ Shah
Bombay, INDIA

[HP is still manufacturing the
95LX, and The HP Palmtop
Paper will continue to cover
the 95LX, the 100LX, as well
as future HP Palmtops. We try
to maintain as balanced a coverage as possible, even adding
95LX information to HP
100LX articles. We will continue supporting HP 95LX
users for at least a year after
HP discontinues the product.
We take special care in
Basic Tips and Quick Tips to
make sure that the tip is complete for both Palmtops where
possible. We added the 95LX
and 100LX icons to make it
easier to identify Tips and 3rd
Party Products for each Palmtop.
Having said that we also
realize that most new subscribers own the HP 100LX, and
many of our HP 95LX subscribers have upgraded to an

HP 100LX.
New developments, new products, new
discoveries tend to revolve
around the newer 100LX, and
this trend will continue. Our
advertisers tell us that 95LXrelated products sales have declined significantly compared to
100LX-related sales.
The bottom line is that as
more of our audience are HP
100LX users, we will give this
newer palmtop more editorial
space. However, each issue and
the bonus issues and Subscriber
PowerDisk contain plenty of
HP 95LX information, information not available elsewhere.
(Back issues of The HP Palmtop Paper - Fall '91 through
1993 - are packed with information specific to the 95LX and
are still available using the
order form in this issue).
We appreciate your feedback
and welcome suggestions for
improving the Palmtop Paper.
In regard to support for
your HP Palmtop: Every coun-

try outside of the United States
is handled differently. The
support availability and policies
will differ from country to
country. The address that we
got from HP Technical support
for India is: Hewlett-Packard
Company, Attn: A. Sivasalim,
29 Cunningham Road, Bengalore 560-052; Phone: 812-261254; Fax: 91-080-200-196
Hal Goldstein.}

Avoid copying over
important files; Program to determine
sunrise/sunset
Here is a way to prevent
copying over your address
file in PHONE, or your first
file in MEMO or Lotus 1-2-3.
I use this method on the HP
9SLX. I know you should
back up everything on a
RAM card, but if you don't
have one, this trick can save
you a lot of grief.
The problem is this.

Easy Printing
From Your
Palmtop!
Only $79
PALMTOP LlNK-A-PRINTER (GA935) SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER
ALLOWS DIRECT PRINTING FROM PALMTOP TO ANY PARALLEL PRINTER.
AUTO ON/OFF- FIXED 9600 BAUD RATE SUPPORTED BY XON XOFF
PROTOCOL - PRINTER OR BATTERY POWERED - FCC & DOC REGISTERED

GREENWICH
INSTRUMINTS USA
TEL: 704-376-1021 FAX: 704-335-8707 TOLL FREE: 800-476-4070

WORLDS BEST SELLING CONVERTER
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Letters
When you create a new
PHONE, MEMO, or 1-2-3
file and try to save it, you
are presented with a screen
that asks you to give a name
to the file. Press IENTER I without giving the file a name
and you're asked if you
want to replace the first file
on the list with the proper
extension. If you answer Yes
without thinking, you've
erased that file.
The solution is to make a
"safety file" for each of the
applications and label it
O.PBK, O.TXT, and O.wKl.
You might put the word
"Safety" in the files to re-

mind you of their purpose.
The fact that the safety file
for a particular application
begins with the number 0
insures that it will be the file
you aCcidently save your
new file to. You can then go
to FILER and rename the
saftey file with the name you
intended for your new file.
Finally, make a new safety
file to save you from disaster
the next time you forget to
name a new file.
Another solution for
recovering written over files
is to contact the following
company: File Recovery Services, 3415 N.E. Canterbury

Circle, Corvallis, OR 97330,
USA; Phone: 503-757-0044.
They may be able to help
recover lost/ corrupted files.
I continue to use and
enjoy my 9SLX. I recently
traveled to Costa Rica and
southern Mexico to scout
locations for a series of natural history tours that I will
be doing next spring. It is so
handy to write reports on
airplanes and in the evenings, and post them the next
day. If I had a fax card I
could send them via phone.
I just learned of another
program that calculates sunrise and sunset times around

the world. It is called SunLight and is available from
Global Connection Inc., 50 S.
River St., Ste 105, Janesville,
WI 53545, USA; Phone: 608752-3695; Fax: 608-752-9548.
SunLight was written by a
Norwegian and was used by
the Norwegian Polar expedition that tried to walk from
Russia over the North Pole
to Canada in 1992.
C. Allan Morgan
Tuscon AZ, USA

PIacIuct Index pg. 63
On DIsk Index pg. 64

Now You Can Trade Your 9SIX for a lOOIX
for as liale as $369
.. . and also enjoy over $.00 in additional bonuses and incentivesl
We really want your 95LX and
accessories, so we're giving you more
incentive than ever before to trade in your
95LX for a IOOLX.
Until recently it cost up to $509 to trade
your old I MB 95LX for a new 100LX.
With HP' s reduced pricing on the 1 MB
100LX that difference is now no more
than $369. And it could cost a lot less
depending on the type of 95LX accessories included with your trade-in. The
cost of upgrading from a 512K 95LX has
dropped even more. Now, owning a
lOOLX is more affordable than ever
before.

TWo Special Bonuses
With each purchase of a 100LX you
will receive:
~ Classic Computer's
Productivity Disk: it's
packed with highly useful
software to help you get
the most out of your new
palmtop.
~ The Banner Blue
Movie Guide™ (regular price: $44.99): With
the Banner Blue Movie
Guide™ on your HP 100LX you can
make the right choice when renting
movies at the local video store, watching

movies on TV,
adding to your
home video
library or purchasing gifts.
It's also a great
way to bone up
on movie trivia.
It contains complete facts on
over 9000 movies
and includes plot description, critic's
reviews, length in minutes, ratings and
even box office receipts. It's easy to usesimply browse through its library of
movies or call up specific movies based
on your own special criteria. Regular
updates are available directly from Banner
Blue for a nominal fee.

Addhional UPQrade
Bonus
As an additional incentive we
are offering another bonus worth
up to $51 with every 95LX tradein. Choose either:
~ Savings of $51 on the purchase of a 1MB RAM card. Your
special price is only $98 instead of
the regular price of $149, or
~ A $25 gift certificate good for any
future purchase.
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A Leap Forward
in Palmtop computintt
In the 100LX, HP has carefully and
diligently incorporated the feedback of
1000's of 95LX users to create a significant leap in palmtop computing. To learn
more about the advantages please give us
a call.

30-Dav Risk Free Trial
Still not sure if the 100LX is right for
you? Then try one at your leisure. You'll
have 30 days to discover all the great new
advantages of owning the lOOLX.

Call About
the New HP 2 MB 100lX
You can trade-in your 1 MB lOOLX
and get a new 2 MB lOOLX
for only $399.

CLASSIC COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 499 • Fairfield, IA 52556

(515) 472-0383 • 800-709-9494 ~~~
FAX: (515) 472-0393
CompuServe ID# 73014,2642
Monday - Friday
10AM - 4PM Central Time

FREE
BEST PALMTOP
TIPS ON DISK
175 tips, 51 tools
on 2.5 megabytes
with your HP Palmtop
Paper on Disk subscription

You've got the
knowledge.
Now get the tools.
RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE TODAY
FOR PEAK PALMTOP
PERFORMANCE

NOT A SUBSTITUTE
FOR THE PRINTED EDITION

R FAX: 515.472.1879

Thaddeus Computing, Inc. 57 E . Broadway, Fairfield, IA 52556 U.S.A .

---BASIC TIPS--II Lotus

appointment repeats on specific data like March 31,
?r by a position in th~ month like the last Thursday
In March: When you ve made your choices, press
twice and your yearly repeating appointment
is set.
Rich Half
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

1!2!1

E1d!!I100LX !

Three types
of Lotus files
Lotus 1-2-3 lets you create and save three types of
files:
• Worksheet file - saves data and formats in a
standard Lotus worksheet. Press IMENU 1File Save
and give the file an eight character name. Lotus
adds the .wK1 file extension.

. . Built-in Apps

• Print file - saves the data without formats as an
ASCII text file you can call into MEMO or other
word processors. Press IMENU 1 Print File and give
the file an eight character name:-Lotu5 adds .PRN
as the file extension.

Using Dialog Boxes to select
options on the HP 100LX

• Graph file - saves a graphic image of a Lotus
graph for later printing (in PIC format). Press
IMENU 1§,raph ~ave and give the file a name. Lotus
adds .PIC as the file extension.

Rich Half
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

! 100LX !

When you press IMENU I in an application and
access a command with three dots after the comma~~ (elli~se), a ~ialog box is displayed soliciting
additional information. For example, in APPT press
IMENU I file frint... to access the Print specification dialog box.
Print.

Ii> ~
o Tbe:u~ IlII,.s:

U

IAPpolnbenh

~ t.o ~

Slwle

~ ~~~O1'l

~Appt

It

1101'11 OOLX !
Appointment Book's repeating appointment feature
can remind you of those special days, so you don't
forget to buy a present or send a card to loved
ones or associates.
On the 95LX in APPT, press IMENU 1 YJew
~early-Repeat I!!I (Insert). Fill out the description,
time and date of the appointment and press !!!£)
when you're finished.
On the. 100LX in APPT, press IMENU 1 !ill
(Add) and fill out the deSCription, time and date of
the appointment. Press f!!) (Repeat) yearly and
you are presented with the following dialog box:
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A Dialog Box may be divided into sections (e.g. the
example above has: Print, Style, Print to, and Title
boxes). You can enter information into the dialog
box via Option buttons ("Current Item" and "These
Items" in the example above); List boxes (box
below "These Items" and below "Custom" in example above); Check boxes ("1 item per page" and
"Include today's Qate" above) or Text boxes (box
below ''Iitle'' above). Not all dialog boxes use all
four ways.
Tab to the desired section and use the arrow
to select the desired option, or simply press the
underlined letter (e.g. i for Current Item above). If
you ar~ in a Text or List box, pressl ALT I and the
underlined letter to move to the desired Option
button. Here are some other important points:
• Option buttons - you can select only one option
button in a given section (e.g. Current Items or
These Items in the Print section above). -
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Palmtop reminds you
of wedding anniversaries,
birthdays, etc.
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Yearly repeating appt options box, 100LX
This box lets you set the Frequency of the appoint~ent (e.g. every 1, 2, 3, or more years); the Duration of the repeating appointment (e.g. starts in
1994, ends in 1999); and Repeat Type (e.g. the

• List box - offers a list of choices. Tab to the box
and use the up/down arrow keys to select choice.
(~.g ..selec~ These I.tems and press I <Tab>I and the
first Item In the list box is highlighted. Use the
up/down arrow keys to move to different selections.)
• Check box - go to the check box and press

I < Spacebar> I to select item (e.g. press d to go to
"Include today's Qate" and press I <Spacebar >I).
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• Text box - lets you type in information (e.g.
press Iitle and enter a title for the appointment list
you're printing). You can also do this in some List
boxes.
• Command buttons - are the large, round buttons
for OK, Cancel, and a few other commands (also
available as function keys. (Setup, OK, and Cancel
are in the lower right of the Dialog box in the above
example.) For more information, see page 2-7 of
HP 100LX User's Guide.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
! 100LX !

Start alternate
blu~.key applications quickly
The eight blue keys let you start the main built-in
applications quickly. You can press ICTRLI and a
blue key to start a different application:
Press these keys .. . ......... Start this application

ICTRLI-IF'LERI .. . . . . . ........ ... ...... SetUp
~ -lcc:MAILj .. . ... . .... . . . .. ... DataComm
~-IAPPTI . ... .. Stopwatch, Timer, Alarm Clock
ICTRLj-IPHONEI ... . . . .. . .. . ......... Database
ICTRLj-1MEMO 1 .. ... .. ... . .. . .... . . Note Taker
~-~ ... . ... . ....... . Go to DOS prompt
~-~ ............ . ... . .. World Time
ICTRLj-[!] ....... . . ... . . . . .... System Macros
Those with 100Buddy ii installed don't need to
press the CTRL key. Just press the blue key twice
to start the alternate built-in application.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

• Database
! 100LX !

More than two lines of Notes!
The database-related applications on the 100LX
(APPT, DATABASE, NOTETAKER, PHONE,
WORLD TIME) have a Notes field for additional
comments. Only two lines of text are shown in the
Notes display, but you can enter up to 32K of extra
information in this field. Press I!!J for a full page
display of the Notes field.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
! 100LX !

Quick way to tell when
insert text mode is on
Insert mode in MEMO lets you add text to a document, pushing existing text to the right and down.
Replace mode lets you add text to a document
copying over and replacing existing text as the text
is typed in. You can toggle between insert and
replace modes in MEMO (and other applications)

by pressing [!!!)-I DELI. Note at the top of the
screen the word INSERT or REPLACE is displayed.
Another way to tell is to look at the blinking
cursor. If you're in insert mode, the cursor shows
the outline of the character irs resting on. If you're
in replace mode, the character is covered up by the
cursor. For example:
INSERT on:

..... .. . . "Noll is the time ... "
REPLACE on:

.. .... .. . "No.

is the time ... "
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

mMise
1mJ1!1100LX I

Sticky keys; Palmtops remind
you which keys you've pressed
Both HP Palmtops come with a "sticky" Shift key.
You don't have to hold it down to capitalize a letter.
Press it once, let go, and press another key for its
shifted value. They (Fn) key on the 100LX and the
(CHAR) key on the 95LX are also "sticky."
Both Palmtops remind you if you've pressed
the Shift key. The 1OOLX will also remind you about
other keys. In addition, 95Buddy iii and 1OOBuddy iii
will make other keys sticky and indicate whether or
not the key has been (or is being) pressed. The
following chart summarizes this:
Key - sticky? ..... position of indicator / symbol
95LX WITHOUT BUDDY
(Shift) - sticky . .... .. . . . . .. . . lower nght! i
(CTRl) - not sticky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. na
(AlT) - not sticky .. .. ... . . . .. . . . ... .. na
(CHAR) - sticky .... . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ... na
95lX WITH BUDDY
(Shift) - sticky . . ... .... ..... . lower nght! i
(CTRl) - sticky ........... . ... lowerright! C
(AlT) - sticky ...... .. ....... lower nght! A
(CHAR) - sticky ...................... na
100LX WITHOUT BUDDY
(Shift) - sticky ................ lower left / i
(CTRl) - not sticky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . na
(AlT) - not sticky ... .. . . ............ . na
(FN) - sticky ..... .. ...... . ... lower left / (f
100LX WITH BUDDY
(Shift) - sticky . . ... ..... . . . .. . lower left / i
(CTRl) - sticky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. C
(AlT) - sticky ... . . ... .... ... ... . . . . .. A
(FN) - sticky .... . .... . .. ..... lower left / (f

Two additional utilities, JAGSER.ZIP iii (May/Jun
92) and STICK. COM ii (SUB92) make the ALT
and CTRL keys of the 95LX sticky, but do not
display their status. STICK.COM also makes the
ALT and CTRL keys sticky on the 100LX.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

IIiID:I! 100LX I
Undoing Mistakes and
Canceling Operations
There are a number of ways to "change your mind"
on the HP Palmtops, or otherwise get out of an

undesirable situations.
Press

(which Palmtop) - does this

~
(95LX1l00LX) - deletes highlighted text.
I < Backspace> I (95lXll00LX) - backs over and deletes
text, character at a time.
IESC! (95LX1l00LX) - Cancels current activity and
restores previous screen (e.g. you're modifying
a Phone Book entry and want to go back to the
onginaL)
f!2)
(1 OOLX) - Cancels dialog boxes without taking
action. Closes open records without saving
changes.
I CTRLI·I!) (95LX1l00LX) - Stops some DOS programs
and batch files from running.
f.S!!!I-Break (95LX1l OOLX) - Stops some DOS programs
and batch files from running.
IMENU H9l (95LX1l00LX) - Quits current active built·in
application.
IMENU I-I!l-Q!j (100LX) - Reverses last action, such as
deleting, editing, cutting or pasting records.
Does not work in all situations.
f.S!!!I-~-~ (95LX1l OOLX) - Reboots the system.
Good if you're locked up and can't get anything
to work. If you do this, you'll lose any unsaved
work.
I CTRll-1 < Shift > 1-12!!I (95lXll00LX) - Hard reboot.
Good if the soft reboot doesn't work. Answer
!!o when asked if you want to Initialize RAM
disk.
REMOVE BATTERIES (95lXll00lX) - WARNING! You'll
lose the data on your internal drive.Do this if
you really get stuck and nothing else works.

UNDOING APPT DELETIONS
Appointment Book on both Palmtops has a Remove
option that lets you delete appointments that have
already occurred. You can un-delete these appointments on the 95LX if you have not yet Quit APPT.
When you do Quit APPT, you are asked if you want
to "Save changes before exiting?" Answer No and
any changes you made to APPT since you last
saved it will not be saved.
On the 100LX, you can use the Undo feature
described above to restore removed appointments.
You can also press IMENU' file ,Remove and
check the "Save Removed Items in Archive" box.
When you remove past appointments, they will be
saved in a file.
BEST TIP - BACKUP REGULARLY!!!
Finally, the most important thing you can do is
backup your files on a regular basis. If your phone
book or appointment book become corrupted,
changed, or aCCidentally deleted, you can easily
restore them.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

• Phone
1lD31100LX I

Select the PHONE information
you want to print out
At times you may need to distribute a printed
version of your Phone Book file. But, you may not
want to print out "everything." Some of the information may be unnecessary or confidential.
MAY /

USE SMART CLIP TO PRINT SELECTED
FIELDS FROM A 100LX DATABASE
First you have to create a Smart Clip selecting the
fields you want printed. Second, you print the file
using the Smart Clip. I'll do this for PHONE, but this
works with any 100LX database application
(PHONE, APPT, DATA BASE, or WORLD TIME).
To create a Smart Clip, go to PHONE and
press ~ (Clip) to open the Smart Clip list; ~
(Define) to open a blank Define Smart Clip screen;
and ~ (Field) to pop-up the field selection list.

Smart Clip field selection list

Highlight a field, Name for example, press I < Tab> ,
and type in the number of characters (15) you want
printed out from that field. Press I <Tab > , again
and select the justification (1eft, Bight or ~enter) for
that field. You can also check off two additional
boxes, one to suppress printing a line if there is no
information in the field, and the other to reverse the
name in the name field (Le. "Smith, John" becomes
"John Smith"). Then press IENTER' (OK) to add
that field to your Smart Clip definition.
To select another field (Le. Business Phone) to
print press ~ again and follow the same process
as above. After you have selected the desired
fields, press IF1 0 , (OK) to save the Smart Clip
giving it the name, Business Phones for example.
Press IENTER' again to save the changes to the
Smart Clip list.
Print the Business Phones list in PHONE by
pressing IMENU 'file frint. Then Tab to the Style
box and use the arrow keys to select Custom. Tab
to the scroll list under custom and use the arrow
keys to select the Business Phones Smart Clip.
Make any additional selections necessary in the
Print screen and press IF1 0 , (OK) to print out the
file in the new format.
PRINTING FROM THE HP 95LX
On the 95LX you can print one record, tagged
records or the entire listing. You can print either the
Index format (a listing of the Name field and the
Phone field, one entry per line) or the Card format
(first line Name, second line Phone, third and
following lines Address, with a blank line between
entries). There are no other print options in the
PHONE application. From PHONE press IMENU'
Print and select whether you want to print to the
printer, or to a file .
However, PRT95.ZIP ii provides additional
formatting and printing features for 95LX Phone
Book files. With PRT95.ZIP you can select fields
and field widths as well as printing out several
different formats such as Rolodex, double sided
phone book, and mailing labels. It can also output
the PHONE Book information to a text file that can
be imported to other applications.
Robert Roney
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper
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......... QUICKTIPS .........
1m Lotus
mElI100lX I

Learning Lotus
To learn Lotus 1-2-3 I would
suggest getting copies of
worksheets that other people
in your area of interest have
prepared. These are especially useful for formulas that
might be widely applicable in
your field.
Also, I like the books Mastering 123 (published by Byrd
& Fraser) and Using 123
(published by Que Books).
Mary Durward
CompuServe 10: [72630, 1707J

. . AppManager
1100lX I

Save disk space:
Delete the ICON file
after adding it to
Application Manager
To associate an ICON with a
DOS application that you
have added to Application
Manager, the .ICN file must
have the same name as the
program file and they must
be in the same path.
For example if you have a
program CARDGAME.EXE
(or CARDGAME.EXM) in the
a:\game directory, you would
call the icon file, CARDGAME.ICN. It would also
have to be located in A:\
GAME directory. Then when
you tab down to the Icon
field in System Manager's
Add (F2) or Edit (F3) screens
use the down arrow to scroll
to your to new icon.
Once the icon is associated with the program, the
actual 200 bytes of the icon
picture is stored in the
APPMGR.DAT file and the
CARDGAME.ICN file can be

erased, as long as you don't
want to use it for another
program.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe 10: [72560,36J
[Steven Richeimer CompuServe 10: [75006,3475} has
developed a System Macro
and set of instruction that will
let you view a set of ICONS
on the 100LX, ICONVI.APP
i j - Robert.}

~ Appointment
1100lX I

APPT slow in
the morning?
Do you find that your 100LX
Appointment book application
is slow in the morning? You
have to wait a little longer
each time you make an entry
or do a search.
It may just be that you
have accumulated a lot of
unfinished ToDo's that carry
forward, then if you check
them off during the day
APPT speeds up. If you add
more To Do's at the end of
the day or evening, then it
will be slow again the next
morning. A large number of
ToDos is supposed to be the
major factor involved in slowing down APPT. (See Ed
Keefe's TSTADB.zIP i j for
detailed tests on this phenomena.)
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe /0: [71031 ,2162J

~Comm
,IOiil 100lX I
Serial port off
or locked up?
If you are having problems
with serial port communications, and your cabling, software and configuration seem
to be OK; your serial port is
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suspect. It may be turned off
or locked up. Check to see if
it's turned off first:
1. Try turning the serial port
on. ASERCTL i j or 100Buddy ij let you toggle serial port power on/off on the
HP 100LX. HP95CTRL ij ,
T AB95 i j , and 95Buddyi j
let you toggle serial port
power on the HP 95LX.
2. If you're running programs
from the DOS prompt on
either Palmtop, type serctl/w
to turn the port on and serctl
10 to turn it off.
If you're still having problems, the port may be locked
up. When the serial port
does not respond the most
common problem seems to
be that the UART registers
have not been cleared.
"UART" is the chip that controls the serial communication in any PC. It has its own
memory and registers that
store codes or flags that tell
the computer its current
state. Some programs do not
clear the UART registers
when they terminate, then
when you try to use the serial port it doesn't work. Here
are some ways to clear the
UART registers:
1. The easiest way to test
the UART flags is to run the
self test and test the IR serial
port and the Wire serial port.
(Close all built-in applications, turn Palmtop off, and
press IESCi-(£!!i. Then highlight the desired test and
press IENTERI). The IR port
should test ok, and you
should get no loop on the
Wire port. Just running these
test programs resets the
UART registers and resolves
most problems.
2. If the problem still persists
then do a hard reset (press
l < Shift > I-ICTRLI-~). Sometimes doing this serveral
times will clear the registers

and get the serial port functioning. This is the equivalent
to turning off the power on a
desktop PC, which clears the
UART registers. (You may
need to disable any software
that may turn off the serial
port. Several programs can
be started from the AUTOEXEC.BAT file that can disable the serial port, 95Buddy,
100Buddy, etc.)
3. If the serial port is still not
functioning you can repeat
the self test for the Wire serial
port with a "loop back" connector in place. This device
connects pins 2 and 3 on the
95LX. A loop back connector
for the 100LX would connect
pins 2 and 3; pins 1, 7 and 8;
and pins 4, 9 and 6 connected. (The IR port test is also a
loop back test, but it can pick
up enough reflection from the
Palmtop's case to complete
the loop.) It may be advisable at this point to call HP
Technical Support (503-7572004) for help with the loop
back test, and to determine if
there is a hardware problem.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
Tom Helm
HP Technical Support

II Database
1100lX I

100LX Database
category limits?
A 100LX Database (also,
Phone and NoteTaker) file is
limited to one category field.
A category field provides a
drop down list of categories,
which you can use to find
records in you database. As
you use your database you
can add new categories to
the drop-down list. You may
reach a point where you can't
add new categories.

There is a limit of 256 total
characters for the entire list
of categories within a category field. Therefore, if you
want to use a larger number
of categories in your category list, you will need to use
abbreviations or you will
quickly reach the 256 character limit.
To delete a category,
make sure that it is not selected in any records, open
the category list, select the
category and press IDEq.
Fred Kaufman
CompuServe ID: [72560,36]
Mark Scardina
CompuServe 10: [76711,732]
1100LX I

CPack will not
Translate/Merge
Custom databases
Custom databases will work
fine with the 100LX Connectivity Pack software. However, the merge/translate application in CPack 100 only
knows 5 formats:
1. 95LX Appointment
2. 95LX Phone
3. 100LX AppOintment
4. 100LX Phone
5. Comma-delimited ASCII

When you re-arrange fields in
the Phone book or create
your own database with the
100LX Database application,
CPack will not be able to
merge or synchronize (update both files so they are
identical) those files. When
you try to run a custom database through
the translate/merge function, you will
get the following error messages in the XLATE.LOG file:
ERROR :
Non- standard phonebook format
Translation canceled !

So you will have to use a
program like GOBIO iii that
will import, export and merge
.GOB database files. I guess
I have to keep working on
GOBIO!
Craig Payne
CompuServe ID: [72672,3706]

Bloos

D Miscellaneous

1lD31100LX I

1100LX I

Two quick ways to
return to System
Manager from DOS

Cut and Paste
between DOS
programs and
built·in applications

If you have ever tried to exit
from DOS back to System
Manager by pressing I MENU I
g, you noticed that nothing
happens. This command is
only functional in System
Manager applications. But,
being creatures of habit, we
want to use the same commands in ~OS.
Here's a small trick that
will nearly make it work.
Create a simple two-line
batch file for the 100LX:
100
exit

or for the 95LX:
$sysmgr
exit

Name the file a.BAT and
store it in C:\ or somewhere
in your DOS path. Then,
whenever you're at the DOS
prompt and happen to hit
I MENU I g to quit ~OS, just
press IENTER I, and you're back
in System Manager.
(The command 100 for the
1OOLX and the $sysmgr for
the 95LX return you to System Manager.)
Gilles Kohl
CompuServe 10: [100114,3146]
USING OOSKEY TO
DO THE SAME THING
You can save space on the
100LX by using DOS KEY to
accomplish the same thing. A
batch file takes one whole
cluster (512 bytes) on the
disk even if it only has 10 or
15 bytes of information in it.
Include the following line in
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file
and reboot the 100LX:
doskey q=exit$tlOO

When you press Quit from
~OS, you go back to the
100LX System Manager.
Thomas Rundel
CompuServe ID: [100023,2477]

ClipVue iii is a small 100LX
.EXM utility that allows loading the 100LX clipboard from
a file, and saving it to a file.
This file can in turn be read
from or written to by DOS
applications that normally
don't have access to the
SysMgr clipboard. ClipVue
can also be used to take a
quick glance at clipboard
contents in text format before
doing a paste, for example.
Gilles Kohl
CompuServe 10: [100114,3146]

IlD3
Big Fonts on 95LX
I teach a number of collegelevel computer science
courses, and two programs,
BIGFONT VU8 have become
the most frequently used
applications on my 95LX,
helping me display notes for
classroom presentations.
BIGFONT iii makes the
95LX display double sized
characters, making the text
very readable. Instead of
getting a 40 columns by 16
rows, you get a 20x8 screen.
Unfortunately, BIG FONT
works only in ~OS, and only
with a few programs (including Debug, Edlin, and the
VU8 iii text file viewer I have
developed).
BIG FONT is the work of
Dave Goodman, one of the
more prolific 95LX programmers.
Ed keefe
CompuServe ID [75300,3667]
1i1D31100LX I

Typing on
the HP Palmtop
I have been typing on the HP
Palmtops for a little more
than a year now. When the
Palmtop is on my lap or a

table or desk, I use the index
and middle fingers on my
right hand and the index finder of my left hand to type
with. My pinkies are on the
sides of the Palmtop to hold
it in place and the thumb of
my left hand helps on the
front by the card ejector.
Sometimes I bring my left
thumb up to hit the left shift,
Alt and Fn keys.
When the Palmtop is not
on something and I have to
hold it, then I do all the typing with my thumbs. The rest
of my hands are used to
cradle the Palmtop.
I was probably able to
adapt to the small keyboard
of the Palmtop because I
have never had a typing
lesson, and don't know the
"right" way to type. I guess
whatever Palmtop typing
style you settle on will come
from experience and your
own needs. I type a lot of
messages so I have had to
learn a fast (and semi-accurate) way to use the keyboard so I could get my work
done.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162]
mElI100LXI

The Art of War
by Sun Tzu
This 2500 year old classic of
Chinese literature has become very popular with military and businessmen.
The text file is contained in
SUNTZU.ZIP iii and can be
read with Vertical Reader
(VAii) on both Palmtops.
Also, it can be read with
FILER, MEMO, or any text
editor such as VOEii or
Freyja,iiI.
To use FILER to read a
text file: On the 95LX move
the cursor to the text file and
press IENTERI. On 100LX
move the cursor to the text
file and press !!!I, View.
Then use the I < UpArrow> I and
I < DownArrow > I to read the file.
Robert Roney
Editor HP Palmtop Paper
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II Phone

iii System Macros

! 100LX!

!100LX !

How BIG a
PHONE file can
you really have?

Cycle back and
forth between two
or more .MAC files

With real databases I found it
hard to approach the 5000
theoretical limit of the 100LX
Database application. My test
database max'ed out at
about 3600 records.
If you are hitting the limit
with the 1OOLX Database
(PHONE, NOTES, etc.), you
can run dBase 111+ on the
100LX and have as many
records as will fit on disk.
Maximum disk capacity right
now is a 20 MByte Sun Disk
stacked to 40 MByte. Also
someone has reported running the Paradox runtime
engine on the 100LX.
A complete account of the
100LX PhonebooklDatabase
performance test results,
including numbers for SRAM
and Sun Disk cards, is contained in the text file, BIGDDB.100i i .
Craig Payne
CompuServe ID: [72672,3706]

To change to a different
System Macro file, go to
AppManager, press Mto start
the System Macros application. Then press IMENUI file
QIlen, highlight the desired
.MAC file and press 1!!2].
Ironically, you cannot create a System Macro to automate those keystrokes. Fortunately there's an easy
solution.
Let's say you have two
.MAC files: ONE.MAC (loaded presently) and TWO. MAC.
Go into the System Macros
application select an empty
macro (say, Fn+F1) and
press ~ (Edit), Tab to the
Contents field and press I!Z]
access the Chain option.
Press Select, choose the
other macro file you want to
load (TWO. MAC) and press
1!!2]. Use the arrow keys to
select an empty macro slot in
TWO.MAC (say, FN+F2).
Press 1!!2] twice and press
IMENU 1Quit to exit the System
Macro application.
Now, whenever ONE. MAC
is loaded and you press ~+
!!II, the HP 100LX loads
TWO.MAC into the System
Macro applications.

iii Setup
! 100LX!

Don't forget
your password
on the HP 100LX
If you don't have a good memory be very careful using
the 100LX password protection for files. If you forget
your password, there is no
way to recover the file. The
100LX uses the password to
actually encrypt the file and
therefore does not need to
save it. Since it doesn't save
the password there is no way
to "discover" the password
after a file is encrypted.
Some users write down
their passwords and keep
them in a safe place. Others
use only one password for all
their files because it's less
likley to forget.
Mark Scardina
CompuServe ID: [76711,732]

to

CYCLE THROUGH
MACRO FILES
You can modify the above tip
so that you can cycle through
all of your .MAC files.
Let's say you have the two
System Macro files above:
ONE.MAC and TWO.MAC.
Further, you've already followed the steps above so
you can press ~+!!II to
load TWO.MAC. All you have
to do is reverse the process.
With TWO.MAC loaded,
go into the System Macro
application, select an empty
macro (say FN+F1) and
follow the above procedure to
select ONE.MAC, and an
empty macro slot in ONE
.MAC (say, FN+F2).
Now, whenever you press
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~+!!II,

you'll load the other
.MAC file. If you have three
or more .MAC files, continue
the procedure. Have FN+F1
in ONE.MAC take you to
TWO .MAC. Have F1 in
TWO.MAC take you to
THREE. MAC . . . up to
LAST.MAC. Have FN+F1 in
LAST. MAC take you back to
ONE.MAC. When set up
properly, pressing !!II cycles
you through your .MAC files
in the sequence .
It's best to be consistent
with the keys you use (e.g.
FN+F1 for the transfer macro
and FN+F2 for the empty
macro in the next .MAC file.
The only downside associated with this method is that
you have to reserve two
System Macro keys in each
.MAC file for the procedure.
In addition, there's no easy
way to determine which System Macro file is loaded. You
have to go into the System
Macro application to see
what .MAC file you are using.
(Pressing ~ with 100Buddyii
installed lets you see the
labels of the F-key macros.)
Ron Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [73310,3663]
Iver Erling Aarva
CompuServe 10: [70630,553]
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
! 100LX !

Stopping
a runaway Macro
Because you can link System
Macros on the 1OOLX as
described above, it is possible to create a macro that
recurses or loops (that is it
keeps running and running
and won't stop). If this happens, you can stop it by
pressing IcrAll-I MENU I, the
break key.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [73310,3663]

!100Lx.M'1
Use a System
Macro to reset
your configuration
Occasionally I load a program that is incompatible

with my 1OOLX and it locks
up, requiring battery removal.
The big pain is the reprogramming of the 100LX back
to my preferences. I took the
pain out of this by making a
System MACRO which customizes all my settings.
I store this MACRO file out
of harms way on my flash
card. When the need arises,
after I put the batteries back
in, I load the .MAC file and
run it. It takes about 1.5
minutes to reset my MANY
configuration preferences,
including : system sound
volume, contrast, memory
settings, DOS memory settings, Comm settings (parity,
baud rate, down load directory), and World Clock local
city. Then the system macro
opens my ApPointment, Note
Taker, and Phone book files,
with passwords, so the
100LX will "remember" that
they're on the A: drive and
ready to use.
I have password protected
my APPT, NoteTaker and
PHONE datafiles, and the
system macro contains these
passwords. To protect these
passwords, I have encrypted
the .MAC file that contains
the re-configuration macro.
Whenever I want to use it, I
must un-encrypt the file first.
See HP 100LX User's
Guide, page 6-1 to 6-10 for
more on creating system
macros.
Tom Nicastri
AOL: FarfelN
[The HP 95LX provides an
easier approach to this problem. All the system setup
information is stored in SETUP.ENV. Keep a current
copy of that file on your RAM
card. If you lose everything
on the C: drive, copy your
backup copy to C:\ and it will
restore all your system preferences and System Macro
keys. In addition, save copies
of the *.ENV files found in
your C:I_ DA T directory. They
contain the setup preferences for your other built-in
applications - Robert.]
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II

Product Index

(Medical product descriptions and contact information on pages 36-39.)
Contact information for products mentioned in articles.
See Advertisers Index, next page, for additional product references.

HP PRODUCTS
Contacts: Authorized HP computer
dealers worldwide (i.e. the same place
you can purchase an HP LaserJet). To
locate an authorized dealer in the USA,
call 800-443-1254. You can also purchase the 95LX & 100LX and its accessories from ACE Technologies at 800825-9977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408428-9721. EduCALC at 800-677-7001;
Fax: 714-582-1445. Global Connections
at 608-752-1537; Fax: 608-752-9548.
Classic Computers at 515-472-0383;
Fax: 515-472-0393.

HP 100LX 2MB - $749
(HP F1022A)

HP 100lX 2MB Upgrade - $297
Upgrade HP 100LX 1MB to 2MB
Contact: HP Corvallis Service Center,
1030 NE Circle Blvd, Corvallis, OR
97330, Alln: HP 100LX Upgrade; Phone:
503-570-3850.

HP 100LX 1MB - $549
(HP F1020A)

HP OmniBook 430 PC - $Varies
(F1035A) 40MB HD/2MB RAM - $1,199
(F1037A) 150MB HD/4MB RAM - $1,399
(F1038A) 150MB HD/6MB RAM - $1,599

HP Starlink Service - $varies
Wireless messaging service, for
"one-stop communications solution. Contact: 800-917-LlNK.

512K RAM Card - $special
(HP F1003A) Limited supply

5MB.12v Flash Card - $499
(HP F1012A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

10MB/12V Flash Card - $879
(HP F1013A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

DictlonarylThesaurus Carcl-$149.95
(HP F1005A)

AC/DC Adapter (HP F1011A)-$39.95
USA/Canada (Opt. ABA)
Europe (Opt. ABB)
Australia (Opt. ABG)
United Kingdom (Opt. ABU)
South Africa (Opt. ABO)

PC Connectivity Cable - $24.95
(HP F1015A) Connect 95LX and
100 LX to DOS compatible PC.

MAC Connectivity Cable - $24.95
(HP F1016A) Connect 95LX and
100LX to Apple PCs/MACs.

95lX Connectivity Pack - $119.49
(HP F1001A)

100lX Connectivity Pack - $119.49
(HP F1021A)

Connect/Adapter Kit - $24.95
(HP F1 023A) 4 adapters for connecting
the 100LX to modems, printers, and PCs.

1OOLX Accessory Cradle - $79
(HP F1027A) Connects the 1OOLX to
U.S. Robotics WorldPort V.42bis Modem,
Skytel pager, and other products.

95lX Accessory Cradle - $60
(HP F1006A)

Service Agreements
For U.S. HP Palmtop users. Units must be
under warranty to extend.

Flash RAM Cards - $varies

95LX, 1-year extension - $50
95LX, 3-year extension - $135
100LX, 2-year extension - $85
Contact: Hewlell-Packard, Corvallis
Service Center, USA; Phone: 503-7572002.

Manufactured by Sundisk, marketed by
others including HP (see Advertiser's
Index and HP listing above).
Contact: Sundisk, USA; Phone: 408562-0595; Fax: 408-562-3403.

NOTE: Suggested retail price listed.

HP Palmtop Paper, Back issues

OTHER PRODUCTS
Batteries, lithium AAs (4-pack)- $14
(plus $2 shipping)
Contact: Thaddeus Computing Inc,
USA; Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515472-1879.

Connectivity Cables
• Custom cable - $varles
Cables to connect HP Palmtops to various
printers and modems (mentioned on page
49).
Contact: Shier Systems & Software,
1033 Business Center Circle, Newbury
Park, CA 91320, USA; Phone: 805-4986787; Fax: 805-498-8174; CompuServe
ID: [75030,3374].

• Custom modem cable - $35
Connects the HP 100LX to modems with
9-pin mini-din connectors (mentioned on
page 49).
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

• RJ-11 cables - $varies
Cable to connect modem to phone line.
Price varies depending on length (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Available at discount department stores, electronics stores, Radio
Shack, etc.

Checkview - $49
Check keeping software.
Contact: ACE Technologies, USA;
Phone: 800-825-9977 or 408-428-9722;
Fax: 408-428-9721.

CompuServe BBS servlce - $varies
Contact: CompuServe USA; Phone:
800-848-8199 or 614-457-0802.

fastCOMM! - $59

Contact: Thaddeus Computing, USA;
Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515-4721879.

IntelliLink for Windows - $69.95
Palmtop to PC running windows file transfer software (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: IntelliLink, Inc., One Tara
Blvd., Suite 210, Nashua, NH 03062,
USA; Phone: 603-888-0666; Fax: 603888-9817.

Kodak Diconix 180sl - $349
Serial printer (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Kodak Company, USA;
Phone: 800-344-0006 or 716-724-3592;
Fax: 716-726-3108.

Konexx Koupler - $129
Model 112 is a modem to phone interlace.
Model 204 is an acoustic coupler.
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

lapLink V - $169.95
laplink Pro - $169.95
Generic file transfer software, reported to
run on Palmtops (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Traveling Software, USA;
Phone: 800-343-8080 or 206-483-8088;
Fax: 206-485-6786.

Mac Data Exchange - $89.95
Palmtop to Macintosh file transfer software (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Sparcom Corporation, 897
NW Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330,
USA; Phone 800-827-8416 or 503-7578416; Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuServe
ID: [75320,2440}.

MacLinkPlus HP Palmtop - $129
Palmtop to Macintosh file transfer software (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: DataViz, Inc., 55 Corporate
Dr., Trumbull, CT 06611, USA; Phone
800-733-00300r203-268-0030; Fax: 203268-4345.

Microsoft Assembler (6.1) - $199

Contact: Sparcom Corporation, 897
NW Grant Ave., CorvalliS, OR 97330,
USA; Phone 800-827-8416 or 503-7578416; Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuServe
10: [75320,2440}.

RM-60 Radiation Monitor - $150
Radiation monitor that works with the
100LX (see article, page 30).

AW-GRAPH - $45
Graphics software to analyze data from
RM-60 (above).
Contact: Aware ElectroniCS, P.O. Box
4299, Wilmington, DE 19807, USA;
Phone/Fax: 302-655-3800.

RS-232 Tester - $14.99
Serial port tester. (Mentioned page 48.
Radio Shack product number 276-1401.)
Contact: Local Radio Shack store.

Serial-To-Parallel Adapters
(Mentioned in Serial Communications
articel, pages 45-49.)

• BSE Parallel Port - $79.95
Contact: The BSE Company, USA;
Phone: 602-527-8843; Fax: 602-5271540.

• Convertor Cable - $125
Contact: Imaging Supplies Express, USA;
Phone: 800-462-4309; Fax: 310-3703265.

• GA 935 - $79.95
Contact: Greenwich Instruments, USA;
Phone: 800-476-4070; Fax: 704-3358707.

• Para link 3 - $79.95
Contact: WIDGET Software, UK; Phone:
011-44-438-815444; Fax: 011-44-438815222.

Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People
Personal development book by Steven
Covey. (See article, page 40.)
Publisher: Simon & Schuster; available through local bookstores.

Sunlight - $80
Calculates sunrise and sunset times
around the world (mentioned on page 55).
Contact: Global Connection Inc., 50
S. River St., Ste 105, Janesville, W153545, USA; Phone: 608-752-3695; Fax: 608752-9548.

Palmtop to PC communications program
(mentioned on page 49).
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Programming language (see page 55.)
Contact: Microsoft Corporation, USA;
Phone: 800-426-9400 ; Fax: 206-6356100; Canada: 800-563-9048; Intemational: 206-936-8661.

TeleCouplerll - $139.95

Fastlynx - $169.99

Norton Commander 3.0 - $149

Generic file transfer software, reported to
run on Palmtops (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Rupp Technologies, USA;
Phone: 800-844-7775 or 602-224-9922;
Fax: 602-224-0898.

Generic file transfer software, reported to
run on Palmtops (mentioned on page 49).
Contact: Symantec Corp., 10201
Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014;USA;
Phone: 800-441-7234 or 408-253-9600;
Fax: 408-255-3344.

User's Groups

First Things First- $23
Time organization book by Covey, Merrill
and Merrill. (See article, page 40.)
Publisher: Simon & Schuster, New
York; available through local bookstores.

PC Data Exchange - $79.95
Palmtop to PC file transfer software (mentioned on page 49).

Acoustic telephone coupler (mentioned on
page 49).
Contact: CP+, USA; Phone: 800274-4277; Fax: 714-848-6850.
See box in Third Party Products,
page 10, this issue.

X.Jack Megahertz Modem - $359
PCMCIA card modem for 100LX.
Contact: Megahertz, 4505 South
Wasatch Blvd., Salt Lake City, UT 84124,
USA; Phone: 800-LAPTOPS or 801-2726000; Fax: 801-272-6077
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HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of way's to get in
touch with The HP Palmtop Paper staff.
You can write; mail us a dIsk with
your comments; send CompuServe
mail; fax; or call. Our mailing address
and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 800-373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,24431
Internet: 75300.2443@compuserve.com

To advertise in The HP Palmtop Paper,'
contact Bnan Teitzman or Margaret
Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or clear
up any problem with y'our subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers
these options:
• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- is
offered to all Palmtop users and is
available by calling 503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORT- is
offered 24 hours a day by calling 800443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAlLED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.
On-Line Support - offered by these
bulletin board services.

Products advertised in this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
ACE

• INTERNET: comp.sys.palmtops
(best); comp'.sys.handlields; or
eddie.mit.ci:I.

(ACE Palmtop Products) .. .

APPC Data Products
Aware Electronics
Classic Computers
Coastal Electronics
ComputerBoards
CSS
Databook
DataViz
DiscoDisks
E&B
EduCALC
EI Dorado
Elek-Tek
EM Alternatives
Envoy Data
EXP Computer
Extended Systems
Global Connections
Greenwich Instruments
Greystone
IntelliLink
Mirical Corp
New Media
On Site Info
PEPID
Prolifix
Protege
Prolinear
PSI Internet
SCM Microsystems
Seagate
Simple Simon Software
Steele Creek Tech.
Telegroup
Thaddeus Computing
Widget

The richness of The HP Palmtop Paper
comes from the contributions of Palmtop PC users. We and your fellow
users welcome your submissions. (We
do not offer payment for articles; your
reward is knowing that you've helped
others.)
If you have a good idea and want
to "go for it," send it in via CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443], Internet:
75300.2443@compuserve.com, or send
disk or hard copy' to Hal Goldstein or
Rich Hall at the above address. Alternatively you can send an outline of
your idea. We will trY. to guide you
as to when and whether we would
use the article and contact you if we
need clarification or have any suggestions. We may want to use an article
but for a variety of reasons you may
not see it for many months. Please
understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article.
If you can, especially if you write
a Palril.top Profile, send us a black
and white photo of yourself.

(ACE Double Card) . ..
...
. .. . .. ... ... .. back cover
(Medical Software) . . .
[615·352-3426; CompuServe ID: [71202.2721] ..26
(RM-60 Radiation Monitor) . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .. [Phone/Fax: 302·655·3800] ..43
(Trade in 95LX for 100LX) . .. .. .
[515·472·0383; Fax:515·472-0393] .. 56
(Used HP Palmtops) ....... .•... ..
. .. . 51
(PCMCIA Card Reader) .....
[800·721-5465; Fax:619·454·2611] .. 52
(Data Acquisition) . . ...... . .• . . .
. . . [508·261-1123: Fax:508·261-1094] ..41
(Environmental Case) ... . .....
. . . . .. [800-733-5017; Fax:503·752·7037j .. 28
(Memory Card Drive)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . [716·889-4204; Fax:716·889·2593] ..4
(MacLink Plus) . .
. .. . . [800-733·0030; Fax:203·268·4345] ..inside front cover
(75 Shareware Games) . . . [800-726-5885 or 509·922·3439; Fax: 509·924·9511) .. 15
(Leather Cases)
. . . [800·896-2273; Fax:916·782·9306] .. 13
(95LX Accessories Catalog)
.. . [800·677-7001; Fax:714·582·1445) .. 19
(95/100LX Accessories) . . . . .
. .. . [800·227·8292; Fax: 415·494·1995] .. 30
(HP Deskjet 310/Accessories) . .
. .. .. [800-395-1000; Fax:708·677·7168) .. 7
(PalmtoxlPalmpeds Medical Software)
.. . [800·258-2550; Fax: 414·377·7569) .. 29
(PCMCIA Products) . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. [602-892-0954; Fax:602·892·0029) .. 20
(Fax Modem) . ..... . . . .. [1 -800·EXP·NYCA; Fax: 714·453·1319) ..inside back cover
(JetEye, Infrared Printing) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [800-235-7576; Fax:406·587·9170) .. 35
(Palmtop Onestop Shopping)
. . [608-752-1537; Fax:608·752·9548) .. 21
(Serial·to·Paraliel Converter) .... . .. .. .. . [800-476-4070; Fax:704·335·8707) ... 55
(Universal Card Drive) .. . ....... .. . . ... . [408·868-4739; Fax: 408·866·8328) ... 3
(Windowsl95-100LX Connectivity Software) . . . [603-888-0666; Fax:603·888·9817j .. 27
(Personal Food Analyst)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . [800-732-7707; Fax:719·598·5790) ..44
(Palm Modem, SRAM/Flash Cards) . .. . . . . . [800-227-3748; Fax:714·453·0114) ... 17
(Embarc Motorola) . . ........ . ......... . [818-377-4144; Fax: 818-377·4147) ..23
(100LX Emergency Physicians Database) ... . . (708-475-0778; Fax: 708·475·0779) .. 1
(P.M.R PhYSician's Medical Reference) ...... [800-774-7357; Fax: 913-492-7396) ..31
(ATNX Data Exchange Device) ........... [800·995-4453; Fax: 714-961-1162) .. 29
(PCMCIA Fax/Modems) .... [800-759-0881 or 818·821-1881; Fax: 818-321-1879] .. 25
(E-maiVServiceslSoftware) ... [800-329-7741 or 703·709·0300; Fax; 800·709·0300)..9
(Card Reader) [U.S. 408·395·9292; Fax: 408-395-8782; Gennany: 4989 859 8702)..53
(Sundisk Flashcard) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[408-438-8111; Fax: 408·438-3922). .. 11
(SS Faxer) . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ..... [817-283-6691; Fax: 817-283-5871)..16
(Card-link Drives) . . ... . . ... . .. ... . •........ [Phone & Fax: 704·588-1780] .. 15
(Long Distance Telephone Service) .. . . . . .. [800·497-0344; Fax: 515-469-3617] ..42
. .. [800-373·6114; Fax:515-472-1879] ... 8
(HP Palmtop Paper) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK) .. . ... . ....... . ...
.....
. . . . .. 57
(Paralink 3 SeriaVParaliel Adapter) . [011-44·438·815444; Fax:011-44-438-815222] .. 19

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (May/June 1994)
Product

Function

CIS forum

~

ANES!.ZIP
FOOD. P
FO
IP
ME
ME
ME
ME
ME
.ZIP
MEISSNER.ZIP

Anesthesia and pharmacokinetics 95LX (WK1 , EON)
Nutrition database, .GDB for 100LX
Demo of Food 1.0 nutrition Database for 95LX
Medical
100LX ~K1, EON, GDB, TXT]
Clinical
NoteTa er on 100LX
Medical refe
for 95LX ~ON,
Medical ref.
LX (PBK K1, EO ,TXJI
117 medical
use with MEDREF on 95
100LX files
ser Profile contains:
ECHO.EON,
PROC.EON, and CliNICAL.WK1
Diagnoses for neuropsy iatry, 100LX NoteTaker

HPHANDI7
HPHAND/11
HPHANDI7
HPHAND/11
HPHANDI11
HPHANDI7
HPHANDI7
HPHANDI7
na

Free
Share
Share
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

HPHANDI11

Free

HPHANDI11
HPHAND/9
HPHAND/9
HPHANDI7
na
na
HPHANDI9
HPHANDI11
HPHAND/11
HPHANDI11
HPHANDI11
HPHAND17
HPHAND/1
HPHAND/11
HPHAND/11
HPHANDI14
HPHANDI7
HPHAND/S
na
na
na
na

Share
Share
Share
Share
Free
Free
Share
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
na
na
na
na

NEUROP.ZIP

How to submit an article

Page number
. . . . [800·825·9977; Fax:408-428-9721] .. 32·33

(Includes: ACT! (or HP Palmtops; BA TTman Battery Monitoring Software;
Check View; (astCOMM; (astLlNE; (astNOTES; (astWRITE; HP 100LX Palmtop
Computer; HP 100LX Accessories; HP OmniBook 4251430; OmniBook Accessories;
Other 95LX Software and Accessories; SWITCHI.)

• COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership state
#23l.
• AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-893-6288 for membership information.

Product [Phone/Fax numbers]

Company

rarJ.

~
39
37,39
37,39
19,20,25,39
20,25,~

22,25,~

13,14,15

39

General Software (non-medical applications)
!.zIP
P

VUS.ZIP
UNZIP.EXE
BIGDDB.1oo
ICONVI.APP
SSFAX1 .EGO
SUNTZU.ZIP
TST
P
HPl
ADV
PTP
README.ZIP
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,4,pplication: Ver. 1.0 100LX checkbook ledger
~Iication: Ver. 6.0 100LX communications
A~ication: Ver. 5.0 faxer for 95LX & 100LX
A T: ABKTool 4.0a, a 95LX APPT file viewer/edHor
Database: PTP OnDisk index in 95 and 100LX formats
Sample 80al tracking 100LX database
: er. 1.5 can rols 100LX serial port
: Ver. 1.
pMa
: 100LX
: Helv1
reen onts
: Reset 1 LX
& SRAM access s~eed
: File Viewer, RPN Calculator, BIGFONT for 5LX
Utility: latest version of ut~ to decompress .ZIP files
Text: Performance of 100 PhonelDbase, bllbfiles
Text: Macro & instructions to view icons on 1 LX
Text: Use SSFAX wHh Chaplet EgoFax/Mode~144oo
Text: The Art of War bbtUntzu readable wHh
Text: Detailed test of 1 LX APPTttrformance
Text: Descriptions of files in CIS H forums
Text: DeSCri~tions, rcroducts advertised this issue
Text: The H Palm o~ P~r, Ma~JUne 1994
Text: cover letter for Palmtop aper ON DISK

9
10,22,49
9,49
10,40

na

41
48,~

10,~~
11
61
na
62

60

na
61
60
na
na
na
na

HPHANDn, Share, 5960);
ps 94 j lntemet, Fr~, 48); •
(Bes Tips 94, HP""ND 11,

INTRODUCING THE
ONLY FAX/MODEM
THAT LETS YOU SEND
AND RECEIVE FAXES
FROM YOURHP 100LX
Now you can enjoy the ultimate mobile-communication
convenience from your HP 100LX, thanks to EXP's
revolutionary ThinFax Basic-LX PCMCIA 2.0
fax/modem card. Designed exclusively for the HP 100LX,
it's loaded with these innovative features:
-

-

-

Unique MiniFax™3.0 fax
software built into card
for true "plug & play"
Software has look
and feel of all other
built-in HP 100LX
applications
Preview faxes on screen
before sending
View received faxes
Customized fax cover page

-

-

Print out faxes on a wide
range of printers
- Custom telephone
directory for frequentlycalled numbers
- User-friendly interface
Low power consumption
Fast 9,600 bps sendl4,800 bps
receive fax transmission
Up to 2,400 bps data transmission
Lifetime warranty

NO OTHERFAXIMODEM CARD CAN
DO ALL THIS FORYOUR100LX.
So visit your local HP products dealer today and ask for
EXP ThinFax Basic-LX by name. Or call our East Coast office
at (516) 496-3703 or our West Coast office at (714) 453-1020
for more information.
1-(800) EXP-NYCA

~.
EXP Computer, Inc.
MOBILE COMPUTING EXPERTISE IS BUILT INTO OUR NAME.

Solid State Flash Storage Solution for Podable CQm~.uJf1

DoubleFTash'"

DoubleFTash'"

40M

20M

SOUDS1J47E
SlVRo4GE

SOUDSIXTE

SlVRo4GE

No Batteries Required

Lifetime Warranty

DoubleFlash is a non-volatile storage technology
that does not require batteries to retain its contents.
DoubleFlash functions much like your PC's hard disk
drive except that there are no moving parts. As a
result, much less power is required to operate. This
extends significantly your portable computer's
battery life. Using DoubleFlash in products like the
popular HP OMNIBoOKvirtually doubles your battery
life to 9 hours of continuous use!

Demonstrating our confidence in this new technology,
we are providing a lifetime warranty to all DoubleFlash
users. As with all ACE memory card products, your
storage investment is protected for life.

Price Starting from S 199
With capacity up to 80MB. DoubleFlash provides
you with the most storage at the lowest cost.

Built-in Data Compression
Up to twice as much data can be stored on a
DoubleFlash card thanks to the built-in Stacker™
data compression software. With the included
DoubieRAM feature you can increase the capacity
of your internal RAM disk.
DoubleFlash is compatible with most popular
portable computers and PC card drives. For a
current list please contact us at our toll-free number.

DoubleFlash 3M
(up to 3MB) .......................... .............. ......... $199
DoubleFlash 5M
(up to 5MB) ........ .. .......... ...... ........ .... .. .... ..... $279
DoubleFlash 10M (up to lOMB) ........................ .. ...... .. ............. $359
DoubleFlash 20M (up to 20MB) ............................................... $569
DoubleFlash 40M (up to 40MB) .......... ..................................... $979
DoubleFlash 60M and 80M ...................................... Avallable soon

For more information and how to order, call:

1-800-825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc I

ACE Technologies. Inc. 2880 Zanker Road. # 103 . San Jose. California. 95134 Tel : 408-428-9722 or 1-800-825-9977 Fax: 408-428-9721
stacker Is a trademark of $toe Electronics, DoubleAosh Is a trademark at ACE Technologies. Inc.

